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INTRODUC17ON

17re Ocean Governance Study
Group

We Ocean Governance Study
Group  OGSG! was founded in
1991 by soxne thirty ocean policy
experts from throughout the United
States, dedicated to linking schol-
arly and policy-oriented studies to
the task of developing a new vision
of ocean governance in this critical
period of environmental and
developmental challenges, Al-
though a broad range of scholarly
and policy viewpoints is repre-
sented in the Group, there is a
common commitment among us to
the view that if the United States is
to achieve the fuH benefits for its
public from its ocean zone � and if
the interests and choices of future
generations are to be adecluately
protected � we need to look at
ocean and coastal problems as a
whole, not only in fragments, and
that a new vision of governance is
needed. Not since the Stratton
Commission Report of 1969 has
there been a inajor effort to under-
take a fuH and comprehensive
examination of U.S. ocean policy
and national interests; the need for
such vision today seems urgent
indeed to members of the Study
Group,

The group is assisted in its
work by a group of soxne thirty
Policy Advisors drawn from
Congress, the Acbninistratian, state
governments, regional organiza-
tions, and national interest groups
representing industry and environ-
mental concerns; and a
five-member group of International
Advisors specializing in ocean
management. Other interested
individuals and organizations have
also participated in OGSG confer-
ences and provided valuable
commentary on OGSG members'

working papers and formal pxesen-
tahans. The Center for the Study of
Marine Pafiicy at the Graduate
CoHege of Marine Studies, Uxuver-
sity of Delaware has served as the
Secretariat of the Ocean Gover-
nance Study Group since its incep-
tion.

Suxrunaries of the first set of
papers from the OGSG appeared in

Biliana Cicin-Sain,
Editor, published in 1992  and
available from the Center for the
Study of Marine Policy, Graduate
College of Marine Studies, Univer-
sity of Delaware, Newark, Dela-
ware, 19716, Phone �02! 831-8086,
Fax �02! 831-3668!, The contribu-
tions in that volume, reporting on
disnmions at the first workshop of
the group at the University of
Hawaii in 1992, xnade the case for a
fundainental xeevaIuation of U.S,
ocean policy, and a broad agenda
for research on the problem of
ocean governance was sketched
out. In addition, soxne papers
provided an evaluation of specific
sectoral and institutional problems,

The second volume containing
contributions on the debate con-
cerning what kind of governance
regime that ought to prevaH in the
vast and important ocean areas
controlled by the United States,

Cgy~x1IL11i~ David D. Caron, Chris
Carr and Harry N, Scheiber, Editors
�993! contains suxxunaries of
materials presented at the second
Ocean Governance Study Group
conference, held in january 1993 at
the Boalt HaH School of Law,
University of Cahfornia, Berkeley.
FuH-length versions of a number of
the papers in the 1993 volume wiH
appear in late 1993 and early 1994
in symposium issues of three
leading journals in marine policy:

i

1994 Lewes Syrnposxunx
Vofurnes

The present volume contains
summaries of soxne thirty papers
presented at the third annual
symposium of the Ocean Gover-
nance Study Group held at the
University of Delaware, Lewes,
Delawaxe, April 9 to 13, 1994. In
addition to the present volume
containing sununaries of papers
presented at the symposium, a
coxnpanion volume entitled
"Roundtable I.hscumians" will be
published after the conference and
will report on the presentations and
discussions made at three
Roundtables at the Lewes meeting:
on ways of redressing current
policy stalemates in offshore oil and
gas development, on potential
addition of an ocean dixn.ension to
the Coastal Zone Manageinent Act,
and on determining next steps in
the crafting of a national strategy
for sustainable development of the
U,S. ocean. In. addition, as has
becoxne customary in the work of
the Study Group, a nuxnber of the
full-length papers emanating from
the 1994 symposium wiH be consid-
ered for publication as special
issues in the major journals in the
field � the three inentioned above
plus also the British-based journal
hhxiacLah!Z.

Overview of this Report

The first set of papers addresses
the need for and xnethods to craft a
national strategy for sustainable
development of the U,S. ocean.
Biliana Cicin-Sain first sets forth a
set of policy options for adueving a
national strategy for ocean gover-
nance, Molly Olson and john
Bullard ~ the Clinton
Adxninistratian's perspectives on
sustainable development fram their
vantage points, respectively, in the
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Pxesident's Council for Sustainable
Development and the NOAA Office
for Sustainable Development. The
Marine Board's Executive Director,
Charles Bookman, follows with a
discussion of a National Research
Council initiative to undertake two
major studies leading up to the
creation of a national ocean strat-
egy. Mary Barber provides infor-
rnation on the recently-established
National Ocean Coalition which is
bringing together national agencies,
educational institutions, and
national interest groups around
common concerns with improving
ocean governance. Robert Knecht
poses the question "How do we
know when we have a national
ocean strategy" and delineates a
number of practical steps which can
be taken in support of such a
strategy.

The second set of papers
address international factors
affecting ocean and coastal gover-
nance, such as the coming into force
of the Law of the Sea Convention,
efforts to implement the Earth
Suxnmit agreexnents, and interna-
tional trade issues. Boyce 'Thorne-
Miller provides a discussion of a
maj or principle emerging in inter-
national law; the precautionary
principle. David Caron discrisses
the dangers of what he calls "covert
greening" of international institu-
tions. Discussing the forthcoming
entry into force of the Law of the
Sea Treaty, Jon Jacobson notes that
actions by U.S, coastal states,
whether or not valid domestically,
can, if violative of international law
rules, incur U.S. responsibility
under international law. Richard
McLaughlin addresses the thorny
issue of the use of economic sanc-
tions by the U.S. to protect sea
turtles, whales, and dolphins.
McLaughlin concludes that such
sanctions violate several substan-
tive provisions of the Law of the
Sea Convention; thus, if the U.S.

becoines a party to the Convention,
it may well be prevented from
continued used of such econonuc
sanctions.

Ocean state governance initia-
tives are addressed in the next set
of papers, focusing, in particular, an
what difference these initiatives
have made and on future desirable
roles for both the states and federal

agencies in ocean planning and
management. Bailey reviews five
factors essential to the structure and
function of Oregon's pioneering
ocean program, the first in the
nation to prepare a comprehensive
plan for the state's offshore areas.
Brian Baird reports on the progress
of the on-going effort in California
to prepare a plan for the inany uses
of the state's ocean while Michael
Orbach reviews and assesses the

history of ocean planning and
management efforts in North
Catoliria. Richard Poiriex and Jerry
Norris address the special manage-
ment issues present in the Aineri-
can Flag Pacific Islands, Richard
Poirier traces state initiatives in
Hawaii from the late 3960s to the
recent implementation of the
Hawaii Ocean Resources Manage-
xnent Plan. Jerry Norris describes
recent work by the Pacific Basin
Development Council in addressing
issues related to the management of
200-mile zones in the American
Flag Pacific Islands and, in a
companion piece, discusses the role
of the Pacific Island states  both
independent and not-independent!
in what he calls "The New Ecw
nomic World Order." Through a
comparative approach, Mare
Hexshxnan compares and assesses
the ocean policy actions taken by
the ocean "activist" states.
Hershxnan concludes that a down-
ward shift in power has taken place
in recent years, with the states
assuming a greater decision-
making role in such areas as coastal
xnanagement, oil pollution, outer

continental shelf development,
xnarine sanctuaries, and fisheries.

Issues related to the reauthori-
zation of three major laws dealing
with living marine resources � the
Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Managexnent Act  Magnuson
Act!, the Marine Mamxrial Protec-
tion Act  MMPA! and the Endan-
gered Species Act  ESA! � are
addressed next, with special
attention on the inter-relationships
among these laws, options for
reforxn in the current fisheries
manageinent regixne, and political
and economic factors in the admin-
istration of these laws. Harry N.
Scheiber and Chris Carr provide a
historical perspective on the
evolution of the Magnuson Act,
focusing on the complex inter-
relationship of politics, biology, and
economics that have characterized
the passage and ixn.plementation of
the Act. M. Casey Jarxnan and
Richard Hildreth examine the inter-

relationships axnong the Magnuson
Act, the MMPA, the ESA, and the
Migratory Bird Treaty Act and
assess current and proposed
regixnes for the incidental taking of
xnarine maxnmals in commercial
fishexies. Tim Eichenberg reviews
and assesses recent criticisxns of the
Endangered Species Act by the so-
called "wise-use" movement which
has invoked the issue of compensa-
tiori to property owners whenever
ESA restrictions deprive property
of an economically viable use.
Lauxiston R. King examines the
implications of the changing
political context for fisheries
xnanagement, marked by the
emergence of new forces  mainly
increased participation by eni~on-
mental groups! which has ex-
panded the traditional smaU and
rather exclusive fisheries policy
network, Reporting on one of the
most important recent trends iri
fisheries management�
privatization of the resource-
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The next set of papers address
approaches, methods, and experi-
ences in achieving muftiple-use
management and greater inter-
agency and inter-governmental
cooperation, Walter F, Clark
reports on an innovative study on
coastal waters in North Carolina
which applies land-use planning
and zoning techniques to the
analysis and delimitation of a
water-use classification to manage
coastal waters, Richard Burroughs
di.~~ the difficult intergovern-
mental problems that are raised by
efforts to control nonpoint source
pollution � i.e., the need to inte-
grate land management  mainly a
iocal issue! with coastal water
quality management  largely a
federal issue!. Virginia K. Tippie
and Norman T. Edwards describe
the work of Coastal America, a
federal inter-agency initiative
involving nine federal agencies,
working with state and locA
agencies and non-governmental
organizations on specific projects to
restore and protect coastal environ-
ments. According to the authors,
the fact that Coastal America is a
network and not e program, has
allowed the effort to rninirnize
bureaucracy while leveraging
governmental and non-governmen-
tal resources to pr oduce results.
Mark T, Imperial and Timothy M.
Hennessey explore the conceptual
and practical challenges of manag-
ing nonpoint sources of pollution
and of implementation of section
6217 of the Coastal Zone Act
Rea uthorization Amendments of
1990 which, according to the
authors represents the most com-
prehensive national effort at
integrated coastal watershed
management ever undertaken in
the Uruted States. The authors raise

Bonnie McCay compares the effects
of two such schemes For
privatization, one from the U,S. and
one from Canada.

a ~n~ of quest ons reg~g th
way this problem has been defined
and solutions implemented,

Of afl the U.S. programs
dealing with the coastal ocean, the
Outer Continental Shelf Program
 OCS! has perhaps been the most
controversial. It is also a program
which can be characterized as in a
state of "poricy stalemate," in a
kind of "stand-off" situation which
has pitted developers, environmen-
talists, government interests, and
citizens in adversarial positions, As
part of a Roundtable Crlscussion on
this topic  reported in the compan-
ion volume "Roundtable Discus-
sions"!, Charles A. Lester reviews
the root causes of conflicts over the
implementation of this program
and calls for rediscovering the
public interest in the OCS lands,
Lester's paper considers five
frameworks for thinking about the
public interest, distil!ing five
principles of policy reform for
achieving the public interest, These
principles are applied to the
structure and implementation of
the existing OCS program and
arguments are made for four OCS
policy changes: decentralization of
development decisions to the four
OCS regions, establishment of
regional decision-making bodies,
allocation of the costs and benefits
of OCS development to the regional
decision-making bodies, and
institutionalization of a public
mechanism for OCS exploration.

The 6nal set of papers in this
volume examine major experiences
underway and proposed in rnanag-
ing large areas of the ocean as
marine protected areas, with a
major focus on exploring the
linkages between marine protected
areas and other forms of ocean
governance in areas of national
jurisdiction as well as in the high
seas. James W. Rote examines the
development of a comprehensive

water quaIity protection plan for
the Monterey Bay area, part of the
Monterey Bay National Marine
Sanctuary  the second largest
marine protected area in the world,
after Australia's Great Barrier Reef!,
Rote examines the features of this
effort which he views as a good
prototype for inter-agency coopera-
tion. Maxine McCloskey makes the
case for extending the practice of
protected area designation to high
seas areas, and calls for develop-
ment of criteria and planning for
designation and protective regula-
tion of significant ecosystems and
critical areas in the high seas.
Daniel Suman turns to the experi-
ence with the Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary  the second
largest in the United States, after
the Monterey Bay sanctuary!, and
describes the many mechanisrm for
intergovernmental cooperation that
have been set up under this pro-
gram. Although it is too early to
evaluate the outcome of these
efforts, Suman finds that the
planning process has produced
encouraging results, Finally, Jack
Sobel reviews the role of marine
protected areas in providing an
overall strategy for saving, study-
ing, and sustainably using marine
biological diversity. Sobel dis-
cusses the relationship between
marine protected areas and broader
systems of ocean governance,
stressing their complementarity-
with smaller, highly protected
reserves being nested as zones
within multiple-use management
regrmes.

Bifiarrrr Crcirr-Sain
April 1994
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A FRAMEWORK FOR A NATIONAL OCEAN GOVERNANCE STRATEGY

B iliazta Cicitt-Saixt
Professor and Co-Director,

Center for the S tidy of Marine Policy
Graduate College of Marine Studies

University of Delazoare
Newark, Deiazoare 19716
Telephone �02! 831-8086

Fax  '302! 831-3668

E mai7 Onznet B.Cicin. Sain

Ctxtegories for Discussion of
Goverrxance frrzprovernerxfs

Irt troductzozx

Borrowing from zny earlier
paper,' the following categories of
options for governance improve-
ments are used:

1. Structural basis of the gover-
nance system � inoving to more
xnultiple-use, area-based
management � considering area-
wide iznpacts, Moving away
from a largely single-purpose
perspectiim to a consideration
of znultiple effects, resources,
and uses in a wider region.

2, Providing overall guiding
policy principles � this in-
cludes; 1! broad principles
such as those recently agreed to
by all nations at the Earth
Suxnmit and other principles
embodied in both national and
international law and practice;
and 2! agreed-to policy stan-
dards and procedures  such as,
for exaznple, implementaticrn of
ocean prograxns through state
and local governments!.

3. Providing national guidance-
while cognizant of regional
variations, development of
national policy that establishes
goals, objectives, priorities, and
lays down basic principles and
criteria,

4, Enhancing capacity for conflict
xesolutian-developing zno-re
systematic, anticipatory and

In a recent paper, "A Frame-
work for Multiple-Use Ocean
Governance for the United States,"'
I summaxized probleznatic features
of the U.S. systezn for governing its
ocean; e.g., single uses xnanaged
separately; different regimes in
state waters and federal waters; no
overall national guidance on use of
the 200 mile zone; stewardship
responsibilities not weII defined;
low capacity for conflict resolution;
reactive, rather than anticipatory
pianxung; and Iow levels of inter-
agency and intergovernmental
integration. I contrasted this
situation to a inore "ideal" mulhple
use ocean xnanagexnent framework
 involving, among other factors! an
area-wide approach and capacity
for proactive planning and conflict
resolution!, and then suggested
soxne steps the US, could take to
move toward a more multiple use
framework The steps suggested in
that paper were modest and largely
of an analytical nature, in full
recognition of the fact tha.t an
extensive body of ocean law and
policy is alxeady in place, and that,
although laws may be amended
and refined, that the basic coznplex
nature of the U.S, ocean governance
system must realishcaliy be ac-
cepted as a given.

In a companion article, "A
National Ocean Governance
Strategy for the United States is

Needed Now," I put forward the
reasons why a national ocean
governance strategy is ~ceded;
defined terms,' set forth the xnain
goal of a national ocean governance
strategy as achieving sustainable
development of the U.S. ocean~ set
forth, in broad terms, the critical
elements of a national ocean
governance strategy; reviewed
steps involved in the creation of the
strategy  analytical work to evalu-
ate the current system and develop
options, consensus building around
various options, legislative and
executive action!; and reviewed
options for beginning the needed
analytical work to develop the
National Ocean Governance

Strategy  e.g., through a congres-
sionallywreated national commis-
sion, through a high-level group in
the Administration, through an
inter-agency effort, through the
National Research Council, or

through a group of ocean policy
experts!.

My aim in this paper is to carry
this thinking a step further and
attempt to delineate with more
specificity sozne policy options for
ocean governance improvements.
These options are developed only
in outline forxn at present, in an
effort to be provocative and in the
spirit of creating a "strawznan" to
elicit discussion and debate.
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Structural basis

proactive approaches to conflict
resolution, rather than ad hoc
and reactive approaches.

S. Enhancing planning capacity-
developing planning ap-
proaches that are proactive,
take into account the relevant
interests and the affected areas.

6. Improving intra-agency and
inter-agency integration- at the
saxne level of government, This
includes improvements in the
internal operation of agencies
 for exaxnple, relations between
Headquarters and regional
offices! as well as among
agencies at the saxne level of
government  e.g., federal!.

7. Improving inter-governmen-
tal integration- improvements
in the coordination among
agencies at different levels of
government  federal, state,
Jocal!.

8. Improving efficiency and
effectiveness in government
operations- this includes
money issues, tixne limits,
research needs.

Discxrssion of Possible
Goverrxaxxce Improvemexxts

The structural basis of the
present system of U,S. ocean
governance is largely singer
oriented, with the exceptian of
three programs: coastal zone
management, national estuary
program, and the xnarine sanctuar-
ies program, all of which are
oriented toward area managexnent.
The major advantages of an area-
based approach over a single-sector
approach are that an area-based
approach allows govexning authori-
ties to better address the effects of
one ocean use or resource on other
uses, resources, arid the environ-
ment. To move toward amore

multiple purpose and area-based
regixne, the U.S. should consider:
1! developing better xnethods of
linking the existing sectoral pro-
grams to one another and to the
area-based programs, 2! developing
good connections among the area-
based prograxns, 3! building any
additional increments to the
existing governance schecne around
the area-based programs.

Guiding principles

Each of the inajor ocean laws
currently in effect is guided by a set
of principles. The Magnuson Act,
for exaxnple, calls for fisheries to be
managed "throughout their range"
and using the best scientific data
available." Such principles, how-
ever, while providing a good
measuring stick for evaluating the
particular law in question [e.g., the
Magnuson Act J, offer httle guide
for wise managexnent of the entire
ocean area under the jurisdiction of
the U,S. nox for the xnanagement of
ocean acti vities which are not yet
governed by federal law  e.g,
marine aquaculture!.

A code of stewardship ethics
needs to be developed for the U,S,
ocean to provide guidance to
government officials, above and
beyond the guidance offered in
specific statutes. The code of
stewardship ethics xnust build, of
course, an recent international
advances in this area � as reflected
in both the Law of the Sea Conven-
tion and by the Earth Summit
agreements  especiaUy Agenda 21
and the Rio Declaration of Prin-
ciples!. A first cut at such prin-
ciples for the U.S. ocean has been
offered by Van Dyke' who lists nine
such principles, e,g,: precautionary
principle; conduct of enviroxunental
a:~sments; protection of rare and
fragile ecosystems and endangered
and threatened species; priority
givexi to living, over non-living

marine resources, in cases of
conflicts; use of the public trust
doctrine to protect the interests of
the whole community and the
interests of intergenerational
equity; utilization of ocean re-
sources in a sustainable develop-
ment mode; governance in partner-
ship with states, territories and
coxxunonwealths; special attention
paid to the historically-based claims
of indigenous peoples to ocean
space and ocean resources; and
responsibilities of developed
countries in assisting developing
countries to undertake the respon-
sibilities outlined in these prin-
ciples.

Other principles worthy of
consideration include: use and
orderly developxnent of the ocean
zone to benefit the American
public; use and orderly develop-
ment of the ocean zone to benefit
U5. businesses, to create and
xnaintain jobs, and enhance U.S.
ecoxxoxnic competitiveness; insuring
a good return to the public from the
use of coxnmonly-held ocean and
coastal resources; and efficiency
and effectiveness in government
operations  reduction of duplica-
tion and overlap!.

No doubt there will be much
discussion and debate over the
"right" mix of principles to adopt,
The list should be exhaustive and
yet parsimoxuous and address all
relevant aspects of ocean gover-
nance: stewardship toward ocean
resources and space, U.S. publics,
the international conununity, and
future generations,

Adoption of such a code of
stewardship ethics for the U S.
ocean will require legislative action
which cauld be done in conjunction
with suggested legislative action on
other governance improvexnents
discus+% on the following page.
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Natiorraf gaidarrce

AII the existing ocean laws have
some set of explicit goals and
guiding statements of intent, for
example, achieving "optixnum
yield" of fisheries under the
Magnuson Act. The problem with
the axnalgaxn of goals from existing
federal ocean programs is that they
often don't aggregate well together,
since they were originally crafted
separately and without regard for
other existing policy goals [e.g.
maxixnizing fisheries in one area
may be impossible to accomplish at
the same tune as maximizing oil
development in the same area], In
other existing pxograxns  for
exaxnple, marine sanctuaries!,
national goals have not yet been
fully articulated, In other, ernerg-
ing areas of ocean use activity, such
as marine aquaculture, minerals
exploitation, there has been little
articulation of national goals and
targets. And, no mechanisxn exists
for looking into the future and
anticipating and encouraging new
uses through such means as re-
search, technology development,
industry incentives,

In short, developxn.ent of
national goals, objectives, and
priorities, with specific targets and
timetables is needed to: harmonize
existing policy goals and articulate
compatible goals for uses where
little policy guidance exists and/or
for emerging uses.

Development of national
guidance and evaluation of
progress towaxd national goals
xnust be done in conjunction with
subnational levels of government,
states and localities, given the great
diversity in regional circumstances
that characterizes different coastal
ocean regions of the United Sta.tes.
Too, this xnust be a process that
continually adapts and changes
over tixne, in response to changing

national and international develop-
ments.

How can such national guid-
ance be developed? It is difficult to
think that this task could be accom-
plished by any one of the cornpo-
neat units of our existing system of
federal ocean governance [given the
absence of explicit mandates on this
question] or through an inter-
agency effort. While important in
achieving exchange of information
and sornetixnes in resolving con-
flicts and in adapting agency goals
to one another, inter-agency
cornxnittees [of agencies at similar
hierarchical levels], generally lack
the capacity to take a broad per-
spective and to ~ goals and
objectives across the federal govern-
ment and into the future. Advisory
corrunittees, such as the forxner
NACOA  NationaI Advisory
Comxnittee for Oceans and Atmo-
sphere! could logically be thought
of to play a national guidance role,
but such comxnittees are often
limited in what they can accom-
plish because they only have
advisory powers and are xnost often
attached to one agency only.

While reluctant to xecornmend
adding a new institution in a
situation already char actexized by
great institutional complexity, I
think that consideration should. be

given to the creation, thxough
legislative action, of some kind of a
nabonal ocean governance coxxunis-
sion. Akin to the Marine Mammal
Comrrussion, such an entity would
be independent and have broad
powers of review and oversight.
Ideally, it would be connected to
the highest levels of government, as
the Marine Science Council of the
late 1960s was ccmnected to the
Vice-President's office. If the
President's Council on Sustainable
Development were to achieve
continual oversight responsibilities,
it could be part of such an entity.

Among the functions to be
performed by such an entity [these
are discussed further in the sections
below]:

provide broad national guid-
ance on overall goals for the
nation's oceans and coasts,

through consultation with
relevant publics and national
and subnational entities

review and assess the progress
of individual programs in
achieving the national goals

convene and staff the work of
an inter-agency council of
ocean agencies

conduct analytical studies on
the imphcations for ocean use
and protection of new national
and international trends and

developments

assist states and localities,

through an advisory role, in
resolving specific conflicts over
ocean uses and activities

encourage the provision of
incentives for the development
of new ocean uses and indus-
tries  such as minerals, aquacul-
ture!

ovexsee, in conjunction with
the relevant federal agencies,
the administration of xnatching
grants to individual states or
groups of states to create ocean
plans for particular coastal
ocean regions in partnership
with the federal government

encourage the application of
knowledge from the ocean
sciences  natural sciences, social
sciences! to ocean decisions at
federal, state, and local levels,
and work to maintain and
enhance the nation's capacity in
marine technology, marine
natural sciences, marine social
sciences, and marine xnanage-
ment
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aHy report to Congress
on the achievement of the
nation's ocean goals, including
problems and opportunities

Given the important oversight
responsibihties of such an entity, it
would need to be operated in a
"transparent" way, with proce-
dures for participation by nongov-
ernmental organizations, and
subnational levels of government.

Building fretter capacity for conflic
resolntion and for planning

The efforts to provide national
guidance outlined above would go
a long way toward enhancing
capacity for confbct resolution and
for planning at the federal level,
because the national guidance
activities are aimed precisely at
these rluestions � reconciling
conflicts among federal Laws,
proactive planning for possible new
uses, identification of problems and
opportunities.

lt is at the local level, however,
where the ocean resources are
found and the actual uses and
conflicts occur; it is at this level that
the most urgent needs exist for
ocean use planning and conflict
resolution. As Bailey cogently puts
it elsewhere in this volume, "Ocean
planning and management, like all
politics, is local. Overall policies
and management programs must
eventually work in rock-by-rock,
cove-by-cove, reef-by-reef situa-
tions where the abstract world of
pohcies and planning meets the real
world of birds, fish, SCUBA divers,
fisherxnen, tourists and local
residents." At the local level of
real-life interactions among stake-
holders and agencies, it is the state
and local goverxunents who must
 and generally do! take a leading
role in problem resolution and in
proactive planning for state waters,
and in conjunction with the federal
government, for federal waters.

Much could be done, however, to
better assist the states and the
localities in these endeavors and to
develop better state/federal part-
nerships in both state and federal
waters. These options are dis-
cussed later, in the section on inter-
governmental integration.

Achieving inter-agency integration

There are currently no regular-
ized mechanisms for periodicany
bringing the representatives of
federal ocean prograxns together.
The Department of State does
periodicaUy convene an inter-
agency group but this effort is
mainly ori ented toward coordinat-
ing the national position on interna-
tionallyMriven ocean develop-
ments. Interagency efforts on
specialized ocean use issues  e.g,
dredging! do exist, but to my
knowledge, no inter-agency effort
currently exists that cuts across the
broad range of national ocean
issues

FoHowing the Earth Sumrxut.
there has been much discussion of
"integrated coastal managexnent"
 encompassing land, nearshore
areas, and Exclusive Economic
Zones!.' ln a recent article, I
attempted to explain the meaning
of integrated management, and
noted that this concept should be
thought of in a contmuurn, rather
than in absolute terms? The
foHowing figure illustrates this
concept

I would tentatively place the
current U.S, situation with regards

to oceans and coasts at the "x"

point marked on the continuurn-
we have a fragmented situation
with individual government
entities pursuing their largely
single purpose mandates, with
coordrrratxon efforts occurrmg
mainly in the context of decisions
about specific development projects
[e.g., through the environrnentaI
impact assessment process, the
federal consistency review process;
the endangered species consulta-
tion process, etc.], The chaHenge
for the federal agencies, in my view,
is to move a few steps along the
integration continuuxn, probably to
the "harmonization- point of the
continuum [marked by a double
"x"]; "harmonization" means that
independent entities continue to
operate their own programs but
coordinate their actions and syn-
chronize thexn, guided by a set of
national policies and criteria  these
policies and criteria are generaHy
established at a higher bureaucrahc
level or by the legislative branch!.
"Movmg toward integrated xnan-
agement, " thus, does not n~-
ily ixnply fuU integration  in the
sense of government reorganization
and creation of a larger entity!, but
can mean any number of a range of
measures agencies can take to
better mesh their actions with one
another.

A regularized mechanism for
inter-agency coordination and

hopefully also haxmonization is
needed, in my view. This can take
place, through administratrve
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action, in the creation of a council ot
ocean agencies. One could envision
such a council operating at two
levels: 1! a high political level
whereby agency heads would meet
periodically  such as twice a year!
ta set overaU goals and policies, and
2! a working group level which
would bring together, on a more
frequent basis, staff from the
different federal agencies to work
out implementation details. Such a
council of ocean agencies could also
establish special task forces to
address "problem clusters" of
ocean issues which have proven to
be particularly problematic or
confltctuak Possible examples of
such "problem clusters- include:
znarine mammal/fisheries conflicts,
conflicts related to the outer conti-
nental shelf program, conflicts
associated with port dredging.

To make such an effort work,
considerable care will need to be
exercised in the initial establish-
ment of the inter-agency council�
regarding its charge and scope of
activities, how it is staffed and
operated and under whose guid-
ance. Agencies, too, must be given
positi ve incenti ves for collaboration
with other agencies, such as, for
example, possibilities for funding
from special sources aimed at
achieving inter-agency cooperative
activity.

As mentioned above, such a
council could be created through
relatively simple administrative
action. Alternatively, such a
council could be created as part of
legislation settmg forth national
ocean prmci ples and establishing a
national ocean governance commis-
sion alluded to earlier. As is well
known, while an administrative
approach is generally easier to
obtain than new legislation, the
longev'ity of a process as the inter-
agency ocean council can best be
assured through legislative action.

fnter~ooernznental integration

While a clear delimitation of
state and federal jurisdictions in the
ocean exists in federal statutes, in
practice, these distinctions have
been somewhat blurred in recent
years, Through the national marine
sanctuaries program, for example,
the federal government has desig-
nated protected areas in state
waters. The states, as Hershman
points out elsewhere in this vol-
ume, have moved to fill ocean
policy voids, for example, through
the crafting of ocean plans which
include federal waters.

In a number of cases  e.g.,
Oregon, Hawaii!, states have
developed comprehensive plans to
guide ocean use activities, to
resolve conflicts, and to anticipate
new uses, ln a number of cases,
too, states have come together in
regional groupings to begin to
provide a regional perspective on
ocean use and protection issues.
Among the regions that are the
furthest along this route are the
Gulf of Maine region  with the Gulf
of Maine Council, a state-initiated
regional grouping involvmg three
U.S. states and two Canadian
provinces!; the Pacific Coast states
 through the regional-level work of
the Western Governors' Assoctation
and the Western Legislative Corder-
ence!; the Pacific islands region
 through the Pacific Basin Develop-
ment Council!; and the Gulf of
Mexico region  through the feder-
ally-irutiated Gulf of Mexico
Program and possible other re-
gional institutions now being
considered by the Congress!.

Such activities are taking place,
in both individual states and in
groupings of states, sometimes with
the full support and blessing of
federal agencies, sometimes not. It
should be noted, too, that interest in
and capacity for ocean governance
is not evenly spread out among the

nation's states and regions. In
sozne states and regions, there is
little interest in ocean governance
questions, reflecting varytng
physical conditions, resource base.
political culture, and other such
factors.

Given the significant level of
actiy>ty on ocean governance that is
already taking place in a number of
states and regions, the role ot the
federal goverrunent, in my view,
should be to encourage and facili-
tate such efforts, while insuring that
these are consistent with federal
interests and policies and are
properly coordinated with the
federal ocean programs.

A possible formula for achiev-
ing weII-functiorung intergovern-
mental integration might be as
follows: l! provide federal grants
 with state match! for the develop-
ment of ocean plans to be crafted by
individual states or by regional
groupings; 2! foster an acean plan
development process that incorpo-
rates a partnership between sta.te
and federal levels; 3! work to
achieve proper integration benveen
these efforts and the area-based
federal ocean pzograms  coastal
zone znanagement, estuary plan-
ning and management, marine
sanctuaries! as well as with the
single-sector programs le.g.,
fisheries, oil and gas development!,
4! provide encouragement for these
ocean plans to have legal standing
by means of iznplementation
through the coastal management
process, thus mvoking the powers
of federal consistency review  sozne
adjustznents to the state coastal
management process v ould have to
be made if it is regional entities that
are carrying out the ocean use
planning effort!.

It would be best, in my view, tn
'test the approach described above
on a vohmtary and pilot basis,
allowing states and regions with
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6. See, for example, special triple
issue on Integrated Coastal
Management, ~~

Nos. 1-3, 1993.

7. Bwana Cicin-Sain, "Sustain-

able Deve/opment and Inte-
grated Coastal Management,"

~ Vol. 21, Nos. 1-3, 1993,
pp. 11-43.
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THE CUNTON ADMINISTRATION'S VIEW OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
Mol/y Harris Olsoxx

Executive Di rector

President 's Council on Sustainable Devefoprnent
1849 C Street, XW, MrS 7456-Mfg

Washington, DC 20240
Phone: �02! 208-7411
Fax: �02! 208-3199

 Editors' Note: As background to her presentation, Ms. Olson has provided the following inf oxmation
on the creation of the President's Council on Sustainable Development for this volume!.

ON EARTH SUlv$4IT ANNIVERSARY
PRESIDENT CREATES COUNCIL ON SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

For Economic Growth, Job Creation, Environmental Protection
Oune 14, 1993!

policies that encourage economic
growth, job creation, and effective
use of our natural and cultural
resources. Sustainable develop-
ment is development that xneets the
needs of the present without
compromising the future.

The Council's primary goals

and that encourage coxnprehen-
sive approaches;

+ Establish links with other non-
govemmental organizations
withm and outside the United
States;

Recognize outstanding sustain-
able development achievements
through an annual Presidential
award; and,Develop specific policy recom-

mendations for a national
strategy for sustainable devel-
opment that can be imple-
mented by public and private
sectors;

The Council will meet quarterly
over an ixutial two-year term that
may be renewed for another two
years. The Council's firs formal
xneeting win be in Septexnber. In
December, the Council will recoxn-
mend a broad strategy for how the
U.S, xnight achieve sustainable
development goals in some of the

On the anniversary of the Earth
Suxnmit and, as the United Nations
Comxnission on Sustainable Devel-
opment gathered for its first
meeting, President Clinton named
the President's Council on Sustain-
able Development to help craft U.S,
policies that will encourage eco-
ncnnic growth, job creabon, and
environmental protection.

"Every nation faces a challenge
to identify and implement policies
that will meet the needs of the
present without compromising the
future. America will meet that
challenge with the help of this
Council and the ideas and experi-
ence its members bring to this
important task," President Clinton
said.

Vice President Gore, who
joined President Clinton in an-
nouncing the Council, said, "This
Council will help us forge a new
partnership among representatives
of industry, labor, government,
environmental organizations, and
civil rights org~tions. That
partnership is vital to our success in
addxessing the global enviroxunen-
tal issues facing every nation."

The Council, which has 2S
mexnbers, will explore and develop

+ Respond to the reconunenda-
tion m Agenda 21, the compre-
hensive international policy
decjaration nations of the world
agreed to as a pledge to global
environmental action, an d
contribute to the U S. plan to be
suhnitted to the United Na-
tions Commission on Sustain-
able Developxnent, the interna-
tional commission created at
the Earth Summit to help
ensure implementation of
Agenda 21;

+ Sponsor projects that demon-
strate and test the viability of
the Council s recommendations

+ Educate the public about the
far-reaching opportunities in
sustainable development.

The Council will divide into
issue-specific committees to de-
velop strategies in parhcular areas
such as sustainable agriculture and
land use, efficient energy and
transportation systems, environ-
xnental justice, eco-efficient manu-
facturing, envirorunental education,
and setting enviroxunental priori-
ties.
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critical areas identified in Agenda
21. In June, 1994, the Council will
identify specific actions that should
be taken to pursue the national
sustainable development strategy.

The Council includes members
of the President's cabinet  the
Secretaries of Agriculture, Com-
merce, Energy, Interior, and the
Administrator of the Environmental

Protection Agency!, and representa-
tives of industry, envirorunental
organizations, and the academic
community,

President Clinton named as co-
chairs of the Council: Jonathan
Lash, President of the World
Resources Institute, and David T.
Buzzelli, Vice President and Corpo-
rate Director of Environment,
Health, and Safety and Public
Affairs at The Dow Chexnical

Company.

"The Council's membership
and mandate reflect the belief that

is growing among business and
environxnental leaders that good
econonuc policy protects the
environment and good environ-
mental policy strengthens the
economy. The Council is the right
group at the right time to define
broad policy goals and strategies
that integrate government pro-
grams to strengthen the economy
and protect the envirorunent," Lash
said.

Lash, a distinguished leader in
international law, joined WRI in
January, 1993 from the Environ-
rnental Law Center at the Vermont
Law School where he directed one
of the nation's outstanding environ-
mental law programs. He is the
former Verxnont Secretary of
Natural Resources and has served
as senior staff attorney for the
Natural Resources Defense Council.
WRI, based in Washington, D.C., is
a nonpartisan policy research center

on global environmental, economic,
and development issues.

"To ensure a sustainable

environment and economy, we
must improve the decision-making
process and establish priorities that
target and resolve the most crucial
issues first, This Council has the
potential to contribute substantially
to that goal," said Buzzeili.

Buzzelli, who has worked for
Dow for 28 years, is a xnember of
the company's Board of Directors
and is responsible for guiding
Dow's approach to envirorunent,
health and safety related issues, For
many years, he has actively pro-
moted sustainable development.
The Dow Chemical Company
manufactures and supplies more
than 2,000 products and services. It
operates 178 manufacturing sites in
33 countries and employs more
than 60,000 people.
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NOAA'S OFFICE OF SVSTAINABLE DEVBLOZqMeq T
AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

John K. 8ul Lard
Director, Ofhce of Sustainable Development

and Intergovernmental A~'rs
Department of Commerce, NOAA

HCHB/Room 5222
Washingfon, DC 20230
Phone: �02! 482-3384
Fax: �02! 482-2247

 Editors' Note: As background to his presentation, Mr. Bullard has provided the following
information on the creation of the NOAA Office of Sustainable Development and Intergovernmental
Affairs for this voluxne!.

The Clinton Administration
established the Office of Sustainable
Development and Intergovexrunen-
tal Affairs  SDI! last year as part of
the National Atmospheric and
Oceanic Administration  NOAA!.
One major function of the Offxe is
to advise NOAA and I:department
of Commerce executives on matters
related to sustainable development,
a relatively new concept that
recognizes the long-term im por-
tance of linking economk and
environmental goals.

The Office is smaH-e staff of ten
persons-and has no authority to
make grants or loans for sustainable
development projects, But it is
expected to play a inaj or role in
developing pob.cies that will
influence future funding priorities.

Specific projects are currently being
identi6ed where coordinated
actions-ky Federal, state and/or
local government, nongovernment
institutions, and/or private sector
groups-could demonstrate in a
practical way the value of
sustainability both in creating or
p~mg jobs and in proxnoting
environmental stewardslup.

SDI's first undertaknig is to
develop a comprehensive regional
economic assistance plan for
Northeast fishing ports froxn Maine
to New Jersey, Designed to help
communities facing serious hard-
ship caused by unsustainable leveLs
of fishing, this initiative will
include pubhc and private funds
from a variety of sources. In the
coming months, SDI will became

involved in additional projects in
other parts of the United States.

In a related activity, SDI
provides staff support to Secretary
of Commerce Ronald Brown and
NOAA Adxninistrator D. James
Baker in their roles as members of
the President's Council on Sustain-
able Development  PCSD!. It also
coordinates the work of several
PCSD task forces, including the
Sustainable Coxnmunities Task
Force which is c~haired by
Secretary Brown. President Clintan
has asked the PCSD to recomxnend
Federal policies that will proxnote
the long-texm compIexnentary goals
of economic development and
environmental protection,
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The United States is simply not
organized in a way to take advan-
tage of these new assets. Our
present ocean governance arrange-
rnents, fragmented among various
state and federal agencies with little
or no coordirlation, are not well
suited to the growing demands
bemg placed upon them. The
capacity of the present arrange-
rnents to deal with the increasing
number of conflicts due to crxmpet- This lack of capacity to mana.ge

ocean activities on a more coherent

In 1988, again taking advantage
of the provisions of the 1982 Law of
the Sea Convention, President
Reagan issued a second proclama-
tion, this time broadening the
territorial sea of the United States
fram 3 miles to the 12-mile width

allowed by the new convention.
This action quadrupled the ocean
area over which the United States
has virtually total jurisdiction and
controL The anly significant right
that other nabons have in the
territorial sea is that of "innocent
passage" of ships and overflight of
aircraft.

These two actions brought
significant new ocean resources
under U.S. control at a time when
new ocean technologies were also
bemg perfected. Great strides were
being made, for example, in side-
scan sonar and other techniques for
detailed mapping of sea floor
characteristics. Sixnilarly, remote
visual and TV exploration tech-
niques such as those used by Robert
BaLxrd of the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution to discover the
Titanic now offer a vastly improved
capability to study and evaluate sea
Qoor resources. Work also pro-
gnmed during this period on
refirung ocean thermal energy
conversion  OTEC! and in d emon-
strating the rx'.anomic value af the
other products af the OTEC pro-
cess. Yet, the benefits from these
new prospects remain largely
unrealized.

ing uses is mirurnal at best. Indeed,
such conflicts have brought the
federal offshore oil and gas leasing
program to a virtual standstill in
manv regions of the country.

At present, the Uruted States
governs its oceans primarily on a
sector-by-sector basis. One law,
one agency, and one set of regula-
tions govern offshore ofl and gas; a
different law, agency, and regula-
tions apply to fxsheries; still differ-
ent single purpose regimes apply to
water quality, navigation, marine
protected areas, endangered species
and maxine mammals, Except for
the modest, but important marine
sanctuaries program, no capability
exists to plan and manage ocean
regions on an area-wide, multi-
purpose basis and n.o way exists to
make trade-offs be tween various

The findings from the Marine
Board's examinations of issues
~ted with the Exclusive
Economic Zone' indicate that the
lack of a national plan or strategy
for managing marine resources and
uses of ocean space has created a
situabon of economic stagnation
and political fpidlack in many areas
of marine activities, Single-purpose
ocean laws neglect the effects of one
resource or use on other resources
and the environment, fail to assel
cumulative impacts, and, therefore,
cannot provide a basis for conflict
resolution, Conflicts between those
seeking to utilize ocean resources
and space for econoxnic objectives
and those concerned with environ-
rnental preservation have, in the
lack of an overarching policy, relied
on htigation as the primary mecha-
nism for establishing priorities for
ocean utilization. Significant
societal and. economic costs are
incurred through case-by-case
adjudication and associated delay.

basis is also reflected in the rela-
tions between federal ocean agen-
cies. No continuing mechanism
exists in the national government to
coordinate or harmonize the
activities of the dozen or more
agencies that have unportant ocean
programs or to make ocean policy
an behalf of the nation as a whole.
The nation's ocean strategy at any
one time is simply the sum of the
ocean activities of all of the relevant
federal agencies. Congress has
great difficulty doing any better
given the policy and program
fragmentaban that the proliferation
of its subcornrruttees has brought
about.

Pressures are increasing to
respond more coherently to ocean
issues as a result of actions being
taken both at the state level and at
the international level. At the state
level, states such as Oregon, Hawaii
and California are moving on a
unilateral basis to formulate
policies for the ocean areas aff their
shores even though most of the area
concerned is under federal furisdfc
tion. They see no indication that the
federal goverrunent has either the
capacity or the desire to undertake
such efforts.

At the international leveL the
U.S. goverxunent finds itself in-
volved in an increasing number of
agreements, mulblateral conven-
tions, declarations, and action
programs some of which have
implications for domestic ocean
activities and programs. Yet, the
only existing device for attempting
to harmonize or better focus agency
actions or to reconcile internabonal
actions with darnestic activities
appears to be the ad hoc interagency
working group,

In June 1992, at the historic
"Earth Summit" conference  for-
rnally the United Nations Carder-
ence on Envirorunent and Develop-
rnent  UNCED!], the United States
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and other coastal nations commit-
ted themselves to "integrated
management and sustainable
developxnent of coastal areas and
the marine environment under their

national jurisdiction"  paragraph
17.5 of the Agenda 21 action
prograxn!. Laying out a path to
integrated xnanagexnent and
sustainable development of the
nation's coastal and ocean resources
would be a major goal of a national
ocean strategy.

In sumxnaxy, it can be said that
the nation:

has no over-arching nahonal
policy or strategy with respect
to the conservation and sustain-
able use of its oceans;

+ has no on-going capacity to
coordinate and harmonize
federal ocean activities or to
develop and implement na-
tional ocean pohcy;

+ has no national strategy with
regard to the encouragexnent of
proxnising new ocean technolo-
gies;

+ has no overall strategy or plan
to support the development of
new ocean resources;

has no strategy regarding the
manner in which coastal states
should be involved in ocean
planning and xnanagexnent.

Marine Board Forum on the
Future of the Exclusive Economic
Zone-On April 28, 1993, the Marine
Board of the Commission on
Engineering and Technical Systexns
conducted a one-day Forum on the
Exclusive Economic Zone on the
occasion of the tenth anniversary of
the pxoclaxnation establishing the
200-mile zone A group of about 70
people representing the fuU range
of ocean interests attended, The
overwhelming consensus of the
Forum was that the nation needs a

national strategy with respect to the

oceans and it urgently needs it now.
AII participants agreed that the
status quo was unacceptable
because the lack of a coherent
national strategy incurs costs for
every stakeholder. Responses to the
three questions that follow were
compiled from the discussion at the
forum and represent, therefore, the
thinking of the representatives of a
broad range of ocean interests-from
large oil companies interested in
developing offshore hydrocarbon
resources to leaders of national
environmental organizations and
including scientists and engineers
interested in developing and
marketing proxxusmg ocean tech-
nologies,

Question 1 Why Is a National
Ocean Strategy Xeeded Wow?

The kind of off-again, on-again,
ad hoc ocean policy that the United
States has followed up to this point
is increasingly inappropriate for the
challenges now being faced. U.S.
ocean policy oscillates between
thrusts of unmitigated developxnent
foHowed by the adoption of rigid
preservationist approaches-an
either/or view of environment

versus development prevents the
United States from attaining a
balanced management of its ocean
resources. The present situation
leads to actions that are reactive
and untimely, lacking the capability
of adjusting to new scientific and
technological findings or of encour-
aging appropriate development of
ocean resources. Also, this lack of
consistent policy xnakes difficult the
planning of ocean econoxnic activi-
ties such as the exploitation of oil
and gas or hard xxunerals by the
private sector,

Symptomatic of this inconsis-
tent policy. U.S. marine industries
are generally not faxing weII in
contrast to those in other countries.
Exaxnples are decline in the national
effort to explore for and develop

offshore oil and gas reserves, trade
deficits in fishery products, in-
creases in imports of oil, the failure
of marine aquaculture industry to
achieve econoxnic viabihty and
declines in the U.S. xnerchant
marine.

The lack of a coherent, forward-
looking ocean strategy is adversely
affecting a nuxnber of vita! interests
of the United States.

+ A balance of payments-
Imports of crude oil and
fisheries products are two of
the largest itexns in the negative
balance of payments of the
United States. These imbal-
ances would be addxessed in a
nahonal ocean strategy.

+ Competitiveness � The edge that
the United States possessed in
the development and market-
ing of new ocean technologies
is rapidly disappearing. This
can be reversed but only as a
part of a larger coherent
national ocean strategy.

Sustainable development and
use of xenewable xesouxces-
Fishery stocks of major eco-
nomic and recreational signifi-
cance are in a serious decline.
Successful efforts to rebuild and
xnaintain these stocks will
xequixe a comprehensive
strategy~e that includes
habitat restoration, ixnproved
water quality, as weII as
substantial  but hopefully
texnpoxaxy! reductions in
fishing effort

Development of domestic oil
and gas supphes � Restoring the
offshore oil and gas prograxn to
an appropriate level can only be
achieved by means of a broad
strategy that includes the
positive cooperation of the
relevant coastal states, adjust-
xnents to the offshore regula-
tory regime, and a well de-
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signed and compiehens»e
environmental studies program
in place and operating well in
advance of leasing and produc-
tion.

Stewardship duties-
lntergenerational equity is an
emerging international norm,
However, the United States has
not yet begun to define its
stewardship responsibilities
over the ocean and coastal
resources now under its
jurisdiction.

Beyond these concerns, the
nation is beginrung to pay a heavy
price for its single-sector approach
to the governance of ocean re-
sources. Competition between
marine mammals and commercial
fishermen for the same ~
resources is reaching crisis levels.
Conflicts between harbor and
navigation channel dredging and
groups concerned with the environ-
rnental impact of both the dredging
process and of the disposal of the
dredged material continue to
impinge upon intermodal ccen-
merce and threaten the viability of
some of the nation's largest ports.
Similarly, the benefits of ocean
aquaculture for stock enhancement
and for commerce are slow in bemg
realized, again partly because of the
lack of a national ocean strategy
that explicitly allows for  indeed,
encourages! new developments of
this kind.

Fmally, with the requued 60
ratifications now achieved, the 1982
Law of the Sea  LQS! Convention
will enter into force in 1994, Special
negotiations now being conducted
by the Secretary-General of the
United Nations are expected to fin
a way around the troublesoine
seabed provisions and permit the
Uruted States and other industrial-
ized nations to adhere to the
agpeammt, Understanding the fuU
implications of the 1982 LOS

Convention on the United States is
a critical step in the formulation of a
U,S. national ocean strategy.

The last comprehensive effort
to develop a U.S. ocean strategy
was undertaken by the so-called
Stratton Commimon between 1967-
1969. Since that time, three major
developments have occurred, each
of which has major impacts on the
U.S, use of its oceans-the environ-
mental movement of the early
1970s; the energy "crisis" bey@ning
in 1973; and, as mentioned above,
the great changes in the interna-
tional law of the sea formulated
between 1973 and 1982. Clearly, it
is now time to integrate curren.t
considerations with regard to these
three iai~~nvironment, energy
and law of the sea-into an up-dated
and forward-looking ocean strategy
for the nation.

Question 2: Why ls the National
Research Council Uniquely Posi-
tioned to Help in this Effort?

The National Research Council
has special advantages to bring to
bear on these important national
issues. The NRC has access
through its conunLsions and
boards to a inultidisciplinary array
of scientific and technical expertise,
as w'ell as to economic and policy
analytic capabilities. In addition,
the Academies can draw on the
perspechve of senior members of
the industrial. scientific and policy
communities with relevant experi-
ence.

Assessing national m
the uses of the ocean is central to
the Marine Board's mission. Nu-
merous assessments of the Marine
Board have had as their objective
the development of strategies for
protecting and utibzing ocean space
and resources. While the Marine
Board and ineinbers of the Acad-
emies who have been associated
with the Marine Board are likely to

provide the institutional focus and
support for the proposed effort,
numerous other NRC activities
induding, for example, the Board
on Science, Technology and Eco-
nornic Policy  STEP~Iobal eco-
noinic interests!, Board on Environ-
rnental Studies and Toxicology
 BEST-natural resources and
envirorunen tal management!,
Ocean Studies Board  OSB-ocean
sciences!, and Transportaticm
Research Board  TRB-intermodal
commerce! should be invited to
participate.

Together, the NRC boards have
the expertise and experience to
develop a detailed technical pro-
gram and to recommend appropri-
ate members for such committees as
wiH be needed for the national
ocean strategy study.

No federal agency is m a
position to undertake the required
stage-setting work. The scope of a
national ocean strategy exceeds the
inission of any single ocean agency,
even that of the National Ocearuc
and Atmospheric Adrrurustration.
Furtherxnore, an individual agency
would find it virtually impossible
to obtain the fuU cooperation of
sister ocean agencies, short of
presidential direction, An effort
org~ and supervised from the
White House level would get the
attention and cooperation of
individual agencies but such a
developinent seems irnprobab1e
given. the lack of resident expel'a
and familiarity with this set of
issues.

Question 3: What Course of Action
Should Be Followed if the NRC
Decides to Undertake This Effort?

Two kinds of activities are
needed in connection with the
project. The first is a fact-finding
study to dearly set out the need for
a national ocean strategy including
an assessment of the economic
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potential of ocean developxnent and
a critical appraisal of ocean-related
activities and initiatives in other

countries, such as Japan, Prance, the
United Kingdoxn, and Norway. The
second study builds upon the first
and would involve the formulation
of the xnain elements of the national

ocean strategy itself, including
recommendations concerning goals,
policies, new national initiatives,
and new institutional mechanisms,
The NRC is well equipped to staff
and oversee the two coxnxnittees
that would be appointed to under-
take these tasks,

An NRC study can document
and describe the need for a national
strategy for the ocean and examine
the most feasible options for its
form and content. The first phase
of such a study would provide the
background information to support
the second phase. This would
include a review of the problems
arising from the lack of a national

. ocean strategy framework, and
might include an economic assess-
ment of the value of ocean re-
sources, goods, and services to the
economy � actual and potential. It
would also be worthwhile to
examine other nations' plans and
policies for their ocean areas and
industries to serve as potential
models for U S. ocean strategy.

The second phase would
analyze the information provided,
convene workshops and other
meetings with the various coxnmu-
nities with an interest in ocean
activities, and prepare a model
national plan or strategy for manag-
ing ocean resources and space.

Tasks relevant to the first phase
of the study include the following:

4 Review findings of comxnis-
sions, agencies, and other
bodies on national ocean pohcy
needs over the past 25 years.

Conduct an inventory of
econoxnic opportunities in the
ocean that includes a realistic
basis for assessing the environ-
mental risks associated with
these activities.

Develop criteria for assessing
the national interest in the U.S,

ocean and coastal regio~oth
in terms of economic value and

envirorunental and biological
conservation objectives.

Examine and document the
problems arising from the lack
of a coxnprehensive national
ocean strategy through consul-
tations with appropriate state
and regional agencies, review
of reports and/or research on
these issues by other organiza-
tions, and analysis of informa-
tion available in federal agen-
cies with jurisdiction over
marine activities.

+ Review other  non-marine!
multiple use xnanagement and
regulatory regimes � both at the
federal and state and regional
levels-for comparison with
analogous situations in the
marine sphere.

+ Examine other nations' ap-
proaches to management and
regulation of their ocean space
and resources for comparative
purposes.

In the second phase of the
study, a committee with appropri-
ate expertise and representation of
a cross-section of ocean interests

would develop a model national
strategy or plan to guide ocean
activities that provides guidance on
the two major elements of such a
plan:  I! the definition of national
goals and objectives and �! the
delineation of alternative gover-
nance mecl~ms and processes
for achieving these goals and
objectives, including processes

establishing par tnerships among
federal, state, and regional govem-
ing bodies Tasks before this
committee wiII include the follow-

mg:

4 definition of the Iong-term
national interest in environ-
xnental preservation and
economic development of the
ocean and ocean resources in
the public interest;

+ creation of xnechanisms for the
resolution of conflicts among
users based on a comprehen-
sive national plan;

+ development of guidelines that
achieve consistency in rules and
regulations among agencies
with regulatory and manage-
xnent jurisdiction;

+ design of a management and
governance framework that
achieves fuII partnership
axnong aII stakeholders  federal,
state, local government,
academia, industry, public
interest groups!;

+ creation of processes for
encouraging appropriate
econoxnic utilization of ocean
resources and space.

The findings and recomxnenda-
tions of the study would go to the
Congress and the Administration
for formal consideration and

Ixnplementation.

In the more than 20 years since
the Stratton Commission's compre-
hensive look at national ocean
policy  OMr Natiorx axxd the Setx,
1969!, interest in xnarine affairs has
waxed and waned and the promise
of a coordinated national effort in

this sphere has proven to be
elusive.

Several new challenges con-
cerning the ocean, its resources, and
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uses have risen to prominence.
Problems and conflicts arise from
changes both in nadonal priorities
and in the international economic
system. Broad issues that need to
be addressed in the light of these
changes include:

the need to reconcile develop-
ment of ocean resources with
protection of the marine
environment through agreed-
upon social and political
pnorrdes,

the inadequacy of processes
and insdtutions for mediating
among various and potentially
conflicting uses of the ocean
and its resources, and

the emergence of an increas-
ingly international ocean
economic market.

It is appropriate and timely that
the NRC marshall its unique
resources and capabilities to
provide the nation with an assess-
ment of the scope of these problems
and an approach to addressing
them.

'Our Seabed Frontier: Challenges
and Choices  NRC, 1989!; @forking
Together in the EEZ �992!; proceed-
ings of a Forum on the Future of the
U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone,
 unpublished Marine Board back-
ground paper, 1993!.
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The Ocean Coalition has been
formed to bring national attention
to the opportunities our ocean and
coastal waters provide. Public
understanding and government
recognition of the importance of the
oceans to daily citizen needs must
be increased. The Coalition repre-
sents a coming together of the
broad ocean community. Coalition
members share a common view
that the U S. has strong national
interest in the oceans which merits
increased emphasis and coherent
policy. The members of the coali-
tion seek to increase the visibility of
the importance of ocean and coastal
areas in all sectors of the economy
and for the public good. TIiey share
a commitment to comity in the
exchange and coinparison of
viewpoints and in working toward
consensus.

ObjectivesGoal

Achieve the greatest overall
benefit to the Nation from
the pmdent use and conser-
vation of oceans and coasts.

Provide a forum for Coalition
meinbers and others to come
together to share information,
exchange views, build consen-
sus on issues of common
interest, and, where opportu-
nity arises, promote the resolu-
tion of conflicts.

Members include individuals

and organizations that represent
ocean or coastal activities or con-
cerns:

+ Educate policy and decision
makers on the value of our
nation's ocean and coastal

resources, and their contribu-
tion to long-term economic
growth, environmental security
and public safety.

goverrunent agencies and
offices

public interest groups

+ industry groups

educational organizations

+ professional societies

+ interested persons

+ Provide a focal point for
dissemination of information

and materials about the myriad
ocean activities and their
interrelationship and irnpor-
tance to the economy, the
environment and the public
well being.

Articulate a unifying set of
strategies on ocean and coastal
matters to support national
policy nakng regarding
stewardship and development.

 Editors' Note: As background to her presentation, Ms. Barber has provided the following informa-
tion on The Ocean Coalition for this volume!.
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are the countless actions of the
national government made? Based
on several decades of watching
 and makjng! these kinds of deci-
sions, I believe that individual
decision-makers are guided by
some or all of the following:

faz can we go toward achieving a
more coherent national ocean
strategy within the present set of
arrangements? Can some progress
be made on a consensual basis

thereby creating the momentum
necessary for xnore politically
challenging change? 1, Their vision of what they want

to accomplish during their
tixne in the position;

2, Their view of what the policy
leaders in their organization
want them to accomplish with
their programs;

3. Iheir view of what their
"clients" want;

Moving Ahead on Ocean Governance

Can something as visionary as
a a national ocean strategy actually
be achieved within a national
system best characterized as a series
of autonomous operating units
whose only common direction is an
occasional presidential executive
order and the annual savings bond
and United Way caxnpaigns? Is it
worth spending time on a concept
which congress after congress and
adxnixustration after administration
have steadfastly ignored? In short,
is the quest for a coherent national

' ocean policy a fool's errand?

Indeed, it has been nearly 30
years since the firs  and last!
federal legislation that dealt with
the national interest in the coasts
and oceans in any sort of a compre-
hensive way. During those three
decades, especially between 1970
and 1980, we have seen lots of
legislation enacted dealing with
coasts and oceans but vixtually all
of it is on a piecemeal basis because
the politics of the days are piece-
meal -single interest client groups
dealing with a plethora of narrow-
interest congressional subconunit-
tees and their specialized executive
agency counterparts.

Recognizing that this situation
is a structural reality of the day and
that fundaxnental changes to the
existing fragmentation will come
slowly and painfully and wiII
probably only be triggered by a
calamity, crisis or disaster of some
magnitude, I ask in this paper how

In a practical sense, what do we
mean by a national ocean strategy?
To me it xneans having essentially
all of the countless actions of the
national goverrunent supportive of
an agreed set of principles and
goals regarding our oceans and
coasts. Now, many of these "count-
less actions of the nahonal govem-
ment" will, in turn, influence the
actions of other levels of govern-
xnent and private behavior as weII,
Hence, a national ocean strategy
should be more than a federal
ocean strategy � it should reach all
significant actions affe~g the
oceans and coasts regardless of
where they originate.

Is this overly axnbitious and
unrealistic? If little or no consensus
exists in this country about what
our ocean goals should be, then
dearly achieving a coherent na-
tional ocean policy, even using the
legislative route, is not a near-term
prospect. If however, some xnea-
sure of agreement does exist -and I
wiII argue that it does-then some
progress can be made,

How is ocean and coastal
decision-making done now? How

4. Their view of what the Con-
gress wants, that is, their
legislative mandate.

Some will argue that my list is
inverted and that legislative man-
dates aze controning in most cases.
While it xnay be true in some cases
that the relevant legislation is
tightly and inflexibly drawn, in the
xnain, this is not the case. A fair
axnount of discretion usually exists
to those administering these
programs, Of course, it is perfectly
possible to eliminate this discretion
in the regulahon wrihng process. It
is also true that lawsuits constrain-
ing the use of such discretion can
occur unless the relevant interest
gzoups axe also on board with
regard to the overall goals being
sought.
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Ca Jendar year 2994

My point is that, in general,
those making the countless nafional
decisions have a significant amount
of flexibility in what they do. A few
examples are given below:

NOAA staffers  actually
OCRM! can decide just how
much effort they want to put
into assisting and facilitating
the production of ocean
resource management plans by
the states;

the regional fishery rnanage-
rnent councils can decide how
much of their limited time and

effort to put into rebuilding
depleted stocks verus prepar-
ing new management plans for
other species;

the MMS can decide what kind
of new "partnership" arrange-
ments to seek with the coastal
states;

supervisors of the federal
endangered species program
can decide how much effort to

put into rebuilding endangered
species verus how much into
the work related to new list-
rngs.

Of course, there will be limits
on such flexibility but some *eed-
ornn of action eM almost always be
present, My thesis is that this
freedom of action, in the aggregate,
amounts to a considerable "re-
source" and if used to further an
agreed set of goals, could make an
important start in the direction of a
more coherent ocean and coastal

strategy.

This thinking leads to the view
that many of the goals of a national
ocean strategy can be obtained by
convincing national ocean decision-
makers to incorporate the agreed
goals into their decision criteria,
Success in doing this wiII depend
upon the extent to which decision-

makers believe that such an ap-
proach will:

+ increase the "leverage" of their
programs in achieving their
established goaLs;

+ help them achieve their per-
sonal goals;

be consisten.t with their legisla-
tive mandates;

+ have the support of their
"clients";

+ have the support of their pohcy
leaders,

Thus, a consensual approach to
the development and irnplernenta-
fion of a national ocean strategy
aught follow these steps:

1be careful formulation of a
national set of goals, aspira-
tions, and vision for the future
of the nafion's coasts and

oceans on the basis of consen-
SuS.

2. The formulation of a taiIored

set of goals to apply specifically
to each of the major decision-
making processes that now
constitute the countless na-
tional ocean/coastal decisions
now being made,

3. The creation of a reprentative
body at the national level to
oversee the operation of the
"strategy," evaluate its impact,
and to pinpoint areas in need of
possible legislation either
because of irreconcilable
conflict or for other reasons.

It seems likely that certain
interfaces  between marine marn-
mals and corrunercial fishermen, for
example! will require legislative
attention. Also, additional re-

sources  funding} might well be
needed to capitalize on some
opportunities such as those involv-
ing new ocean technologies. It may

be, as well, that some benefits will
be seen in giving the agreed ocean
goals and aspirations a legislative
basis. In any event, however, a
much stronger case wiII be able to
be mounted for such legislation if
clear evidence is available that the

consensual approach was being
pushed as far as possible.

Clearly, accomplishing these
tasks is a tall order. All three of the

tasks set out above call for some
inovative thinking and breaking
new ground. One way to proceed
would be to begin the process
slowly by addressing two or three
issue areas at a time. For example, a
schedule such as the one below

might be developed by an informal
"ocean and coastal coordinating
council" for the initial two vears:

port and harbor maintenance
dredging

4 OCS oil and gas program

coastal hazards management

Calendar year l995

+ ocean resources management

estuarine planning and man-
agement

wetlands protection and
mitigation

The Maritime Administration

working with an interagencv
committee already has a version of
such a process underway and hopes
to have recommendations for

improvements ready by !ate
surnrner, At the least, the MARAD
process should produce some
useful learning about this approach.

I would like to close by offering
an example of just one of the goals
that might make up a national
ocean strategy as illustrative as to
what I feel is needed and by
suggesting a possible first step to
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begin exploration of the feasibility
of this approach,

"The national ocean and coastal
strategy of the nation seeks to
achieve the following goal:

The quality of the nation's
coastal waters will be main-
tained at a level that will

sustain full production from
shellfish beds and coastal

fishery stocks. The closing of
productive shellfish beds for
decade after decade wiLL no
longer be acceptable Similarly,
plans will be developed and
implemented to rebuild deleted
fishery stocks to former levels
of abundance in a time certain.
Economic assistance wiU be
available to communities and
individuals suffering adverse
impacts as a result of this
strategy."

Of course, the consensus
process very likely would produce
a different goal than the one I have
set out above but, in my judgement,
to be useful in a strategy that
ultimately will xnake a difference,
the goal should be clearly and
unambiguously set out, should
effectively address the xnain
problem, and should be susceptible
to later evaluahon.

Finally, a possible first step, I
believe, is to confirm that consensus
exists on many  most? j of the goals
and guiding principles of a nationaL
ocean and coastal strategy. The
lead.ership to initiate a process to
answer this question could coxne
from any of several quarters � a
coalition of ocean users - a federal
agency or group of agencies ~

that the process was imxnedi-
ately and effectively opened up all
affected interests - perhaps a group
of academics like this one  the
OGSG! if they could xnanage a fuLLy
representative process � or a group
of coastal states, again with the

saxne caveats. As will be clear from
the paper of Charles Bookxnan in
this volume, the Marine Board of
the National Academy of Engineer-
ing is also well positioned, because
of its earlier work, to play a lead
role in undertaking such a program.
The main point is that ttU of the
affected interests would have to be
a party to the discussions an.d to the
consensus itself.

In my judgement, the ideas
presented here are consistent with
those presented elsewhere in this
volume by Charles Bookman, Mary
Barber, and Biliana Cicin-Sain.
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ta the envirorunent or human
health. The iznplementation of the
precautionary principle is based
upon a cozzunitment to clean
technologies and clean production
methods � i.e. reduction of pollu-
tion at its source.

Highly Migratory Fishery Stocks
and the upcoming U.N. Conference
on Land Based Sources of Pollution
are grappling with the precaution-
ary approach within the context of
each of those areas of concern,

Introduction

In 77xe Wake of UNCLAD

With the Rio Declaration
providing an impetus, several
inteznational environmental forums

are attempting to incorporate and
further define the precautionary
approach in terms of their specific
goals. For example, the Marine
Environmental Protection Commit-
tee of the IMO is establishing a
working group on the iznplementa-
tian of the Rio Declaration and this

group is likely to address the
precautionary approach and what it
might znean for the shipping
industry. In addition, the ongoing
U.N. Conference an Straddling and

In response to these failings, in
the znid-1980's, there arose the

Precautionary Principle, which
emphasizes pollution prevention
and places the burden of proof on
the prospechve polluter to demon-
strate the absence of any legitimate
concern regarding potential harzn

During the 1980's international
policy makers began to reevaluate
marine environmental policy which
had been largely based upon the

ative capacity approach.
This approach assumes that the
ocean is able to assimilate a defin-
able aznount of harmful znaterial
before actual harmful effects occur.
It further assuznes, rather naively,
that it is scientifically possible to
accurately determine how much of
any substance can harmlessly enter
the marine environment. This
assuznption led to the notion that
there had to be proof that harm
would occur before substances
could be prohibited from the
marine envirozunent. Since such

proof was difficult or impossible to
attain, the assimilative capacity
approach was in effect very permis-
sive. It had become apparent by the
late 1970's that, due to the biologi-
cal and chezzucal complexity of
marine ecosystezns and to the
cheznical complexity of waste
streams entering the marine envi-
ronment, regulations based upon
assiznilative capacity were failing to
protect the marine environznent
from serious degradation.

Over the past decade, several
international agreeznents have
incorporated the precautionary
principle or precautionary ap-
proach with respect to pollution in
general or marine pollution in
particular. And some, the Rio
Declaration  UNCED! in particular,
have recomznended the precaution-
ary approach to all activities
potentially having an adverse
impact on the environment. Word-
ing found in three of these agree-
ments � The London Convention,
OSPAR, and the Rio Declaration-

is presented in the Appendix.

Unfortunately, in the scramble
for govezzunents to protect the
interests of national and mulhna-
tional industries, they have lost
sight of the reasons the precauhon-
ary approach was embraced in the
first place, Having seen the diplo-
matic value and public popularity
of the precautionary principle,
some goveznments and interna-
tional governznental ozganizations
have decided that the best approach
is to try to undermine it while
ostensibly endorsing it. The most
effective way of accomplishing
those seemingly divergent goals is
to redefine precaution to include
whatever you are already doing.

For exaznple, the U.S. State
Department has taken the position
that we are already acting in a
precautionary znanner simply by
considering the environmental
effects of proposed activities Risk
analysis, done exactly as it has been
done within the context of the

assimilative capacity approach, is
now proposed as the standard for
the precautionary approach. As for
reversing the burden of proof or
demonstration, that is to be accom-
plished by making the proponents
of an activity responsible for
identifying potenhal risks and
doing the prescribed risk analysis
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� a self serving responsibility at
best. The U.S. is not alone in its
regressive interpretation of the
precautionary approach. Among
others, Canada has a similar
position, as does FAO in its defini-
tion of precautionary fisheries.

This concerted effort to disable

the precautionary principle sug-
gests that it is time to ~xarnine
why it came about and what are the
fundaxnental elexnents of precau-
tionary action, In addition, what
are the main criticisms and are they
legitimate'? And finally, is it pos-
sible to implement the precaution-
ary approach in the real world?

Furxdatnentals of Precaxrtion and
the Relation to Science

The precautionary principle  or
approach! is grounded in science
and is not an iII defined concept
with an arbitrary definition. There
is sometimes a perceived lack of
scientific integrity in the precau-
fionary principle and critics site an
absence of objectivity and a political
nature that lies outside the bounds
of good science, However, such
criticism is based on a poor under-
standing of the purpose of the
precautionary principle, which is to
provide a holistic decision making
process and not to pretend to
provide a scientific "answer,"

Science is not rejected, and the
need for as much sound scientific
information as possible is recog-
nized. In fact, the precautionary
approach to enviroruxumtal protec-
tion begins with science, but it also
takes into account the limitations of
that science and provides guidance
for making decisions on the basis of
both what is and what is not
known, and what are the desired
long-term results  environmental,
huxnan health, economic and social!
of those decisions. In contrast, the
assimilative capacity approach

begins and ends with science, On
the basis of incomplete data, a risk
is calculated and weighed against
standards of acceptable risk and
acceptable cost of risk reduction.
The uncertainties in the risk analy-
sis are not weighed,

The precautionary approach is
chiefly anticipatory in iis goal to
prevent environmental damage by
adopting technologies and manage-
rnent regimes that will eliminated
likely sources of harm. However, it
also necessarily has a reactive mode
which requires immediate action
when envirorunental damage has
already occurred, Finally, when a
proposed activity is ~ted with
reasonable concern that environ-
rnental damage may result, it is
incumbent upon the proponents of
that activity to demonstrate that
such daxnage is unlikely.

The important elements of the
precautionary approach as apphed
to marine pollution are as foUows:

 I! An emphasis on p~r~gg of
contaminants entering the
marine environment.

�! Prohibition of further contarni-
nafion without waiting for
conclusive scientific proof of
the cause and effect relation-
ship between the contaminan ts
and the observed ecosystem
damage,

�! Shift in the burden of "proof"
onto the proponents of the
polluting activity to demon-
strate that the activity is not
likely to damage the environ-
ment,  The "~e of harm"
standard must be interpreted as
requiring, to the extent scientifi-
cally possible, that there is no
legibxnate concern about the
harrnfid nature of the input�
absolute proof is not possible,!

�! Implementation through clean
production technologies and

through identification of
substances to target for phase-
out.

Precarxtion � Is It Possible?

Another conunon criticism of
the precautionary principle is that if
carried to the extreme, nothing
would be allowed and industry
would be shut down. Perhaps a
very literal interpretation of the
precepts outside the context in
which the principle was developed
would lead to that conclusion.
However, the precautionary
principle was not developed to try
to turn back the pages of huxnan
history but to attempt to deal with
the world as we have altered it and
to avoid the ultixnate destruction of
our envirorunent and ourselves. It
should therefore be viewed as
defining a process of change, where
new goals are established and a
progressive set of actions is put in
place to move us toward those
goals.

In the case of xnarine pollution,
the actions are dear � the most
ixnportant categories of pollutants
 e,g. organochlorines! should be
targeted for phase-out, available
clean technologies should replace
polluting technologies, and re-
search and development of new
dean technologies should be given
top priority. All opportunities to
reduce or elixninate pollution at its
source should be identified and

implemented, Scientific risk
assessxnents should no longer be
used to define how xnuch pollution
to allow, but instead to determine
which substances and activities
should be "cleaned up" fixst, This
will not happen over night, but
with careful and deliberate plan-
ning it can happen soon enough to
make a difference, And that
difference need not be economically
debilitating.

This is all within our reach if
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The Precautionary Approach in
Three International Agreements

The London Contrention, 1972
 LC72!: e olution LDC 44 4 .

The fourteenth Consultative
Meeting ....

1. Agrees that in implementing
the London Dumping Conven-
tion the Contracting Parties
shall be guided by a precau-
tionary approach to environ-
mental protection whereby
appropriate preventative
measures are taken when there
is reason to believe that sub-
stances or energy introcluced in
the marine environment are
likely to cause harm even when
there is no conclusive evidence

to prove a causal relation
between inputs and their
effects;

Agrees further that Contracting
Pard'es shaH take aH necessary
steps to ensure the effective
implementation of the precau-
tionary approach to environ-
mental protection and to this
end they shall:

encourage prevention of
poHution at the source, by the
application of clean production
methods, including raw materi-

als selection, product substitu-
tion and clean production
technologies, and processes and
waste minimization throughout
society;

evaluate the environmental and

economic consequences of
alternative methods of waste

management, including long-
term consequences;

encourage and use as fully as
possible scientific and socio-
economic research in order to
achieve and improved under-
standing on which to base long-
range policy options;

endeavour to reduce risk and
scientific uncertainty relating to
proposed disposal operations;
and

continue to take measures to
ensure that potential adverse
impacts of any dumping are
rrunur6zed. and that adequate
monitoring is provided for
early detection and mitigation
of these impacts.

Convention for the Protection of
the Marine Environment of the
Northeast Atlantic  OSLO and
Paris Commission-1992!

Article 2: General Obligations.

The Contracting Parties shall, in
accordance with the provisions
of the Convention, take aH
possible steps to prevent and
eliminate poHution and shall
take the necessary measures to
protect the marine area against
the adverse effects of human
activities so as to safeguard
human health and to conserve
marine ecosystezns and, when
practicable, restore marine
areas which have been ad-
versely affected.

The Contracting Parties shaH
apply the precautionary
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principle, by virtue of which
preventive measures are to be
taken when thexe are reason-
able grounds for concern that
substances or energy intro-
duced, directly or indirectly
into the marine environment
may bring about hazards to
human health, harm living
resources and xnarine ecosys-
tems, damage amenities or
interfere with other legitixnate
uses of the sea, even when there
is o conclusive evidence of a
causal relationship between the
inputs and the effects.

The Rio Declaration fThe
United Nations Conference on
Knviroxrtnent and Development,
1992!

Principle 15.

In order to protect the environ-
ment, the precautionary approach
shaB be widely apphed by states
according to their capabilities,
Where there are threats of serious
or irreversible damage, lack of full
scientific certainty shall not be used
as a reason for postponing cost-
effective measures to prevent
environxnental degradation.

t hgg~P. IThe application of
the pxecautionaxy approach specifi-
cally to marine environmental
issues is elaborated upon in this
chapter as follows!

A precautionary and anticipa-
tory rather than a reactive approach
is neo~ry to prevent the degrada-
tion of the marine environment.
This requves, inter alia, the adop-
tion of precautionary xneasures,
environmental impact assessments,
dean production techniques,
recycling, waste audits and minimi-
zation, construction and/or im-
provement of sewage treatment
facilities, quahty management
criteria for the proper handling of
hazardous substances, and a

comprehensive approach to daxnag-
ing ixnpacts from air, land and
water.
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contracting states. The capacity for
collective legitimation is diffi cult to
contain, however, and for this
reason that capacity may increase
the forxnal range of powers pos-
sessed by the organimtion.

collective legitimation is directly
related to the perceived legitimacy
of the organization involved.
"Legitimacy" in turn is referred to
here in political and social terms
and is best understood as the belief

of those governed in the organiza-
tion, The perception of the "legiti-
xnacy" of a process or organization
is a difficul quality to describe
because the perception is a subjec-
tive conclusion, perhaps based on
often unarticulated notions about
what is fair and just or perhaps
xnore consciously based on a
utilitarian assessxnent of what the
organization means for oneself.

I use the phrase "collecti ve
legitimation" to describe the
capacity of an international organi-
zahon to take decisions that influ-
ence the coHective image of  I! the
legitimacy of a government, �! the
actions of a government or �! the
ideas of a group, The capacity for

This paper is concerned with
promise and limits of the phenom-
enon of coilecdve legitimation as an
instrument of international gover-
nance, Over the past several years, 1
have sought to understand more
fully the questions occasionally
raised regarding the legitimacy of
the Security Council's use of its
coHective authority.' I found my
research and conversations with
colleagues on the topic continu-
ously returning to basic questions
regarding what it means to speak of
an organization's use of its author-
ity as illegitimate. I also found this
inquiry raising basic issues appli-
cable to many international organi-
zations and fundamental to under-
standing the possible roles of law in
world order, Elsewhere I have
offered seven preliminary observa-
tions concerning the process of
collective legitimation which takes
place in international organiza-
tions,' The institutional risks of
efforts at "collective legitimation"
that are opposed by a significant
element of the membership of an
organization can be seen in the
recent developments in the Interna-
tional Whaling Commission
 "IWC"!.

For Inis Claude, "the crucial

question is not what principle is
acknowledged but who is accepted
as the authoritative interpreter of
the principle or, to put it in institu-
tional terms, horv the process of
legitimization works."' This view
correctly emphasizes that a com-
plete account of collective legitima-
tion would require an examirmtion
of the process contextually, that is,
an exaxnination of the processes of
each particular organization. Before
turning to the IWC, I offer seven
general hypotheses to be consid-
ered as we work toward a general
account of the process of collective
legitimation.

First, legitimation poterrtially
augments the capabrlities of an organ~-
zation, When an international
organization is created, its powers
are carefully delineated by the

Second, l egin'rnation can serve as a
roeak substitute for stronger action.
Even if legitixnation potentially
augxnents the capabihties of an
organization, it aLso xnay be used
because the member states of the
organization are not wiHing to use
the forxnal, perhaps stronger,
powers of the organization.

Third, in considering legitimation,
one must consider carefully roho is
using whom. Detailed exaxnination
of a given process of legitimation
often will reveal that the act of
"coHective" legitimation in fact may
be the product of only a nonrepre-
sentative portion of the
organization's membership.

Fourth, collective legitimation is
often, but not necessarily, employed
effectively by the relatively powerful.
Although coHective legitixnation

often is a tool of the powerful, it is
not nec~y so. My work sug-
gests that coHective legitimation
may be invoked by whoever
doxninates the organizational
decision-making process involved,
but that the organizational porn er to
gain a decision of coHective legiti-
mation without the power outside
the organization to make use of the
decision of legitunation very often
is n.ot enough.
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Fijth, the preceding obseroations
suggest that we rreed to be realistic
about the power,'and hence un'sdom,
of collective legi timation. There have
been numerous collective acts of
legitimation and de legitimation
regarding events in Haiti, Bosnia
and Angola, but these acts in and of
themselves do not bring about
change, Rather they may bring
about change, perhaps in the
incidents described have yielded
some change, and perhaps may aid
the community in bringing about
change.

Sixth, deep divisions over the
legitimacy of an organization's use of
its collective authority not only
undermines its ability to legitimate, but
ulhmately raises institutional conse-
quences, I have noted that the
capacity for collective legitimation
of an international organization
may not so much represent the
collective preference of the mem-
bership as the preference of a
subgroup which is able to dominate
the process by which decisions of
collective legitimation are made. If
this is the case we might also expect
two other consequences: �! the
dominated group might come to
questiOn the legitimacy Of the
organization generally and �! the
organization membership will be
fractured in the value various
segments of the membership
ascribe to the organization. Indeed,
the organization may simply divide
up to reflect the commuruhes
within it.

Seventh and last, it is important to
note that the process of enmeshment
and ~ of legitimation reaches
beyond our normal ideas of consent as
the basis of international law. Implicit
in collective legitunation is the
capacity to influence images of
legitimacy despite the absence of
the consent of those most affected
by the legitimation decision,

An instructive example as to all
these aspects of collective legitima-
tion can be seen in the transition in
mission of the IWC over its almost
fifty year history, the dynamics of
its efforts to collectively delegiti-
mate whaling of any kind, and the
fractures in the membership of the
organization which have resulted,

indeed, the perceived legiti-
macy of the organization is so low
for a significant element of the
membership, that it has resulted in
the creation by Norway of an
alternative organization, the North
Atlantic Marine Mammal Control
Organization  NAMMCO! to take
Over cOntrol Of cornrnercial whaling
from the IWC.

Collective legitimation is a
subtle and occasionally significant
aspect of international organization
and governance. It may be misused
and, unfortunately, it may be the
organizabon and the international
community that pays the price of
such misuse. We will ask much of
international organization over the
coming decades, it is a challenge
that will test their credibility
greatly. It will be relatively easy to
employ collective legitimate when
there is a strong consensus, but
often that won't be the case. Mem-
bers will have different preferences
as to what the organizatiorr should
do. The issue thus will become
whether we can construct institu-
tions which we regard as legitimate
despite different preferences and
norms.

1. David D. CarOn, The Legrtrrnacy
of the Collective Authority of the
Security Council, 87 ~ggj~
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U.S. International

Responsibility for Actions of
U.S. States

U.S. States and

International Law

Under the Supremacy Clause,
self-executing U.S. treaties, like
congressional enactments, are
federal law superior to state law.
Customary international law is
probably also federal law and,
where not inconsistent with current

congressional legislatio~, treaties,
or other positive federal law, is
binding on the states.

Actions by state goverrunents
are attributable under international
law to the United States. Thus,
state acts, whether or not valid
domestically, can, if violative of
international law rules, incur U.S.
responsibility under international
law,

The United States and the 1982

Law of the Sea ConventionThe U.S. Constitution and
International Relations

The United States has so far
refused to sign or accede to the 1982
Ccmvention on the Law of the Sea
but, in accord with a widely held
view, considers the treaty, with the
exception of the deep seabed
mining regime, to be generally
reflective of customary intema-
tional law.

The 1982 Convention wiU come
into force, as treaty law, for the
original 60  or more! ratifiezs in
Noverrrber 1994. The Clinton
administration is currently consid-
ering accession to the treaty,
assuming modification of some of
its deep seabed provisions.

Implications for U.S. States of
U.S. Accession to the 1982
Convention

State Roles in U.S Ocean
Govern ance

Coastal U.S. states have occa-
sionally taken actions, sometimes

Moving Ahead on Qcean Governance

Under the Constitution, as
interpreted by the Suprezne Court,
states not only have no direct role
in the conduct of U.S, foreign
pohcy, but must be careful in
regulating local affairs not to
interfere unduly with the federal
goverrunent's conduct of intema-
tional relations. Thus, state actions
inconsistent with federal laws and
policies that are part of the central
goverrunent's pursuance of foreign
affairs are invalid due to federal
preemption. In addition, "dor-
mant" constitutional powers of the
federal government, under the
foreign commerce dause and the
foreign affairs power, restrict state
actions even in the absence of
inconsistent federal laws or poli-
cies, Where a state action is di-
rected at U.S. international relations
or indirectly affects them, a balanc-
ing test might be applied to deter-
mine the validity of the state action,

constitutionally invalid, that
purport to govern offshore ocean
activities, even activities conducted

by foreign vessels and nationals.
Moreover, Congress has authorized
roles for states in some aspects of
offshore ocean goveznance � for
example, under the Magnuson Act
and the Coastal Zone Management
Act. Because of coastal state
demands for more influence in U,S,

ocean governance and the respon-
siveness of Congress to local
interests, the states might well
receive additional ocean gover-
nance roles, probably in "partner-
ship" relationships with the feder al
government, in the future.

The Oblrgatron of U.S. Coastal
States to Conrply with the
International Law of the Sea

U.S, states have a duty to
comply with international la.w,
including the law of the sea, as a
part of U.S. law. This obligation,
however, is somewhat confused.
What is the law of the sea that is

part of US. law? The United States
reznains a party to all four of the
1958 Geneva Conventions on the
Law of the Sea, although the
consensus of authority, in this
country and elsewhere, is that
substantial aspects of the Geneva
Conventions have been modified by
subsequent developments in
customary international law. As
noted, the current U,S. position is
that customary law of the sea,
binding on the United States and
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others alike, is reflected in the non-
deep seabed parts of the 1982 Law
of the Sea Convention, The place of
customary international law, as an
aspect of U.S. state law, remains
more clouded than conventional
international law.

Some relevant duties imposed
on the United States, including its
constituent states, by the interna-
tional law of the sea are the obliga-
tions to allow freedom of naviga-
tion in the U.S. exclusive economic
zone and to refrain from interfer-
ence with innocent passage of
foreign vessels in the U.S. territorial
sea, the duties to conserve and
optimally utilize the EEZ's living
resources, and the duty to protect
the xnarine environment from
pollution, including pollution from
run-offs and Iand+ased @aces,

U.S. Accession to the 1982 Laro of
the Sea Convention

Accession to the 1982 Conven-
tion by the United States could
have the following effects for U.S.
coastal states: The parts of the
treaty that will self-execute will
become superior federal law under
the Supremacy Clause, superseding
prior inconsistent U.S. law and
ixnposing on states an irrunediate
constitutional obligation to comply.
Other parts of the Convention will
need congressional implementation
before they become U.S, Iaw; in the
xneantune, the federal "Iaw of the
sea" � a mix of prior treaty law,
congressional statutes, and other
federal law � will remain somewhat
confused for the states. Addition-
ally, the United States will have
bound itself to the 1982 Convention
as a rnatter of international law and
relations, even for the parts of the
txeaty that will not selfwxecute as
d.omestic law. 'Iherefore, even

contemplated state governmental
actions that would be in compliance
with U.S. Iaw should be weighed
against the possibility that they

might cause the United States to
violate international law.

Encouraging Comphance by ILS.
Coasfat States

Richard Bilder has stated in an
analogous context that,

as a practical matter, state
and local governments
themselves must take
principal responsibility for
ensuring that their activities
stay within constitutionally
perrrussible and appropriate
bounds, Absent flagrant
abuse or clear need, it is

unlikely for a variety of
reasons that Congress, the
Executive or the courts wiH
intervene to this end.
Consequently, state and
local governments should
be aware of, and sensitive
to, the important constitu-
tional issues and foreign
relations concerns involved,
and act responsibly.'

In the design of the American
Federation, U S. states are expected
to be more concerned with local
affairs than they are with the
international relations of the United
States. Nevertheless, states have a
responsibility to make ~ives
aware of the potential impact of
their governmental actions on
foreign affairs. Coastal states of the
U.S. should be particularly con-
scious of the complex mix of
domestic and international Iaw that
exists in the seas off U.S shores and
avoid actions that are invahd under
the Supremacy Clause or, even if
valid, might tend to interfere with
the federal governxnent's conduct of
foreign relations,

One recorrunendation proposed
here is that contemplated state
legislation or other actions relating
to offshore activities or the condi-
tion of the offshore marine environ-

ment be undertaken only after the
preparation of an "IRIS": an
International Relations Impact
Statement.

' Bilder,
i ' 83AM,

J. INT'L L. 821, 827 �989!,
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placing an embargo against Mexi-
can yellowfin tuna after it failed to
comply adequately with the dol-
phin protection provisions of the
MMPA, The European Community
has bx ought a similar GATT
challenge and a decision is pending.

Unilateral Sanctions in
Domestic Legislation

Unilateral trade sanctions have
been an important component of
U.S. fisheries legislation for many
years. The Pelly Amendxnent,
enacted in 1971, was the first statute

to authorize an embargo of fisheries

Introdxxction
With the United Nations Law

of the Sea Convention  UNCLOS!
scheduled to enter into force on
November 16, 1994, the Clinton
Administration has coxne under

increasing pressure to negotiate an
acceptable comproxnise on the deep
seabed mining provisions so that
the United States can accede to the
Convention. It is my contention
that U.S. unilateral econorruc
sanctions imposed against foreign
nations as a method of protecting
.dolphins, whales, sea turtles, and
other marine living resources
violate several substantive provi-
sions of UNCI.OS. Consequently, if
the United States becomes a State
Party, the Convention's coxnpulsory
and binding dispute settlexnent
provisions may prevent the United
States from using econoxnic coer-
cive xneasures for environmental
purposes as has been its practice for
over two decades. This will have
profound ixnplications on the
political dynamics of the debate
over the Convention in the United
States and could play a role in
defeating U.S. ratification.

products against nations that
diminished the effectiveness ot
international fishery conservation
agreements. This was followed by
several other laws such as the
Marine Maxnmal Protection Act

 MMPA!, Section 205 of the
Magnuson Fisheries Conservation
and Management Act  MFCMA!,
and the Packwood-Magnuson
Amendment, which use trade-
related provisions to protect
dolphins and whales.

Although trade restrictions
have been incorporated in U5.
domestic fisheries legislation for
over two decades, in the past five
years there has been an avalanche
of new exnbargo legislation. Since
19S7, no fewer than seven pieces of
domestic legislation have been
enacted that provide for exnbargoes
against the fisheries products of
foreign nations that fail to comply
with U,S, mandated fisheries

managexnent and conservation
policies.

Moreover, in recent years the
U.S. is enforcing these statutes
much more aggressively than in the
past. This, in turn, has caused some
nations targeted by embargoes to
begin to challenge the legality of
U,S. actions, The best known

example is the successful challenge
brought by Mexico against the
United States in GATT. Jn 1991 a
dispute resolution panel ruled that
the United States violated GATT by

Despite its rebuke in GAIT, the
United States has in no fashion
altered its trade sanction pohcies.
The reason that economic coercive
measures have becoxne so en-
trenched in domestic fisheries laws
is because a powerful political
coalition xnade up of environmental
organizations, commercial fishing
interests, anixxud rights and con-
sumer protection groups, organized
labor, and an assortment of other

groups have come to believe that
the threat of unilateral trade
sanctions is the most effective
method of forcing other nations to
adopt stricter environmental
standards. Members of this coali-
tion have not been hesitant in

comxnunicating their support of
trade sanctions to Congress. For
example, shortly after the GATT
Tuna/Dolphin decision was
handed down, one hundred
mexnbers of the House of Represen-
tatives, and sixty-four Senators
signed letters to then President
Bush calling for a rejection of the
GATT ruling and supporting the
continued use of unilateral sanc-
tions in domestic environxnental
legislation.
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U S Defenses

U1VCLOS DisPute Settlement
Provisions

This sets the stage for what may
happen in the future if the United
States accedes to UNCLOS. The
Convention unquestionably con-
tains the most detailed and sophis-
ticated set of dispute settlement
provisions of any international
agreeznent in history, These provi-
sions are very complicated and for
purposes of this summary I can
only point out a few of the most
important features.

First, parties to a dispute are
required to enter into negotiations
prior to bringing a formal dispute
settlement daim under the Conven-
tion. If settleznent has not been
reached by negotiation or non-
binding conciliation then a party
can request that "any dispute
concerning the interpretation or
application of this convention" be
submitted for compulsory and
binding settlement by one of
several forums including the
Inteznational Court of Justice,
several kinds of arbitral tribunals,
or the new International Tribunal
for the Law of the Sea. There are a
few activities that are exempted
from binding settlement, but none
would prevent a nation targeted by
U.S. trade sanctions from challeng-
ing that policy under the Conven-
tion.

The most crucial features of the
UNCLOS dispute settlement
system are first, that there is a
mandatory obligation that the
parties to any dispute submit to the
procedures; and second, that any
decision rendered by the trilnmal
with jurisdiction is binding and
fmaL

U.S. Acti ons Violate
Substantive Provisions of
U1V CLOS

One obvious requireznent is
that the party bringing the dispute
settlement challenge have some
actionable claim based upon a
violation of a substantive provision
of the Convention. The purpose of
U.S, trade embargo legislation is to
force foreign nations to alter their
fisheries conservation and manage-
ment practices so that they comply
with standards deemed adequate
by the United States. Some U.S.
statutes require embargoes to be
imposed regardless of whether the
non-complying practice occurs on
the high seas, in a coastal state' s
EEZ, in the territorial sea, or in
internal waters, Moreover, U.S.
trade sanctions may be triggered
even if a foreign nation's activihes
are fully consistent with its domes-
tic laws, applicable inteznational
agreements, and existing customary
international law.

Space restrictions allow for only
a few general observations regard-
ing these provisions. First, in areas
of the high seas, mandatory coop-
eration among states is perhaps the
most important and unifying
feature of the Convention's legal
regime dealing with the rnanage-
rnent of living resources beyond the
EEZ. The clear purpose of article
116 and its references to articles 63-
67, as weil as of article 118, is to
require international agreement
before conservation measures can
be pres~ed for the high seas.
Consequently, the United States
lacks authority under the Conven-
tion to urulaterally prescribe
conservation measures for distant
high seas living resources.

UNCLOS grants coastal states
almost unlimited authority to
conserve and manage living
resources within the EEZ, territorial

sea, and inland waters. Although
coastal state discretion over living
resources in the EEZ is qualified by
certain basic obligations of conser-
vation, rational management and
optirnurn utilization, significant
safeguards have been included in
the Convention to protect coastal
states from losing their authority to
manage their living resources as
they choose. As a general rule,
coastal states may impose whatever
regulations they choose regarding
the conservation and management
of Irving resources wlthlD these
zones consistent with the Conven-
tion and absent any contrary
international agreement or custom-
ary law.

The United States will argue
that its use of economic coercive
measures is a legitimate method of
regulating its foreign trade which is
a fundamental right of national
sovereignty. In fact, it is not
dictating how coastal states must
conserve or manage their marine
living resources, but merely enact-
ing domestic trade controls to
prevent its citizens from purchasing
fisheries products from nations that
do not apply acceptable environ-
mental standards. Nothing prevents
a targeted coastal state from
continuing its existing practices as
long as it is willing to find markets
for its products elsewhere.

In response to this defense I
argue that there probably is no
prohibition under custoznary
international law that prevents the
United States from imposing
embargoes or other coercive
measures for political purposes.
However, this does not mean that
unilateral measures cannot be
prohibited by treaty. There is
considerable agreement among
international legal scholars that if a
nation is a party to a treaty which
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Corxclxxsiorrprovides a dispute settlement
mechanisxn, that the nation cannot
resort to self-help. This is especially
true when the dispute settlement
provisions provide for interixn
protecbve measures during the
pendency of the action as is pro-
vided under UNCLOS,

Clearly it is not credible for the
United States to ixnpose an embargo
that is intended to coerce another
state into relinquishing certain
rights granted to it under the
Convention and then to argue that
the affected state cannot invoke the
Convention's dispute settlement
provisions because the embargo is
simply a domestic trade issue
having nothing to do with the
Convention.

Political lrrxphcatiorxs

The potential loss of trade
sanction weapon may have pro-
found political implications, First,
those groups such as the environ-
rnental community, animal rights
advocates, commercial fishing
interests, and others that have
traditionally supported U.S. mexn-
bership in UNCLOS may begin to
rethink their positions. As men-
tioned earlier, many people in the
United States feel that unilateral
trade sanctions are the only viable
method that the nation has to force
other nations to adopt stricter
environmental standards. Ihese
groups will be very reluctant to risk
the loss of the trade embargo
weapon as a result of U.S. accession
of UNCLOS.

Second, other groups such as
organized labor, consumer protec-
tion advocates, and certain domes-
tic industrial associations strongly
support the use of U.S. trade
restrictions prixnarily for interna-
tional coxnpetitiveness and health
and safety reasons. While these
groups have traditionally had little
direct interest or influence in the

development of the law of the sea,
they were very critical of the GATT
Tuna/Dolphin decision and a may
not want the United States to enter
into another international agree-
rnent which may find sanctions
illegal. Whether this concern wiII
translate into forrnal opposition to
UNCLOS remains to be seen,

Third, the Senate will be
acutely aware of the political fallout
if it ratifies a treaty that prohibits
the United States from enforcing
very popular domestic environmen-
tal legislabon such as the Marine
Manunal Protection Act and the
Endangered Species Act. Sixty-four
Senators are already on record
supporting the rejection of the
GATT Tuna/Dolphin decision and
reaffirming the authority of the U,S,
to impose trade sanctions for
environmental purposes,

Fourth, it is common knowl-
edge that the executive branch
strongly resents being constrained
by mandatory trade sanction
legislation. The State and Com-
rnerce De parbnents may be more
forcefuI in its support of U.S.
accession of UNCLOS if this slows

down the trend toward passage of
more and more 6sheries statutes
with trade sanction components.

Finally, in the foreign arena,
some uncomxnitted nations, espe-
cially those that have either been
targets of U.S. sanctions in the past
or view thexnselves as future

targets, may go ahead and become
parties to the Convention in order
to gain access to the dispute settle-
ment provisions fox protective
purposes.

If the United States accedes to
UKCLOS, the days will be over in
which it can embargo the fisherie
products of other State Parties
confident in the fact that the other

nation will comply because they
have no effective judicial remedy,
This, in turn, will sigruficantly
affect the political dynamics of the
domestic debate over the Conven-
tion and may derail U.S. ratifica-
tion.
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NOTES FROM THE FIElD:
IMPLICATIONS OF OREGON S OCEAN PROGRAM

Robert J. Bailey
Ocean Program Administrator, State of Oregon

800 NE Oregon St. tt18
Portland, Oregon 97232
P!rone: �03! 731-4065
Fax: �03! 731-4068

Entrodrection an "Ocean Stewardship Area" !; 4!
the area seaward of the continental
margm  beyond the "Stewardship
Area" !, within the 200-mile U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone; and 5!
the international area seaward of
the U.S. EEZ. These zones show
how state and federal interests
interact in ways that transcend
political boundaries.

+ The Ocean Policy Advisory
CounciL the planning body,
was placed in the Office of the
Governor which ensures
Executive attention.

The ocean program was
connected to the existing
coastal management program
rather than created as a new

entity.

+ Public involvement was

required,

4 Federal agencies were asked to
participate with a specific goal
of a state-federal partnership,

These five factors will likely
have analogues in any national
prograin.

Geographic Scope of
Management interests

Essential Program lngre dients

Five factors have been essential
to the structure and function of
Oregon's program.

The Oregon Legislature
established the program in law
through comprehensive
legislation.

Oregon is completing work on
the initial management plan for a
1000-square mile state Marine
Protected Area that encoinpasses aU
of Oregon's territorial sea and
ocean shore. The management plan
is being prepared by the Oregon
Ocean Policy Advisory Council, a
23-member body in the Office of the
Governor created by the 1991
Oregon Legislature. When com-
pleted, the plan will be added to the
state's Coastal Management Pro-
gram.

Oregon's ocean planning and
management prograxn has had to
balance several scales of manage-
ment resolution. At one «nd are
"big picture" policy relatiomhps
with other states and federal
agencies; at the other end are real-
world site-specific problems that
are driven by individuals and
coinmunities. Oregon's ocean
planning experience suggests that a
framework for planning and
inanaging ocean areas could use
existing federal programs and
provide perspectives about what it
will take to get the job done regard-
less of the framework.

Oregon's experience reveals
how state and federal ocean

management interests are geo-
graphically related across the
coastal zone in five rough bands of
management interest parallel to the
coastline: 1! the watershed portion
of Oregon's Coastal Management
Zone  from the crest of coastal
rirountains to the ocean shore!; 2!
the state territorial sea  Oregon's
"Marine Protected Area" ! from
shore seaward three geographic
miles, within which there are
federal "in-holdings"; 3! the area
seaward of state waters on the

continental margin  the area of
federal authority where Oregon has
asserted management interests in

Completion and adoption of
the management plan for the
Oregon Marine Protected Area will
incan that two of these zones, the
watershed and the territorial sea,
will be managed within the frame-
work of the federal Coastal Zone
Management Act as it is carried out
in Oregon. Any coastal state could
achieve the same results under
existing federal programs.

Questions remain, however, for
Oregon and other states about the
management of the balance of the
"Stewardship Area," the area under
federal authority where there are
clear state interests but for which
there is no overan plan or policy.
While large-scale legislative
changes in the Nations's ocean
governance structure may be
required through Congressional
action, it appears to Oregon that
modification of existing federal
programs could provide a reason-
able near-term framework for
Oregon and other states to address
ocean management issues in a state-
federal partnership both within and
beyond state jurisdiction,
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Observations

A National Marine Protected

Area Program

Two agencies, both housed in
NOAA's Office of Ocean and
Coastal Resources Management
 OCRM!, could be brought doser
together to provide this ocean
management framework. These are
the National Marine Sanctuaries
Program, the nominal federal ocean
managexnent prograxn and the
national Coastal Zone Management
Program, Each has broad policy
and management mandates for
coastal and ocean resources. Other
federal acts, such as the Outer
Continental Shelf Lands Act or
Magnuson Marine Fisheries Con-
servation Act, appear to be inap-
propriate as an overall governance
framework

We suggest that the National
Marine Sanctuary Program, already
a program of increasingly large,
multiple-use management areas,
could be renamed  e.g, the National
Marine Protected Areas Prograxn!
and more closely linked to the
federal Coastal Zone Management
Program, which could take a more
proactive, flexible role in assisting
state's to develop and carry out
ocean planning and management
functions. Other NOAA programs
and resources could be connected
to this program to provide technical
assistance and resources that states
sixnply do not have, this would
achieve a single policy, managr.
ment, and technical support frame-
work for complex multiple-use
management of the Nation's ocean
waters.

It is clear that the time has come
to bring these programs together.
Recent sanctuaxies have been
designated without concurrent
assistance to states for building
ocean management capability.
Despite all the cheering that can
accompany a NMS designation,

coastal states often view a sanctu-
ary as a headache and not effective
in helping the state to address real
ocean management problems. It
appears that much of this change
could be accomplished by internal
NOAA initiatives rather than by
legislation. However, just as
legislation proved necessary in
Oregon, clear Congressional policy
direction and support may be a
prerequisite to participation by
other federal agencies and adequate
funding.

Regardless of the specific
framework for ocean planning and
management, Oregon's experience
offers lessons for undertaking ocean
policy development and manage-
ment programs.

�! Ocean planxung and rnanage-
ment require a program, not
just a plan. A program means
that agencies have internal
expertise and long-term corn-
mitment to a continuing
process of planning, action, and
refinement.

�! Ocean planning and manage-
ment takes time. Research and
field work in uncertain ocean
conditions often takes longer
than expected. Meetings and
coordination with aII interested

parties requires lead times that
eat schedules. It takes time for
the process and the substance
of the prograxn to percolate into
the public consciousness,
Issues need time to ripen and
solutions time to gel. It takes
time for new programs to be
accepted and incorporated into
a legislative context and into
the daily fabric of agency
prograins.

�! Ocean planning and manage-
ment takes technical resources,
money and expertise but these

need not be prohibitive. Cre-
ative and cooperative use of
even modest funding can be
instrumental in acquiring
significant information crucial
to management solutions that
actually work and establish
credibility. Information and
technical assistance works best
when integrated mto the
technical infrastructure of the
various state and federal
agencies so that they have the
capabibty and incentive to be
involved.

�! Ocean planning and manage-
xnent takes participation of all
affected agencies. However, it
is unrealistic to expect agencies
to voluntarily accoxnmodate
significant new program loads
and take on potential political
liabilities without incentives.

Three kinds appear appropriate
and necessary:

+ Money to provide agencies
with the ability to hire staff,
add to prograxn loads,
obtain information, and
acquire technical capability.
Money means keeping or
adding prograxns the
agency may otherwise not
have.

Mandates to require
participation through a
formal structure  e.g. "a
seat at the table"!.

+ Outcomes of dear expecta-
tions and rewards  the
"federal consistency"
provision of the 1972
Coastal Zone Management
Act was a clear "rewarrl" to

states!,

 S! Ocean management programs
xnust respect and accoxnmodate
the differences in authority,
responsibility, and political
conditions between state and
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federal governments, Unlit
more insulated federal pro
grams, state programs can be
extremely sensitive to local
politics. A traditional author
rty-based tofwiown approach
that mandates certain results

will be inappropriate and
ineffective. Any program for
ocean xnanagement must
empower states to participate
and provide flexibility to rrreet
state-level responsibilities in
ways consistent with the state' s
political culture, administrative
structure, and public expecta-
tions.

Ocean plaruung and manage-
rnent, like all politics, is local.
Overall policies and xnanage-
rnent programs must eventtx-
ally work in rock-by-rock.
cove-by-cove, xeef-by-reef
situations where the abstract
world of policies and plaruung
meets the real world of b~
fish, SCUBA divers, frsherrrrerx,
tourists and local residents.

A final word: ocean manage-

ment is here to stay. These
problems and issues are real,
complex, and often mtractable.
New issues arise continually
States and federal agencies
cannot afford to neglect these
issues or delay in their solu-
tions if there is any hope of
conserving these valuable
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CAUFORNIA S EXPKRIENCK WITH THE
CALIFORNIA OCEAN RKSOURCKS MANAGEMENT ACT

Brian E. Baird
California Ocean Program Manager

California Resources Agency
1416 Ninth St, Suite 1311, Sacramento Ca. 95814

Phone:  916! 657-0198
Fax:  916! 653-8102

1ntroducti on

Planning Challenges

Background

Pro-active ocean planning
efforts have taken place sporadi-
cally over the years in California.
During the 1960s and 1970s the
State established interagency ocean
advisory committees and commis-
sions, and planning efforts such as
the California Comprehensive
Ocean Area Plan were completed,
After the passage of Proposition 20
in 1972, which created the Califor-
nia Coastal Zone Conservation

This paper provides a brief
overview of California's re-acti-

vated ocean planning process. It
highlights the importance of
establishing how ocean manage-
ment effoxts can make a difference

through the development of State
goals, objectives, and an ongoing
system of ocean governance that
will ensure that these issues con-
tinue to be addressed in the future,
The first draft of the Ocean Re-
sources Management Plan will not
be completed for at least three
months from the time of this
writing, so the description in this
paper is oriented to the process of
the plan development,

Despite its naturally rich and
econoxnically diverse 1,100 mile
coastline, California has no compre-
hensive strategy to manage its
marine resources. The California
Resources Agency is currently
preparing such a strategy through
the developxnent of an Ocean
Resources Management Plan. This
xnost recent effort, which began in
January 1993, has initially focused
on the exaxnination of 14 ocean
managexnent issue areas that face
the State. This "issue-based ap-
proach" has allowed the agency to
examine real world ocean manage-
ment challenges that affect the
health of California's precious
ocean resources, as weII as the
recreation and econoxnic interests
that depend upon the sustainabihty
of those resources.

In Septexnber of 1993, the
Resources Agency released a
detailed "Suxnmary of Issues" with
draft pohcy options to solicit
coxnments regarding the develop-
xnent of a comprehensive strategy.
Testixnony has been received at six
coastal workshops, a legislative
oversight hearing, and through
extensive written comxnents
received froxn federal, state, and
local agencies, industry, and the
public. The comments address a
wide variety of ocean management
issues that range from very specific
 need for new launch raxnps,
offshore moorings, or Bshing
license sales! to lang-range con-
cerns  non-point source water
pollution, offshore oil and gas
leasing, or new approaches to port
maintenance operations!, Much of
the testimony and written com-
ments recomxnend the developxnent
of a set of comprehensive goals to
address both short- and long-term
managexnent of California's ocean
resources.

Comxnission  predecessor to the
California Coastal Coaunission!,
the specific focus on ocean or "wet"
issues was dropped. In 1989
Assexnbly Bill 2000  Farr! required
the Environmental Affairs Agency
to prepare a report and recomxnen-
dations to implement ocean xnan-
agement strategies, An administra-
tive r~rgaruzation temporarily
placed the effort in the newly
created California Environxnental
Protection Agency, but no funding
was made available to continue the
effort. Then in 1991, the California
Ocean Resources Management Act
 Farr! required the State to develop
an ocean resources managexnent

ggg and transferred the responsi-
bility to the California Resources
Agency. The effort began again in
January 1993, after funding had
been appropriated and staff hired
to begin the renewed effort.

The "stop-and-go" nature of
ocean planning in California over
the last five years has created
substantial challenges in efforts to
ixnplement the Ocean Resources
Managexnent Act. Ocean planning
is frequently perceived to be an
amorphous issue that can always be
put off to another day, particularly
in light of severe budget crises,
natural disasters, and pressing
political issues such as education
and law enforcement. This percep-
tion was reflected in a minimal

budget allocation, skeletal staffing,
and nearly impossible time frame to
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Conclusion

coxnplete the task Therefore, the
completion and implementation of
this planning effort is dependent on
the dear identification of the
reasons why this form of manage-
ment wiH make a difference for the
State. The effort is destined to fail
unless the anticipated product can
be expected to help improve the
efficiency and effectiveness of the
way we manage our ocean re-
sources offshore California. Some
key points in defining this mission
include establishing that:

Ocean managexnent addre.ms
critical issues such as public
health, energy production,
global transportation of goods
and services, and food produc-
tion that impact California and
the Nation;

California's economy is sub-
stantially enhanced by ocean
dependent industry and
appropriate management
efforts can help maintain and
enhance this economic base;

Degradation of California's
ocean ecosystem wiH impact
not only natural resources, but
the economy and the public as
a whole.

Identi jy Ocean Management
Issues

To identify potential results of
this effort the Resources Agency
prepared a summary of issues and
a list of "policy options" of poten-
tial actions that the State or other
entities could implexnent to address
specific ocean management issues.
This approach provided the basis
for the initial investigation, because
it transformed the effort from "one
more government study" into a
series of possible government or
private sector actions that could

pact fisheries, water quality, port
development, desalination, oil and
gas deve!oprnent, tourism, research

priorities, or technology develop-
ment. The summary document and
policy options helped draw partici-
pants into the process because they
felt the need to respond either
positively or negatively to these
potential policy directions.

Quantify Ocean Dependent
Industry

Surprisingly, the economics of
ocean dependent industries has not
been well quantified in Califonua.
Therefore, the planning effort
includes a study being conducted
by the California Research Bureau
to quantify the economic contribu-
tion of a select group of ocean
dependent industries that require
access to the ocean to function.
This quantification will help
demonstrate the ixnportance of the
ocean to the State's economy, as
well as provide some relative
information regarding the contribu-
tion of individual ocean dependent
industries to the State. The plan
will attempt to establish the impor-
tance of ocean management to
protect ocean resources, while
helping to maintain ocean depen-
dent industxies that support
California's fragile economy.

Need for Comprehensive
Managenxent

In the past year the program
has focused on analysis of major
ocean management issues. The
intent of this approach was to
evaluate the component parts of
California's ocean management
regixne, and then assemble these
parts to address the big picture. As
anticipated, these issues began to fit
into categories that could be
address' by comprehensive goals
and strategies in the plan, These
goals and strategies were driven by
the ocean managexnent issues that
the State is currently addressing or
must address xn the future. The
draft goals address the need for,

- To assess,

conserv e, and manage
California's ocean resources
and the ecosystems that sup-
port those resources.

+ - To

encourage ocean development
and other ocean activities in a
manner which is environmen-
taUy sound., sustainable, and
economically beneficial.

agy. - To advance ocean re-
search, technology develop-
ment, and education programs
to meet future needs and uses
of the ocean.

prove the efficiency and
effectiveness of Government
ocean management and plan-
ning efforts.

- To maximize the State' s

environmental protection and
economic interests in State

Tidelands, the Territorial Sea,
and the Exclusive Economic

Zone,

high level ocean management
system, such as an ocean
council, designed to help
integrate the needs, require-
rnents, and expertise of relevant
goverrunent, private, and
public sector interests.

The success or failure of this
effort will depend on whether it
results in the formation of a long-
terrn ocean management structure
in California State government.
This will not occur unless the plan
clearly links its management
objectives to tangible results that
wrll benefrt the State and the
Nation. Ocean management can
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benefit society by helping to
maintain and enhance our marine
resources so they will be available
for future generations, while
maximizing the economic benefits
that these resources support. This
is the message that we intend to
convey in the coming months.
Hopefully, the title of our paper at
next year's conference will be,
"California Ocean Resources
Management Plan � Challenges of
Plan Implementation."
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NORTH CAROLINA S OCEAN AND COASTAL PROGRAM:
A STUDY IN STATE-FEDERAL DYNAMICS

Michael K. Orbal
Professor of Marine Affairs a rtd Policy
Duke Uruzersity Marine Laboratory

School of the Ertvironrrxertt
Duke University

Pivers Island

Beaufort, NC 28516
Voice  919! 728-2111

Fax  919! 728-2514

Introdxxction

This paper will provide an
overview of the events and trends
in coastal and ocean policy in the
state of North Carolina from 1985 to
the present. Data on legislative,
administrative, political, economic
and cultural factors will be cozn-
bined to describe the general trends
towards a focus an, and the integra-
tion of, the coastal and ocean policy
arenas in both the pubhc and
private sectors in the state.

Highliglxts of North Carolina's
Ocean Policy History

Recent Events in North Carolina
Coastal and Ocean Policy

A number of significant
changes have occurxed in coastal
and ocean policy in North Carolina
since the 1990 paper. Since produc-
ing the feasibility study on ocean
phosphate xxuning in 1988 and
making recommendations for
further study, the North Carolina
Ocean Phosphates Task Force  joint

In a paper published in 1990 '
the authors described the history of
ocean policy initiatives in North
Carolina, focusing on the history of
the North Carolina Marine Science
Council, the creation of the Outer
Continental Shelf Office in the state
Department of Administration, and
the initiation of the North Carolina
Ocean Phosphates Task Fozce co-
chaired by the Secretary of the
Departxnent of Natural Resources
and Community Development
That analysis concluded that the
state had taken a variety of signifi-
cant initiatives in the area of ocean
policy, but that those initiatives had
been somewhat disparate in
principle and. practice from one
another. A number of common
factors were cited, however, in the
processes and events related to

these ocean policy initiatives. First,
coastal and marine environments
and events were perceived as
prominent in the culture and
political economy of the state.
Second, a wide range of technical
expertise in the social, natural and
policy sciences existed in the state
which were available to the public
policy sector. Third, the adxninis-
trative sector contained a number
of strong policy and xnanagement
programs Fourth, a number of
prominent individuals in both the
public and private sectors held
strong personal interests in the
coastal and marine envirozunental
issues. Fifth, that the existence of
syncretic, uxnbrella organizations
such as the Marine Science Council
with broad, flexible xnandates had
been important in the creation of
ocean policy initiatives. And
finally, the role of precipitating
events -some serendipitous � had
been prominent in the course of
events in the state.

with the Mnerals Management
Service! has reznained dormant.
The 28-zneznber Marine Science
Council, which had been the
principal advisory body to the
Governor on znarine policy in
addition to providing policy
oversight for the state aquarium
system, was legislatively abolished
on the Council's own initiative in
1991, In its place, also on the
initiative of the Council leadership,
the North Carolina Ocean Affairs
Council was created by the General
Assembly, also in 1991. This new
body was more compact, with 16
mexnbers, and aQ znembers held
designated seats with half ap-
pointed by the Governor and the
other half appointed by the General
Assembly with the Chair appointed
by and serving at the pleasure of
the Governor. Then� in 1993, as
part of a general reorganization by
a new adxninistration, the Ocean
Affairs Council and the Outer
Continental Shelf Office were
abohshed as part of a transfer of the
Office of Marine Affairs from the
Department of Administration to
the Deparbnent of Enviroxunent,
Health and Natural Resources
 DEHNR!, and their funchons
picked up by the latter agency.
Further events associated with the
Mobil Oil Consortiuxn proposal to
drill for natural gas offshore North
Carolina contributed to this cham af
events.



A further significant develop-
ment has been the completion of
the Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine
Study, a program created under the
National Estuary Program adminis-
tered by the Environmental Protec-
tion Agency. The product of this
five-year program, the Comprehen-
sive Conservation and Management
Plan for the 30-county watershed
area of the Albemarle, Pamlico and
related bays, rivers and sounds, has
in itself stimulated movement
towards the integration of coastal
and ocean planning.

Prior to its legislative demise
the Ocean Affairs Council ha.d
created an ocean planning commit-
tee which evolved into the Ocean
Resources Task Force, a group
which is still in existence and
whose activities are funded by a
Section 309 CZMA grant adminis-
tered through the Coastal Manage-
ment Division of DEHNR. And, in
1993, the new Governor created a
blue-ribbon Coastal Futures Com-

rnittee to assess the need for policy
and management of the coastal area
of North Carolina into the 21st

century.

Ertd notes

1. Orbach, M. and W. Queen,
l990. Ocean Policy Initiatives in
Coastal States: North Carolina's

~ v. 18, pp-267-81.

Disncssion

These events signify both a
changing focus on coastal and
ocean issues and a move towards
the integration of the policy and
management of these two sectors.
All of the factors alluded to in the
1990 paper remain unportant. The
relationship among the Albemarle-
Pamlico Program, the Ocean
Resources Task Force, the Coastal
Futures Committee, and the exist-
ing line agencies � federal, state and
local � with authority or responsi-
bility for coastal and ocean issues is
in considerable flux. The fuH paper
wiH describe these processes in
depth.
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and expanded opportunities and
high levels of use have led to
increased competition and user
conflicts. In addressing these
concerns over the years, a complex
ocean resources management
system has evolved in Hawaii.

This paper traces State initia-
tives in ocean management begin-
ning in the late 1960s when the
Governor's Task Force on Oceanog-
raphy undertook a comprehensive
examination of Hawaii's znarine
affairs and published Hawaii and the
Sea � A Plan for State Achon. It
ends with the publication of the
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Rising resident and visitor
populations, increasing, affluence,
and changes in consurnp tion
patterns have intensified the
demands on Hawaii s ocean
resources. New kinds. of recreation
water sports, food, energy produc-
tion, and waterborne transportation
are being conducted with increas-
ing intensity in areas previously
occupied by more traditional uses
such as swirruning, surfing, and
fishing. In addition, rapidly
developing marine technologies
look proznising for tapping, new
resources and using tract itional
ones more efficiently. These new

Hawaii Ocean Resources Manage-
ment Plan in the late 1980s and its

on-going iznplementation under the
auspices of the recently~stablished
Coastal and Ocean Management
Policy Advisory Group. The paper
concludes with a discumon of the
problezns, issues, and opportunities
associated with Hawaii's atteznpt to
fashion a Federal-State partner-
ship � primarily in State waters�
through the conceptualization and
implementation of the congression-
ally-mandated Hawaiian Islands
Humpback Whale National Marine
Sanctuary.
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 Editors' Note: As background to his presentation, Mr. Norris has provided the following
infoxxnation on the activities of the Pacific Basin Development Council!

boundaries with independent
Island nations that are parties to the
United Nations Law of the Sea

Treaty  the U.S. is not a signatory!.
In working with the CZM work
group members, it was felt that the
EEZ issue was of priority ixnpor-
tance, especially in the areas of
technology transfer. A conference/
workshop to focus on the problems,
issues, and opportunities facing
Federal, state, and Territorial
representatives in the management
and use of the coastal and ocean

 living and non-living! resources.
The major objectives of the confer-
ence were:

1. To address existing and future
roles in the management and
use of coastal and ocean

resources;

2. To attract appropriate expertise
and to facilitate the sharing of
ideas and information on these

xnanagement responsibilities;

3. To publish conference proceed-
ings and workshop recommen-
dations on future Pacific Basin
initiatives;

4. To develop a fraxnework for
fuhue EEZ projects, including a
strategy for 6nancial and
p x'o gram support. Field work on the EEZ grant

project for American Samoa was

Moving Ahead on Ocean Governance

In October of 1980 the Gover-
nors of the U.S. Territories of
American Samoa and Guaxn, the
Coaunonwealth of the Northern
Mariana Islands and the State of
Hawaii established the Pacific Basin
Development Council  PBDC!.
PBDC is a non-profit, public
organization and addresses and
articulates, through its Board of
Directors, the economic and social
developxnent concerns of the Pacific
Islands. PBDC has been sponsoring
and/or cosponsoring annual
meetings of the Coastal Zone
Managexnent  CZM! Managers
since 1980 and has an established
PBDC CZM Working Group.

As a result of a March 10, 1983
Presidential Proclamation, the U.S,
Flag Islands have expanded their
resource base ten-fold, or about one
million square miles, Of the total
U,S. Exclusive Economic Zone
 EEZ! area of 3.9 billion acres, the
non-contiguous states and territo-
ries account for xnore than SP/o of
this ocean expanse. With this
expansion, the Islands xnust adopt
new responsibilities in xnonitoring,
managing, and utilizing this new
resource. These new responsibili-
ties have been given with little legal
or financial support. The Axnerican
Flag Pacific Islands  AFPI!, are
ei ther surrounded by or share

The Board approved this
proposal and the su~on of an
application for Section 309,  CZM!
funding at xts June 1986 meeting.
On Septembex ll, 1986, the Office
of Coastal Resources Managexnent
of the U.S. Department of Com-
merce awarded PBDC a grant for a
workshop on the EEZ issue. The
conference was held on July 8-10,
1987. The regional EEZ conference
was well-attended; a proceedings
volume was published in 1988. In
September 1987, PBDC was
awarded another grant by the U.S.
Office of Coastal Resources Man-
agement to continue work on the
EEZ issue; tasks coxnpleted under
&is award were: �! Evaluation of
existing Federal and PBDC xnember
govexxunents ocean-related laws
and regulations relative to their
intent, effectiveness, and mechanics
of ixnplernentation. �! Determina-
tion of overlaps as well as gaps in
existing ocean-related Federal and
local laws and regulations; �!
Analysis of Federal-local govern-
ment relationships with respect to
adxruxustenng, coordxnatxng,
monitoring, and enforcing existing
ocean-related programs and
activities,
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completed in August 1988, with
Guam and Northern M~
visits completed in September 1988.
The field work was coordinated by
the respective CZM Work Group
members, At the 1989 Winter
Meedng, the Board accepted the
final EEZ project report. The
substantive and structural recom-
mendations centered around the
establishment of an AFPI exclusive
economic zone Coordmating
Council and directed staff to pursue
implementation of this concept.
Also approved was a grant apphca-
tion for the impleznentation of the
EEZ center to the U,S. Office of
Coastal Resources Management,
which was subsequently approved
In implexnenting the PBDC Board
decision to establish a regional EEZ
coordinating council, staff evalu-
ated several op tions. Extensive
discussions with member govern-
xnents indicated that coordination
of ocean and coastal zone activities
should be a high priority for the
respective governments as well as
PBDC staff. At the 1990 Annual

Meeting, a series of organizatiozud
alternatives were presented; the
Governors decided to establish a
forrnal regional ocean, coastal zone,
and EEZ management program
 ROCEMP! within PBDC, with the
option to establish a separate
organization in the future. The
ROCEMP  activity! options pre-
sented and approved at the 1991
Winter Meeting included:

1. A project on incxeasing oil spill
rnanagexnent capacity;

2, Development of a university-
based zesearch program to xneet

e regional oil spill xnanage-
inent needs, thmugh autho-
rized and appropriated fund-
mg;

3, Development of a regional tuna
pohcy initiative in cooperation
with the Western Regional

Fishery Management Council
 WesPac!;

4. I:Mining the marine rzuneral
potential iri areas that have
received little past attention;

5. Refining xnethods for integrat-
ing regional ocean and coastal
resource management plan-
ning; and

6. Establishing a mechaniszn to
resolve EEZ jurisdictional
disputes between the Island
and the Federal goverxunent,

OIL SPILL MANAGEMENT.
At the 1990 Winter Meeting, the
Board directed staff to develop a
project on oil spill management
plannmg, which would build upon
the U,S. regional oil spill response
team system and increase local
goverrunent response capacities, A
grant proposal was subnutted to
the U.S. Office of Coastal Resources
Management  OCRM! for funding
of this project and a grant award
received in FY 1990. With OCRM
funding, a regional oil spill xnan-
agement project was initiated.
Infozmadon on the curzent oil spill
threat and managexnent capacity
was gathered by PBDC staff. A
close working relationship with
U,S. Coast Guard. and U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency has been
established, Completion of this
project has been delayed by the
rulemaking process that resulted
froxn the Oil Spill Pollution Act of
1990. These rules are essential in
identification of shortfalls in oil
spill management capacity in the
Pacific.

At the xnvitation of the Univer-
sity of Hawaii, the PBDC Executive
Direct r participated in a workshop
on legal and policy issues created
by the extension of the U.S. Texxito-
rial Sea from 3 to 12 miles- PBDC
staff coordinated presentations by
several member goverrunent staff

and provided materials to the
conference. The general consensus
of the policy iziaker, academic, and
Federal officials attendees was that
the Pacific Islands did have special
circumstances that needed evalua-

tion, not simply with regards to
jurisdiction but the U.S. 200-mile
EEZ as well.

PBDC, in cooperation with the
Island governments, and the
Oceania Regional  Oil Spill! Re-
sponse Team completed a regional
management planning project,
funded by the Office of Ocean and
Coastal Resources Managexnent
 OCRM!. 'Ihe project assessed oil
spill risks for the Islands, existing
and anticipated oil spill znanage-
ment capacity, and included a
workshop on the Oil Pollution Act
of 1990  OPA '90! that drew Island
staff, Federal officials, and repre-
sentatives from oil suppliers, The
analysis indicates that: the ixnple-
mentation of OPA '90 in the Islands
could have serious economic and
energy ramifications; there has been
a sigruficant increase in oil spill
xnanagement capacity in the region;
and there is a need to maintain
dialogue with petroleum suppliers
and to monitor OPA '90 regulations
as well as a need to amend the law
to defer certain rules that may have
a negative effect until an impact
analysis has been completed by the
U.S. Departments of Transporta-
tion, Comznerce, and Interior,
Prelizninary project results were
reported at the 1992 Winter xneet-
ing. The Board sent letters to
cognizant Secxetaries and Congres-
sional oversight committees indicat-
ing the serious economic and
~ security implications of
OPA '90 for the Islands. Follow-up
discussions have been held with
Congzessional staff.

A concept paper for evaluating
options for increased involvement
in fisheries, seabed minerals, and
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environmental resources manage-
rnent was developed by PBDC staff.
The proposed effort would focus on
Federal laws changes that are
scheduled for l993 or 1994 reautho-
rization, including the Fishery
Conservation and Management
Act, the Endangered Species Act,
the Clean Water Act, the Marine
Manunal Protection Act, the
Submerged Lands Act, and the
Coastal Zone Management Act.

Relevant DOcrrrrrenfs:

E. Kyle Datta; Pacific Basin
Development Councrl,

h~ZZ�Honolulu: Pacific Basin
Development Council, 1988, Pacific
Basin Development CounciL

Et,peart. Honolulu: Pacific Basin
Development Council, 1989.

. Honolulu:
Pacific Basin Development Council,
1991,

Pacific Basin Development
Council.

'l ill

ZadL~MhD&. Honolulu: Pacific
Basin Development Council, April
1992.
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The Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics has disintegrated...the
Cold War is over. A feared, hated
and distrusted enexny is no more.
Nuclear threat is a thing of the past,
Current and past political leaders
on all sides are given  and take!
credit for the unbelievable. Prayers
and serxnons abound from pulpits
around the world.

highly visible. Nevertheless it had
some successes.

'The U.S goverrunent recently
announced that the AID mission in
Suva would be closed in 1994.
Many Americans would agree with
the recommendations in Vice

President Al Gore's RcitIIrLig~
v

that some AID
missions should be closed and/or
consohdated...especially in those
countries that are experiencing
dynamic growth. However the
countries in the South Pacific, with
~ few exceptions are as xnuch in
need of foreign assistance as they
were when the U.S. AID program
was initiated,

While many of us in the Pacific
were excited at the fall of the Berlin
Wall and the end of the Cold War,
few of us expected a decrease in
U.S, interest in the Pacific, In fact,
many felt that the closure of the
U.S. bases in the Philippines would
increase U,S. interests in keeping
the sea routes open, resulting in a
stronger US. presence in the
Pacific. This is clearly not to be the The Berlin Wail was dismantled

and the two Germanies were
united;The early 1960's saw the

movement toward independence in
the Pacific Islands staxting with

Serious ~ions on a trade
agreement with Canada and later

In anticipation of a marketable
item, a well known American shirt
company in an enterprising move
 and in preparation for calendar
year 1993!, printed tens of thou-
sands of red "'Ihe Russians Aren' t
Coxrung" tee shirts for sale at a cost
of $12.95 each. Less then ten
months later the saxne company
was advertising an end-of-year
clearance of the Russian tee shirt at
a cost of $6.50. So xnuch for smart
marketing and the world's excite-
ment regarding the close of the
Cold War,

Western Samoa in 1962 and culmi-
nating with the recent approval of
the Compact of Free Association by
the Republic of Palau in Novexnber
of 1993. Only the United States and
the French continue to have major
territories/possessions in the
Pacific. However, it is ixnportant to
remember that terxns like indepen-
dence, sovereignty and self-govern-
ment are very new terxns to these
island nations. Independence in
Africa, South America, and South
East Asia came to countries in their
regions earlier than in the Pacific
and in the rest of the world inde-
pendence and self-government
carne hundreds of years earlier.

In the mid 1970's the Russians
showed an interest in establishing
relations with several South Pacific
independent countries as well as
providing funding and support for
minerals exploration. The so-called
Metropohtan countries of the
region shuttered at the idea and
oKciah in Canberra, Wellington,
London, Paris and Washington,
D.C. acted quickly to head off the
"crisis". The U.S. response was to
establish a small, but highly visible
AID program, Washmgtan decided
that the U.S, a somewhat latecomer
to the Pacific donor community,
was not going to compete, on a
dollar-to-dollar basis with other
metropolitan countries who had
already established foreign assis-
tance programs for the islands. The
U.S. AID program was small but

Sometime in the late 1970's the
tenn "New World Order" was

coined. Oftentimes the term had
less than positive connotations with
discussions in back rooxns of world,
and economic leadexs conspiring to
rule the roost with devious controls
of monetary systexns and political
leaders. In the late 1980's the term
"New World Order" took on a
series of new connotations, many
driven by ECONOMICS due in
part to worldwide events over
which no one individual had
control,
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with the Republic of Mexico took
place resulting in the recent North
American Free Trade Agreement
 NAFTA!;

The Europe Community  EC!
began to finalize an agreement on
economic integration of trade and
monetary relations that would
establish a large trading commu-
nity;

The former Union of Soviet

Socialist Republics disintegrated
resulting in the end of the cold war,
and within inter-ethnic fighting
between and with the Republics;

South Africa recently ratified its
Constitution thereby abolishing
Apartheid and opening the possi-
bility for increased trade and
investment opportunities within
Africa;

On October 8, 1993 the U.S./
Pacific Islands Nations Joint
Commercial Commission QCC!
held its Inaugural Meeting in
Washington, D.C. The JCC brings
together thirteen South Pacific
Independent Countries to explore
cooperative efforts to increase trade
and related activity with the islands
and the United States;

On November 9, in the eighth
plebiscite, the Republic of Palau
voted to join the other Freely
Associated States  FAS! in a Com-
pact of Free Association with the
United States. The last U,N.
trusteeship appears to be a thing of
the past.

In 1989 the concept of the Asia-
Pacific Economic Cooperation
 APEC! was fostered to better
manage the growing interdepen-
dence of regional economics. While
cautiously viewed by xnembers of
the A!~~tion of Southeast Asian
Nations  ASEAN!, the "coopera-
tion" effort resulted in a history-
setting "xninisterial" meeting in
Seattle in November of 1993. One

of the little known outcomes of the
APEC Seattle meeting was an
appeal by Taiwan to China to set
aside political disputes and focus
on resolving day-tray problems
resulting from their blossoming
unofficial ties. Chairman of the
Taiwan Mainland Affairs Council
stated that "Since we cannot reach a
consensus" on who represents
China, "the best way is to set aside
our disputes for now. We should
instead concentrate on resolving
problems...to help guide our
relations to a good outcome".

Over the past 25 years there has
been much speculation that changes
in global security relationships that
would have significant unp act on
the Pacific Basin. Former Navy
Secretary James H, Webb, Jr. made
a statement in the early 1970's that
under the Nixon Doctrine, "...it is
quite conceivable that m ten to
twenty years the entire U.S. Pacific
presence wiII be centered on a
Guaxn-Tiiuan axis," Webb, who

spent the Summer of 1974 working
as a consultant to the Government
of Guaxn, also felt that the Compact
of Free Association was driven, in
part, by the need of the U.S. Gov-
erxunent to keep the Pacific open
and free for shipping related
defense and security needs.
Strangely, the death of the Cold
War has resulted in Guam and
Micronesia becoming less ixnpox-
tant to the New World ECO-
NOMIC Order.

This was soxnewhat borne out

when Pacific Basin Developxnent
Council staff were asked to xneet
with the Cozzunander-in-Chief

Pacific  CINCPAC! J5  Planning!
staff earlier this yeax, The meeting
centered on. their request to assist in
identifying the economic, political,
social, cultural and ~d!~ needs
with the Pacific  einphasis added!.

As noted earlier, sovereignty,
self-govezxunent, and independence

are all relatively new terms to the
people of the Pacific islands,
Because their ef forts to chart
identify their own political self-
detezxzuriatxon have been under-
taken so recently, they are sensitive
to and protective of their sover-
eignty as they explore options for a
better place in the New World
ECONOMIC Order.

Less than ten years ago, island
govexnxnents decided that the
South Pacific Regional Envirozunen-
tal Program  SPREP! should
become an autonoxnous intergov-
ernmental organization and to
separate from the South Pacific
Coxnxni~on  SPC!. 'Ihe new
organizational structure was to be
established by treaty. The U.S.
Territories of Axnerican Samoa and
Guam and the Commonwealth of
the Northern Mariana Islands were
founding members of SPREP and
did not understand why they could
not continue full and complete
membership in the new organiza-
tion. The U.S. State Department
officially detexmined that while
they could participate in SPREP
activities, they could only do so as
meznbers of the U,S. delegation to
SPREP.

While the State Department's
axguxnent may have been techni-
cally correct, many felt that there
were sensible alternatives that
would allow the U S. Terxitories full
membership including participa-
tion in the decision.-inaking of
SPREP's governing body. Many
observers aLso felt that in areas like
en', ironznental protection and
manageznent, there should be no
political and/or geographic
boundaries...that oil spills, hurri-
canes, typhoons or tsunamis need
to be addressed on a regional basis
without regard to political affilia-
tion or status.

It is clear that the United States
Department of State did not want
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not wanting to debate the issue of
the perceived "colonial status" of
the U S. territories and common-
wealths, International law is
relevant to this discussion since the
international comxnunity prohibits
the maintenance of colonies. This
presents an interesting dilemma in
that the U,S. position is that the
Constitution prohibits territories
and commonwealths  read colo-
nies! and states from participating

the U.S, Pacific Territories or the
Commonwealth to take positions
opposing those of the U.S. Nuclear
dumping, the passage of Japanese
plutonium through Pacific waters,
expanded use of Johnston Island
and other issues of critical ixnpor-
tance to the cultures, econ.omic

livehhood and development of
Pacific islanders are examples of
points of possible disagreexnent. In
the "New World ECONOMIC
Order", economics of the environ-
ment should not be strangled by
political status and other restraints.

In reviewing a nuxnber of the
activities discussed above, it
becomes dear that the New World
Order is really the "New World
ECONOMIC Order". Around the

world, governments are coriung
together in new organizational
arrangements for economic reasons.
It becomes difficult to deternune if
foreign policy is driving economic
policy or economic policy is driving
foreign policy. Perhaps they have
become so intertwined that it is
unpossible  and unpractical! to
separate the two.

These new intergovernxnental
relationships are being fostexed
without regard to political status or
the loss of sovereignty, self-govern-
ment or independence. As China,
Taiwan and Hong Kong have
deincestrated the aperture of the
world community is being opened
to look beyond traditional political,
geographic and sovereignty bound-
aries. 'Ibis re-focus of the world
community on economic concerns
is not an irreversible movexnent and
traditional diplomatic world views
need to be expanded to accommo-
date them.

It is time that the islands of the
Pacific...be they Melanesian,
Micronesian or Polynesian...be they
independent, state, territorial,
coxnxnonwealth, freeway associated or
seU-governing...work with the

members of the NEW WORLD
ECONOMIC ORDER in determin-
ing their role, function and status
and how they best fit into the
increasing nuxnbers of regional
organizations, In a recent interview
with Ms, Leslie Turner, Assistant
Secretary of the Office of Territorial
and International Affairs  OTIA!,
U.S, Departinent of Interior, a
question came up regarding the end
of the Cold War and the impact on
the islands Ms. Turner stated that
"The end of the Cold War xnay have
had an impact on the different
attitude that exists in the [Clinton!
administration". When as-ked about
the rnatter of territories participat-
ing in regional organizations she
qualified her answer as being a
personal opinion and stated "Here
is Guam, the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, Palau,
They are out there in the Pacific
Rim area, The relationship with the
Asian-Pacific market is very
significant for them, There is a
need to address what has been
raised for a long, long time, about
wanting to have some substantive
role in those orgaxuzations."

APEC, especiaHy at the Work-
ing Group level, would be an
excellent place to start, arid the
inexnbership and involvement of all
of the American Flag Pacific Islands
in SPREP should be revisited. The
U.S. government inust recognize
that there are very few territories/
p~~ions remaining in the ~

. While

in international organizations
unless they are on the formaoy
recogxuzed delegation and yet the
United Nations forbids colonies.

It is interesting to note that in
1947, during the original General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
 GATI'! negotiations the interna-
tional community  including the
U.S.! exexnpted all colonies  read
territories and commonwealths!
from the provision of the Agree-
ment. In 1992 when the Governors
of the Axnerican Flag Pacific Islands
 who serve as the Board of Direc-
tors of the Pacific Basin Develop-
ment Council  PBDC! at their
Winter Meeting! queried high level
officials of the U.S. Departments of
State, Commerce and the U.S, Trade
Representatives Office, as to which
portions of GATT would apply to
the U,S. Temtories and Common-
wealths, they were unable to
supply an answer. The interna-
tional community had not ad-
dressed the issue because the
number of "colonies" remaining in
the New World ECONOMIC
Order" can be counted on one
hand.

The U.S. must review its
position on the status of the three
U.S. territories and two common-
wealths, as that status relates to
both the United States of America
and the international community.
There are basic economic issues that
should not and cannot be con-
strained by traditional diploxnatic
and legal standards if Pacific
Islanders are to have any say in
their future. Foreign policy and
econoinic policy are so intertwined
that they are impossible to separate-
New rules and roles must be
developed throughout the entire
Pacific and Caribbean regions with
special emphasis on the U.S, non-
contiguous islands as the U.S. and
the rest of the world attempt to
sha.pe the New World ECONOMIC
Order.
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The Porver to Decide1ntrodactiorr

The downward shift in power
can be observed in five categories of
management; coastal management,
oil pollution, outer continental shelf
development, marine sanctuaries
and fisheries.

The third area which very aptly
i!lustrates this downward shift in

power is m the area of outer
continental shelf exploration,
leasing and development. Over the
last decade we have had what
might be called "the ten years' war"
between the states and the federal
goverrunent over outer continental
shelf oil and gas development, at
least in the lower forty-eight states

'An earlier version of this pa per was presented at the Law of the Sea Institute Annual %!ecting, Seoul, Korea,
July 14, 1993-

This paper discu~ees the role
that subnational units of govern-
ment play in ocean policy and
ocean xnanagernent. It has been just
over 10 years since the United
States declared the Exclusive
Econoxnic Zone in 1983. Since then
we have seen a great deal of activity
in ocean use and ocean rnanage-
rnent. How has ocean policy and
management changed in the past
decade? I will address this question
using three categories, First, has
power shifted in any way within
the United States? Second, has

capacity to manage changed? And
third, in what directions has policy
moved? My conclusions are briefly
as follows, The locus of power is
moving away from the national
level and down to the regional or
state level of goverxunent and
subnational entities are gaining
more influence over ocean manage-
rnent issues, In the category of
capacity to manage, we also see a
trend of decentralization, a major
reduction of capacity at the federal
level and an increasing capacity to
manage at state, local, and regional
levels And finally. in policy, we
see in the United States Exclusive
Economic Zone a shift toward
zoning as a preferred form of
management and away from
resource allocation and rnanage-
rnent.

Coastal zone management in
the United States was established in
1972 with the passage of the Coastal
Zone Management Act. Under that
law, state governments were
permitted to develop prograxns for
controlling land and water uses on
the shoreland area and out to three
miles. One of the powers given to
the states was called the "federal

consistency" power, which gave the
state governxnent level, the
subnational leveL mare control over
activities of the national level of
govemxnent. States now can review
any activity which affects land,
water, or natural resources, even if
it occurs well outside of the state' s
coastal zone. And although the
President can overrule the state in

particular instan xs, there is a
requirement that a judicial ruling be
made that consistency is not
passible before the President can
override, States now have an
unprecedented amount of control
over federal activities in the ocean,
well beyond their three-mile
boundary.

The second example of a
downward shift in power comes

from the oil pollution law experi-
ence in the United States. By 1978
there were four major U.S. laws
establishing oil pollution control
clean-up, liability, and compensa-
tion. But the key issue was whether
or not the new general rules should
preempt or take aver the activities
of the states, and because that issue

was so hotly debated within
Congress, it was not resolved for
many years. Then the Exxon
Valdez oil spill occurred in 1989,
and this forced Congress to act.
The result was the Oil Pollution Act

 OPA! 1990 law, which g~~m~~
the states' laws. This leaves the
federal goverrunent establishing a
minimum standard with many
states establishing their own
specific standards that exceed those
of the federal government. Many
states imposed additional require-
ments for liability, remova] activi-
ties, penalties and fines, damage
assessxnent, and trust funds. Some
states have set-up "mini-Coast
Guard" offices.
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Policy Trends

of the United States. Much of the
proposed lease activity was highly
controversial and adamantly
opposed, And ultixnately state
interests won out over the federal
governxnent. This occurred
through a variety of mechanisms
that underxnined the power of the
Minerals Management Service, such
as Congressional moratoria or
special requirements added to the
appropriation bills, special study
requirements, particular procedures
for doing environmental impact
statements, and others.

The fourth category that
illustrates this downward shift in
power relates to the national marine
sanctuaxy program. Although the
national marine sanctuary program
is a national program, we can see
that the states, with assistance from
mexnbers of Congress, have co-
opted the national marine sanctu-
ary program. Sanctuaries have
been used to solve particularly local
problems, such as conflicts with oil
and gas development, shipping,
dxedged material disposal, and
Naval activities. Local intexests
primarily are served in these
sanctuaries rather than national
interests.

The fifth and final category is
fisheries. In 1976 the Fishery
Conservation and Management Act
 FCMA! was passed, It was the first
major marine pohcy law that
established a decentralized man-
agement structure, which consists
of eight regional fisheries xnanage-
ment councils. The regional
councils include federal and state
official, and experts who have
been nominated by the Governors
of the states encompassed by each
counciL The FCMA system has
been criticized for failing to achieve
conservation and for being subject
to political pressure, mainly be-
cause council members axe usually
directly tied to either the coxnxner-

cial or sport fishing industries.
Reauthorization hearings and
debates are currently underway for
the FCMA. It is likely that the
council structure will be strength-
ened. In the future, councils may
be able to join together to manage
fish stocks that cross council
jurisdictions. If the reauthorization
introduces a fee structure, Councils
may gain more funds that will
allow thexn to act independently,
and to direct National Marine
Fisheries Service research and
analysis efforts.

SIxiffs in Capacity to Manage�
State Lexre/ Initiatixres

There are certain states that
might be called "activist" states
because they have initiated mea-
sures in the past ten years to
improve their capacities for ocean
xnanagement and to define a greater
role for themselves in national
decision-xnaking about ocean
resources. These states are manag-
ing ocean issues by elaborating on
previously established programs
such as the CZM program or by
initiating new efforts. Figure 1 on
the following pa.ge describes some
of these efforts in ten states.

Environmental protection has
ascended as a primary policy goal.
Resouxce use for non-living re-
sources extraction, waste disposal,
navigation and reseaxch are only
permitted within very tight envi-
rorunental protection standards.
These standards soxnetimes a p-
proach the "no-risk" approach and
"ixnpact assessmen Y' has become
the mode of thmkmg, rather than
benefitwost analysis.

Fisheries has been given
protected status thus far, but this
trend could change States are
afraid to face the fishing constituen-
cies and. are often lulled by the

concept of fisheries as a renewable
resource. There is also an assuxnp-
tion that the current regional
fisheries council system is an
appropriate forum for necessary
resource management. But, in 1990,
California passed a fish-sanctuary
law that set four small harbor areas
aside. States are also responding to
recreational fisheries interests,
which could put new pressures on
the conunercial sector,

Recreational and tourist use of
the coast is increasing. Policies are
shifting towards protection of most
forxns of recreation: boating,
sailing, diving on reefs, cruising,
e tc., although there ha ve been soxne
reactions against "thrill" craft in
marine sanctuaries. A constituency
has arisen that is calling for exclu-
sion of hard, comxnercial uses of the
shoreline and marine waters.
Recreational users may also eventu-
ally push commercial fisheries
farther offshore.

Zorung is replacing resource
allocation and management as a
management model. The underly-
ing concept behind zoning is that
particular areas have a "highest and
best" use and that "lower" uses
should then be excluded from those
areas. This idea grew out of the
urban land use experience, which
was used to protect residential
areas froxn "incoxnpatible" uses.
Resource aHocation and rnanage-
ment is an entirely different way of
thinking that involves "asset
xnanagexnent" to create wealth
through use, central control to
prevent waste and preserve use for
future generations, scientific
management using information and
models for analysis and prediction,
and the flexibility to change and
adapt as conditions change, Be-
cause zoning and resource manage-
rnent are such different concepts, a
clash is inevitable.
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JPNPlieatiOFtS fOr the Futtfre benefits will be demanded by
coastal populations adjacent to
areas of concern. In return, more
cost sharing will be expected of U.S.
states,

In international ocean affairs,

subnational units of government
will deal directly with one another
more frequently. There will be less
ieliance on official diplomatic
channels.

Figure 1: State Ocean Policy Initiatives: Progress Tf!rf!ards Capacity for Ocean Managetnent
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Ocean management will become
more complex. A wider range of
goverrunental jurisdictions and
public interest groups will be

volved. It will take longer to reach
agreement on goals and/or to
resolve controversies. A diverse
array of solutions will arise that are
suited to particular areas,

Accounting of benefits and costs
of ocean use will shift to subnational
areas. Tangible and immediate

Greater integration of coastal
shoreland and adjacent ocean use
and management will occur,
Jurisdictional boundaries will
become less meanmgful. Shoreland
interests will dominate because of
the political interests of the resident
population.

Public awareness of ocean
issues will broaden, This will result
in greater understanding of natural
system needs, and better steward-
ship of those systems, Traditional
resource use wiU most likely
dechne.
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The Fisheries Problem atrd the
FCMAS's History

quent course of policy change, and,
finally, the current prospects
viewed in the Eght of the past, can
perhaps be useful to legislators,
policy officials and scholars, Our
paper for this conference attempts
this rather daunting task in brief
compass, and provides a summary
of prmcipal findings from our
study in progress-comprehensive
monograph on the FCMA's history.

Indeed, one hopes that the
research underlying the present
paper and the larger debate in 1993-
94 of what national leaders and the
public have  at Iong last! come to
recognize as a serious natural-

Nearly two decades have
passed since the Magnuson Act for
the conservation and management
of American offshore fisheries
became law, following a protracted
period of political debate that
involved the many and diverse
dimensions of marine fisheries
policy. Its enactment represented a
comprehensive departure in natural
resources policy for the nation � so
sweeping in its scope and its
implications for policy in an

portant resource sector that it is
no exaggeration to bracket it with
such historic measures as the

Homestead Act, the Carey Act, the
Wilderness Act, and the basic
legislation that has governed
mineral leasing and range-land use
m the public domain.

With the current congressional
consideration of Magnuson Act
 FCMA! reauthorizati~ow
rnarufestly developing into an
intensive and fuUsca!e review,
going to the basics of the fisheries
policy � we are at a juncture where
historical perspecfive on the act as
to original intention  if one can be
teased from the record!, the con-
tours  and causes! of the subse-

Like earlier episodes in fisheries
management by governments in the
United States, mainly by the states
but certainly including the historic
federal role in Alaska waters, the
Magnuson Act story is one that
involves a complex relationship of
politics, biology, and economics.
Intertwined in the record are
debates, both autonomous and
interrelated, concerning the prin-
ciples and applications of scientific
management; the perception,
calculation. and pursuit of eco
nomic mterests; the articulation of
regional and conununity aspira-
tions  and fears!, in counterpoint
with a quest for a workable defini-
tion of the public interest; and the
historic structural and institutional

baggage represented in the in-
grained traditions of corporativism,
the unique character of the fishery
mdustries within the framework of

interest-group and party politics,
and, pervading the whole process,
the perplexities and complexities of
American federaiism in a period
when environmentalism and other
movements put key elements of the
political system under new pres-
sures, As we shall argue in this
paper, moreover, the process has
gone forward and been shaped
domestically in two rapidly chang-
ing and influential contexts: that of
the international community of
nations and its efforts, especially in
forwarding the Law of the Sea
Convention enterprise, to frame the
rules of marine resources exploita-
tion; and that of the changing
physical environment in the
world's oceans, including the
waters under exclusive U,S. control.
in the 200 Mile Zone. Especially
sigruficant has been the declining
health of the globe's fish stocks as
new technologies, rising capitaliza-
tion of fleets and fishing effort, and
the impacts of poIIution associated
with both development and lack of
care, all have taken their toll.
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resouxce crisis, wiQ not prove to be
the docuxnentation of an ecological
catastrophe and a policy process
that is a monument to failure of
ixnagination and political will.

Suxxxrrxarxf of Fxrxdirxgs

The origins of the Act xnust be
seen in light of basic Iong-term
trends in the history of fisheries
managexnent in American waters.
Among the key variables that
explain the particular configuration
of FCMA in its initial form and
through later amendxnents are the
history of the post-1931
corporativist approach to which
fisheries scientists as well as
industry and political leaders were
coxnmitted; and a. continuing
tension between approaches to
managexnent that depended upon
intexnational norms and specific
treaty arrangexnents. Also relevant
were choices as between federal
and state dominance of policy; and
a debate within the field of 6sheries
management as to scienti6c and
economic principles for the asser-
tion of management goals and
structuring of progxaxns. In the
ixnmediate context of the 1972-75

debate, the other converging
themes and interplay of historic
factors were largely overwhelxned
by the ixxunediacy of a crisis in the
domestic industry occasioned by
the virtual explosion of foreign
fishing off the V.S. shore, Policy
was constxainecl and driven, as in
different ways it had been since the
Cold War's beginnings, by the
objectives of diplomacy � and by
congressional resistance to have its
policy authority truxn ped by the
imperatives of Law of the Sea
diploxnacy.

In the first fifteen years of
tration of the FCMA, the

channeling and shaping of domestic
debate by diplomatic consider-
ations gave way significantly to

forces that were dominated by the
xnore entrenched configuration of
historic doxnestic policy process. In
this long phase, the "Americaniza-
tion" of the offshore fisheries, well-
documented in scholarly writings
by others, took place. How the
interest-group forces driving this
phenomenon overwhehned the
new Regional Fishery Managexnent
Councils and placed new strains on
federal-state and scientific/bureau-
cratic relationships, is a major
element of this part of the record.
Whether the new structure of
regional management became, in its
operation, subversive of original
intent or instead was faithful to a

manifest decentralizing mandate, is
a rnatter of contention that wiU be
considered on the historical record
that we explore. The articulation of
coastalwommunity interests,
including the clajxns of indigenous
groups, has aLso entered into the
appbcations of FCMA principles
Finally, the analysis also embraces
the U,S. goverxunenYs resort on
several occasions, continuing to the
present day with regard to tuna and
dolphin takes, to unilateral sanc-
tions as part of a larger global
fisheries policy.

In terms of prospects for the
reauthoxization of FCMA and the

future of fisheries management, the
authors seek to define the elements
of the current regime � and of the
probable new d.esigns to be consid-
ered for the future regixn~that
derive froxn this historical complex
and, by contrast, those elexnents
which are either most susceptible to
reform and revision or else ought to
be reconsidered in light of failures
in the past.
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At least two proposals have
been submitted to Congress to
amen.d the MMPA following
expiration of the incidental take
exemption. A proposal by the
National Marine Fisheries Service
 KKG5! would significantly
weaken the protechons given to
marme animals in order to accom-
modate existing commercial fishing
practices. Representatives of
certain fishing community groups
and conservation organizations
jointly have proposed a more
balanced approach, but their
recommendations have their own

set of problems. For example, they
propose strict, and for the most
part, umeahstic schedules for
regulatory action that ignore
political realities and are based on
an erroneous assumption that
consensus exists regarding the
quality of data and the means of
adequately analyzing and drawing
conclusions *om such data. Their
decision-matrix for determining
status of marine mammaL stocks for

purposes of determining regulatory

Incidental takes also occur in
the form of bycatch of non-targeted
fish. The turtle excluder device
 TED!, developed to reduce the
incidental take of threatened
marine turtles in the shrimp fishery,
is an exceUent example of the
imposition of technology require-
ments on a segment of the fishing
industry to reduce the bycatch of
non-targeted fish species, Under
MFCMA $304 g!, a three-year
shrimp bycatch study report is due
soon from the Secretary of Com-
merce that should draw conclusions

A new issue in the MFCMA-

ESA interaction is emerging with
the recent ESA listings of certain
Snake and Sacramento River
salmon species, and the possible
listings of coastal coho salmon
species. With these commercially
and recreationally valuable salmon
species listed as endangered or
threatened, and the problems
created by the intermingling of
unlisted wild and hatchery salmon
with the listed wild species, a broad
spectrum of harvest and incidental
take activities are being scrutinized
under the ESA.

THE MIGRATORY BIRD

TREATY ACT

Although the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service  USFWS! has
authority under the MBTA to issue
incidental take permits by regula-
tion, to date it has not done so,
Therefore, a commercial fisher who
incidentally takes migratory marine
birds - whether endangered or not-
can be criminally prosecuted. Not
s.urprisingly, USFWS does not
consider enforcement of the MBTA
against commercial fishers a
priority, so it poses no realistic
threat to commercial fisheries
operations.

Bycatch As Incidental Take and
Food Chain Interactions

regarding the effectiveness of the
TED regulatory strategy,

The "food chain interaction"
issue creates unique problems of
"incidental take", For example, the
threatened Steller sea lion feeds on
the commercially valuable pollock
fish, Steller sea lion populations in
the north Pacific have declined
dramatically, raising the questions
of whether the commercial harvest
of pollock is a contributing cause to
this population declirie. And if it is,
how this conflict should be resolved
poses a controversial and complex
legal and policy dilemma.

Current Regulatory Regime

The chart on the following page
graphically illustrates the incidental
take regulatory regime.

Proposed Regimes

take levels ignores problems of
small populations. As a result, take
allocations could significantly
retard recovery and even contribute
to the decline of some species.

Conclusion

Congress first passed these
ocean resource laws  except the
MBTA! during the late 1960s
through the late 1970s. They were
the "ocean" part of an emerging
national vision based on the realiza-
tion that we were abusing the
natural resources upon which our
prosperity was based and a belief
that benign federal intervention
could slow most of the needless and
wasteful resource destruction. The
vision was of a world where
overfishmg would cease, marine
mamriud populations would
recover, plant and non-human
animal species woAd be returned
froin the brink of extinction, habitat
destruction would be curtailed, and
pollution would be reduced to
"safe" levels.

In retrospect, missing from the
vision was the recognition that
natural resources, including those
in the ocean, cannot be sufficiently
protected or successfully managed
in isolation from one another. Fish,
marine mammals, sea turtles,
marine birds, corals, and other
marine organisms exist as parts of
complex ecosysterns. Each law was
passed with scant notice of the
impact it would have on the others.
Recent experience has proven the
weakness in this vision. 'Ihe
Marine Mammal Commission's

documents
the extensive problems that marine
mammals continue to face, even
with protection afforded by the
Endangered Species Act and
Marine Mammal protection Act,
Thus the issues discussed in this

paper involve concrete attempts to
work out conflicting uses of ocean
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space and resources. We recoxn-
mend more extensive use of multi-
species 6shery management plans
that include marine marmnals, the
preparation of ecosystem plans by
some of the xnore capable fishery
management councils, and a greater

integration by NMFS of its roles
under the MMPA and ESA, But
given the xnixed record of federal
agencies charged with xnarine
anixnal protection and manage-
ment, congressional inability to
legislate in other than a piecemeal

fashion, the fluid nature of the
xnarine environxnent and the
mobility of marine species, signifi-
cant obstacles stand in the way of
true holistic ecosystem manage-

ment.
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It was hoped that with the 20th
Anniversary of the Endangered
Species Act would come great
legislative achievements in the
103rd Congress long deferred
during the Reagan/Bush Admirus-
trations, Although it was generally
believed that President Clinton and
Vice President Gore would make
the removal of obstacles to ESA
reauthorization a major priority, it
now appears that reauthorization is
further away in 1994 than it was in
1992,

During its first 20 years, the
Endangered Species Act of 1973 has
enjoyed some notable successes.
The populations of some 238
species have been stabilized.
Nesting pairs of bald eagles have
increased nearly four-fold in the
lower 48 states since 1974, and
recovery efforts exposed the
devastating effects on humans of
allo wing toxic compounds, in
particular DDT, to accumulate in
the environment. The grey whale,
hunted almost to extinction, has
recovered so well in recent decades
that steps are being taken to com-
pletely dehst the species. The
preservation of ancient forests led
to the discovery that the Pacific yew
-once considered a trash tree-

contains taxol, identified as one of

the most promising treatments for
ovarian and breast cancer.

But recently, the Act has been
subjected to unparaDeled criticism.
The spotted owl has been portrayed
as the chief villain in the demise of
timber-related jobs in the Pacific
Northwest; the sea turtle has been
blamed for everything from sui-
cides to bankruptcies in the South-
east and Gulf of Mexico shrimp
fisheries; and over 200 at-risk
Facific salmon species are being
characterized as potential "train
wrecks" that threaten many Pacific
Northwest industries dependent
upon cheap hydropower and water.

It w as therefore with great
optimism that the envirorunental
community greeted the new
democratic Administration in 1992.

The reasons for this change in
the political climate were as unpre-
dictable to the environmental

community, as they were surprising
to anti-conservation advocates.

Indeed, few people anticipated that
the reauthorization of a law in-
tended to save species from mass
extinctions not seen since the ice
age, would be jeopardized by the
issue of private property rights.

The surprise stems from the
fact that the ESA as written poses
few restrictions on the use of
private property. Its chief focus is
simple and straightforward. First it
provides for a science-based inquiry
into the status of species. Those
species found to be in imminent
danger of extinction throughout a
signi6cant portion of its range are
listed as "endangered;" those likely
to become endangered in the
foreseeable future are listed as
"threatened." These inquiries are
conducted by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service  FWS! for terres-
trial species, and the National

Marine Fisheries Service  NMFS!
for marine species.

Second, the Act requires aU
federal agencies to "conserve"
species ILsted as threatened and
endangered, and refrain from any
activity that places listed species in
"jeopardy." In addition, federal
agencies may not destroy or
adversely modify critical habitat
designated for any listed species,
and must implement recovery plans
for the conservation and survival of
listed species.

Third, the ESA prohibits
anyone from "taking" species listed
as endangered; taking threatened
species is only prohibited if special
regulations are adopted by the FWS
and NMFS. A taking" is defined
as harassing, harrning, hunting,
capturing or killing species. In a
few cases, property owners may be
restrained from certain activities on

their property that alter habitat in
such a manner as to injure or harm
listed species.

Mindful of the potential
conflicts with private property,
Congressman Gerry Studds intro-
duced legislation in the 103rd
Congress reauthorizing the ESA
 H.R. 2&V! and providing financial
incentives and technical assistance

to private property owners to
undertake actions to aid in species
recovery, and to prepare habitat
conservation plans in cases where
species are taken incidentally to
otherwise lawful activities. By
encouraging voluntary pubhc-
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private partnerships, H.R. 2043
seeks to provide effective ways to
assist landowners as well as protect
listed species on private lands.

The bastion of private property
in U.S, jurisprudence is the 5th
Amendment of the U,S. Constitu-
tion, which guarantees that private
property wHI not be "taken" for
public purposes without just
colnpensation. The 5th Amend-
znent is normaHy invoked to protect
private property frozn goverrunent
use or condemnation for public
purposes without providing
compensation to the property
owner; for example, where a
highway is constructed across
private property, oz where dam
construction inundates private
property. Although the govern-
ment may take private property in
such cases, the Constitution re-
quires that owners be justly com-
pensated for the physical appro-
priation of their property.

The U.S, Supreme Court has, in
liznited cases, also apphed the
takings clause to situations where
private property is not physicaBy
appropriated for a public use, but is
rendered essentially useless or
pezzzutted to be physically invaded
by regulation deemed excessive.
These "regulatory takings" cases
are few and far between and, in
fact, no court has ever ruled that the
ESA has "taken" private property;
few if any cases are even pending
that chaHenge the ESA under the
5th Amendment takings provisions-

Regulatory takings confront the
weH estabHshed rule that private
property rights are not absolute.
Persons may not use their prope y
in a inanner that harms other
citizens, their property or pubhc
resources. The 5th Aznendznent h
never supported a blanket reqiu~
ment that public taxpayers comp
sate property owners whenever

envirorunental, public health an d

safety, or zoning laws protect the
public and public resources  such
as clean water and endangezed
species! from activities on private
property.

nevertheles, opponents of the
ESA have seized upon the 5th
amendmenf takings doctrine as a
means to block the reauthorization
of the ESA, and nearly every other
environmental law being consid-
ered by the 103rd Congress. The
socked "wise-use" lobby - weH-
financed by timber, r eal estate, oil
and gas, mining, and ranching
interests - has hunched a massive
campaign against any government
regulation that affects private
property, even if only peripherally.

The wise-use lobby supports
legislation in the 103rd Congress
introduced by Congressman Billy
Tauzin's bill to hamstring the ESA
 H.R. 1490! by requiring compensa-
tion to property owners whenever
ESA restrictions deprive property
of an economicaHy viable use. This
standard goes far beyond current
takings Iaw as interpreted by the
U.S, Supreme Court over the past
100 years, which requires that
takings claims be addre.~ on a
factwpecific basis to examine the
economic impact and character of
the regulation, and the investment-
backed expectations of the claunant.
Ihat it is a thinly veiled attempt to
prevent enforceinent of the ESA on
private property by making it cost
prohibitive, is revealed by its
numerous other provisions that
would tie implementation of the
Act in knots,

Other takings-related action
supported in the 103rd Congre b�
the wise-use lobby include an effort
to gut the National Biological
Survey  H.R. 1845!, a non-regula-
tory agency that would provide
independent, scientific information

on our nation's biological resources.
BiHs introduced by Senator Dole
 S.177! and Congressman Condit
 H,R. 561! would make permanent
the 1988 Executive Order 12630
issued by President Ronald Reagan
and require "takings" assessments
of aB proposed rules and regula-
tions, It would also overturn
Supreme Court 5th Amendment
interpretations of what kinds of
activities result in "takings." An
effort on the House floor was at
least partially successful in with-
drawing a bill to elevate the EPA to
cabinet level to avoid a bloody floor
fight on excessive rulemaking
requireznents based upon onerous
and redundant risk assessment

analyses.

The "wise use" movement is
also proznoting takings legislation
at the state level. So-called "private
property" bills have been intro-
duced in 39 states over the last two
years to impose elaborate new
bureaucratic requirements on
governznent agencies, and mandate
compensation whenever govern-
ment action has a certain iznpacts
on the value of property.

These state and federal takings
laws could severely haznper public
land and water resource manage-
ment by creating new private rights
to public offshore oil and gas,
fishing, and range-land resources,
and to take endangered species,
They could also require taxpayers
to pay polluters not to pollute, and
to implement essential health and
safety regulations. Although these
takings laws are opposed by the
environmental community, health
and huznan ~ organizations,
labor unions, local government
associations, and the National
Governors Association, the wise-
use movement continues to use the
takings issue as an effective weapon
to promote its anti-regulation
agenda. If these efforts prove
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successful, environmental bills
before the 103rd Congress will be
encumbered with cost-prohibitive
compensation requirements con-
suming taxpayer dollars and scarce
government resources, and the
reauthorization of the ESA will be
transformed into an effort to speed
species along the road to extinction.
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biological, econ oznic and social
issues"  Warner, 1983, pp. 98-99!.
The issue then becomes the extent
to which inanagers have been
inclined and able to address these
mandates foz resource conservation
in the face of industry pressures,

lntrodrrction

The Changing Political Context

The Magnuson Act was a big
departure from the feeble intezna-

As Congress grapples with the
most recent round of adjustments
to the Magnuson Fisheries Conser-
vation and Management Act
 MFCMA!, it confronts conditions
far different than those whi+
compeHed passage of the act in
1976. The new fisheries conserva-
tion zone removed the foreign fleets
only to replace than with aggres-
sive and successful American
fishermen. It did not, however,
reverse the prospect of continued
resource decline, The reasons are
cumulative and familiar. overfish-
ing; too much zncoey invested in
boats and gear; pollution; habitat
destruction and loss; and flaws in
policies  including the MFCMA!
designed to protect the fisheries.
Two simple and related questions
emerge: Are the fisheries any better
off now than they were before
passage of the MFCMA, and do the
proposed changes offer a realistic
basis for reversing these condi-
tions? 'This paper will focus on the
second part of the question by
reviewing the key features of the
original act, identifying several
changes in the political context for
fisheries policy, and concluding
with an assessment of some of the
proposed alternations in the current
fisheries manageznent schezne.

Confrozzting Decline: The
Magnason Act

tional and local management efforts
that preceded it. Indeed, the scope
of its objectives and its innovative
efforts to build industry participa-
tion into the regional council
planning mechanisms ensure its
place as the pivotal law governing
marine fisheries management in the
United States. Frozn the outset the
bill sought to harmonize the
potentially conflicting interests
represented by commercial and
recreational groups and a broader
national interest in conservation.
 Young, 1982; Warner, 1983;
Hennessey, 1982! The expressed
intent of the act is to "promote
domesfic and recreational fishing",
an objective that clearly reflects the
group interests inobilized around
passage of the bill. At the same
time, however, the bill spells out a
strong conservation stance reflected
in the complex regional council-
federal agency management
scheme charged with realizing
conservation and management
standards that prohibit overfishing;
require the use of the best scientific
information available; discourage
duplication; and require that
fisheries managers take long-terin
man-inade and natural changes in
stocks into account in their plan-
zung.

The standards are iinportant
because they "codify principles of
sustained yield management of
marine fisheries for the first tizne,
forcing goverzunent decision-
makers 'to take mto account new

Three main themes now define
the political context for fisheries
rnanagernent. First, an increasing
body of data mdicates that world-
wide, fisheries harvests are level-
ling off, perhaps as a precursor to

. W~ ».
pp. 175-180; Brown, Kane and
Ayres, 1993, pp. 32-33! Catch has
increased in some areas, declined in
others, but the historical trend of
increased catches may soon be over.
Trends in the status of U.S. fisheries
are a bit murky, but the ovezaU
pattern seems to reflect those
emerging at the global level.
Specifically, long-term potential
yield is some 50 percent higher than
recent annual yields. To exploit
these potenfial harvests, however, it
will be necessary to reverse overuse
of 28 percent of the resource;
maintain 28 percent at current
levels, and increase use of the
remaining 12 percent.  Sissenwine
and Rosenbezg, 1993! Economic
distress is clearly apparent in
specific sectors of the industry, thus
lending credence to reports of
declining fishezies vitality, and
stirring expressions of concern by
attentive publics.  Egan, 1994!
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Second, the recent involvement
of environmental groups in fisher-
ies issues represents an expansion
of the small and rather exclusive
fisheries policy network to include
those whose primary interest is in
conservation and not production
and short-terin economic return.
These groups argue for a broad-
ened notion of stewardship that
wiH be increasingly in conf1ict with
more traditional comxnercial and
recreational interests, For ex-
amples, targets of concern for the
Center for Marine Conservation's
Fisheries Conservation Program are
notably silent on issues of develop-
ment. Instead the focus is on
contentious issues such as overfish-
mg, bycatch, overcapitalization, and
habitat loss and degradation.  Wise,
1991! These issues have also
provided the bond that has united
the Center for Marine Conserva-
tion, Greenpeace, the National
Audubon Society, the National
Coalition for Marine Conservation,
and the World Wildlife Fund in the
Marine Fish Conservation Network

Third, despite the scope of the
MFCMA and its efforts to foster
conservation thxough the principles
of wise xnanagexnent, there is a
growing dlsencharitmexit among
both environxnental interests and
professional fisheries managers
with the capacity of these mecha-
nisms to deal eHectively with the
conservation mandate. For ex-
axnple, the kinds of incremental
decision-making that characterizes
the council process, and the con-
stant end runs around the federal
chain of command indicates that
the current MFCMA regixne lacks
the insulation from special interests
and sufficient authority to manage
the nation's fisheries according to
the avowed conservation require-
inents of the act.

Some Policy Proposals

The emergence of new, well-
organized and technicaHy inforined
groups seeking to expand the
traditional fisheries policy network
brings with it proposals for reform.
At the least these proposals expand
the range of possibilities open to
Congress and professional manag-
ers; at the most, they could draxnati-
cally restructure the style of fisher-
ies manageinent as it has been
practiced under the MFCMA since
1977. Specifically, these include
provisions to eliminate overfishing
and rebuild depleted fish popula-
tions; prescriptions for a precau-
tionary, risk-averse approach to
fisheries manageinent; reduced
confiicts of interest on the manage-
ment councils; improved conserva-
tion of large pelagic fisheries;
reduced bycatch; habitat protec-
tion; enhanced monitoring and
enforcement; and adequate funding
for fisheries research and enforce-
xnent, These proposals, which wiH
be compared to those offered by
industry and the governxnent, are
signiTicant because they pose
daunting challenges for ixnplemen-
tation, shift the historical bias in
fisheries decision-making froxn
harvest to conservation, and rrux
implementation needs  enforce-
ment, monitoring, habitat protec-
tion, stock restoration! with process
issues  confiict of interests on the
councQs!, with fimdamental
philosophical shifts  cautionary
approach, a realistic definition of
overfishing! in the context for
management, The task is to exam-
ine a nuxnber of the inost prominent
reforxn proposals  Axnerican
Fisheries Society, 1993; Foster, 1993;
Marine Fish Conservation Network,

1993!, for the extent of departure
froin the current regime, their
political and adxninistrative feasibil-
ity, their implications for the

redistribution of power and infiu-
ence within the fisheries pogcv
network, and their prospects for
actually correcting the deficiencies
most often implicated as respon-
sible for the threat to the resource,
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PRIVATIZATION IN FISHERIES:
LESSONS FROM EXPERIENCES IN THE U.S, AND CANADA

some fresh fish market, some
processors!

Canadian Case:Introdrrcti on

Economic heterogeneity versus
harnogeneity of firms  size of
fleets, amount of capital
invested, whether harvester or
part of vertically-integrated
fleet!

More concentrated versus more

decentralized industry power
 power of large firms, buyers
versus small firms and/or
harvesters!

Social heterogeneity versus horno-
geneity of communities  within
stratified, economically
diversified or tourist-dependent
communities, versus relatively
egalitarian, fisheries-dependent
communities!

Similarities and Differences in
Factors Leading to Decision to
go to ITQSr

Bath moved to ITQs from a
period of limited access licensing
and quota control; both were
heavily influenced by efficiency
arguments of economists;

Precipitating problem and
re.spa nse process:

U.S. Case:

Otherwise very different, by
criteria such as these; Time between industry and

fishery management community
acceptance of the general idea of
privatizing quotas and irnplernenta-
tion was over 10 years in the U.S.
case and 0 in the Canadian case.

Number of firms at outset �1 in the
U.S. case versus more than 4SO
in the Canadian ave!

Number of landing places  few [e.g.
Pt. Pleasant, Atlantic City, Cape
May/Wildwood, Ocean City,
Oyster, a few New England
ports! versus many in Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick!

Reasons:

In the U,S, case, establjshment
of the ITQ system was delayed
by socio-economic heterogene-
ity, expressed as "big guys
versus little guys," and by
concern about relative position

Number and type of buyers  few,
all processors; versus many,

Based on research on two
Individual Transferable Quota
 ITQ! systems in early stages of
development'

1, Surf Clam and Ocean Quahog
ITQs in the U.S. EEZ, 1990-
 noted as "U.S. case" below!

2. Under 65' Mobile Gear  Drag-
ger! Fleet Cod/Haddock/
Pollock ITQs in the Scotia-
Fundy region of Eastern
Canada, 1990- noted as
"Canada case" below!

Bonnie J. McCay
Professor of An thropolcrgy and Ecology

Department af Human Ecology
Cook College, Rutgers the State University

New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Phone:  90B! 932-9153

Fax:  90B! 932-6667

Rising resource abundance
within strict quota and other
limits, leading to restricted
fishing time, making a limited
access fleet an overcapitalized
fleet  on top of prior overcapi-
talizatian in open-access
conditions!. Response process
was one of high level of "co-
management," or industry
involvement in decision-

making, although on mixed
terms with the regional fishery
management council and the
federal agency,

Resource decline, in context of
limited licensing, quota man-
agernent, resulting in early
season closures; in context of

rapid development of fleet in
optimistic years of the 1980s
and competition between
mobile gear and fixed gear
fleets m inshore fisheries, and

between inshore and offshore
sectors. Response process was
one of very vocal industry
involvement but relatively Bttle
accepted role of industry in
decision-making.

Common sense and an appre-
ciation of transactions costs' would

lead one to predict that making the
decision to accept major changes in
property rights would be far easier
in the U.S. case than in the Cana-
dian case  fewer firms, fewer
landing places, fewer market
outlets, etc.!
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Lessons Learned.

in the initial allocation of
rights.'

2. In the Canadian case, action
was hastened by extraordinary
powers plenipotentiary of the
Canadian Minister o f Fisheries;
although a deinocratic process
was promised in the context of
a 1989 crisis precipitated by
early closure of the fishery, it
was overrun by a ministerial
decision to create ITQs. Ques-
tion of initial allocation was set
aside, Minister and DFO staff
set up "Individual Quota
Group" to let iiidustry and
DFO staff work on questions
such as the framework for "co-
inanagement,"

Consequences of ITQS:
Introductory Note: the Cana-

dian system began with IQs, not
ITQs; the co-inanagement group
decided to make the individual
quotas fully transferable beginning
in 1993-4. In the interim, only
temporary  within fishing year!
transfers could. be made. The U.S.
case began with ITQs, although
only a short while before the
decision was made, most industry
inembers thought they were
dealing with "vessel allocations," or
boat quotas.' It is also unportant to
note that in the U.S. case after
beginning there was no cap on the
ainount any one firm or person
could hole, under the argument
that the U.S. anti-trust laws could
be mvoked to constrain would-be
inonopsonists and monopolists.
There is also no proscription on
non-fisherman holding shares, In
contrast, and as inight be expected
given the higher level of depen-
dency of the communities of the
Scotia-Fundy region on fisheries,
the Canadian case required both
that ITQ holders be bona-fide
fisherman  which in fact included a
sizeable nuinber of proce.~rs who

were also fisherman! and that no
person could hold more than 2% of
the ITQ for a species.

Consequences  data for the
Canadian case are limited; research
in process!:

Both systems experienced a
very rapid dedine in the numbers
of vessels actually involved in the
fishery, showing the effectiveness
of the ITQ systems in reducing this
aspect of overcapitalization.

U.S. case: 73 vessels in 1992,
53'/o of number fishing in 1990

Canadian case; accurate figures
are not yet available but the decline
is within a similar range, from
about 450 to less than 250,

Uedine in labor and employ-
ment is also expected. We have
estimated a I/3rd decline in labor
in the U,S. case in the period 1990-
1992'. Comparable estimates are
not yet available for the Canadian
case but are expected to be ~r
because the dragger fishery of Nova
Scotia  and to a larger extent
neighboring New Brunswick! had
not gone through a period of
rotating labor ainong boats cornpa-
rable to what had been done in the
U.S. case when fishing times
declined as catch per unit effort
 CPUE! increased with limited
quotas and rising abundance of
clams',

Increased efficiency is found
among the vessels in the U.S, case,
in terms of amount of effort per
vessel' and for firm  endnote 6!.
Comparable data are not yet
available for the vessels in the
Canadian case,

Structural changes in the
fishing industry have been ob-
served for both fisheries, in the
direction of concentration of
ownership of this new capital, ITQs,
with complex, and still unfolding,
implications, for buyers and sellers

in the market. In the U.S, case, it is
clearer that there is a strong trend
to build upon the p~xisting
structure of dominance by a few
firms. In the Canadian case, such a
trend is reputed to exist but is less
apparent in the data.

Other consequences are noted
in the paper. Here are some of the
lessons learned;

Lesson ¹1: lt is very difficult to
predict whether or not and when
ITQs will be accepted; two critical
factors are:

a! political culture  i.e. the
locus of power and expecta-
tions about power; expecta-
tions about the democratic
process! and;
b! the extent of potentiaUy
divisive heterogeneity in
fistung power and wealth,
makmg it difficult to come
to cooperative solutions.

Lesson ¹2: Cooperative manage-
ment can work as a way to come to
acceptable and feasible decisions
about allocation of property rights
and other matters  in the Canadian
case, including caps on 1TQ owner-
ship and related matters!.

i.e., cooperative manage-
ment and ITQs are not
necessarily alternative ways
to deal with fisheries
management problems; co-
managernent is one way to
handle ITQs. "Top-down"
or "expert-run" manage-
ment is another; the two
cases at hand actually had
inixtures of both, with an
evolving rhetoric in favor of
"co-management."

Lesson ¹3; The benefits of ITQs
come at the cost of the many
ramifications of fewer boats in the
fishery  fewer hired captain, fewer
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crew-members, fewer jobs for
welders and suppliers!; different
conditions of work, including
expanded working hours and
changing relations of production in
the fishery  restructured share
systems; new, more speculative
relationships between holders of
shares and participants in the
fishery, akin to "sharecropping" in
agriculture; and a dramatically
changed set of expectations about
the future.

Lesson ¹4: "Ownership" should
promote stewardship. However,
the two cases suggest limits to this
conclusion:

a! ITQs establish incen-
tives for various forms of
"cheating," including mis-
reporting and at-sea culling
to get rid of lesser value fish
slzcs or species;

b! ITQs of themselves, at
least as presently and
recently designed, do very
little to protect the resource;
the government retains
responsibihty for resource
management and is depen-
dent on a saence that must
deal with very difficult bio-
oceanographic phenomena.
There is not yet a new year-
class of surf clams or ocean
quahogs after 1978-1979;
recruitment is an erratic,
apparently rare, and
unpredictable event; and
the fate of the groundfish of
the Scotia-Fundy reason is
anyone's guess after a
period of drastic decline in
the context of environmen-
tal change and ernbarrass-
ing errors in stock assess-
rnent.
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multijurisdictional and coordinated
fashion, the problem will only
w orsexL

Introducti on

Plans abound in the arena of

coastal and ocean governance.
Despite the federal anti-planning
rhetoxic of the 1980s, the 1990s
dawned to both old and new
planning initiatives directed toward
the long-term stewardship of living
and nonliving coastal and marine
resources. Many of these initiatives
are the result of directives estab-
lished two decades ago - initiatives
begun with the passage of the
federal Coastal Zone Management
Act, the Clean Water Act and the
Magnuson Fishery Conservation
and Management Act. There are
also initiatives resulting from new
legislation or from the re-thinking
of old legislation xnandated by the
re-authorization process,

This paper presents a planning
process  model! that was developed
for a portion of North Carolina's
coastal public trust waters. lt's a
model that incorporates some of the
lessons learned in our 70 years of
urban land-use management, These
were lessons leaxned from intense
land-use conflicts and the planning
techniques developed to anticipate
and ameliorate future conflict.
Though these lessons were usuaHy
leaxned through land-use conflicts
~ted with private property,
they are valuable when applied to
the public lands and waters of our
coastal and marine waters,

Where the "Bottonr-Up" meets
the "Top-Doxon" Approach to
Ocean Governance

Despite the number of plaxuung
initiatives, this author believes that

ocean and coastal planning is in a
state of disaxray. The prixnary
reason is that planning initiatives
 and regulatory actions indepen-
dent of plans! are often in response
to rnanagexnent crises. Responses
are usually single-purpose attempts
to address problexns only at the
level of government  or within the
particular jurisdiction! in which
they occur. Attempts at holistic
multijurisdictional xnanagexnent are
few. Until we develop some inno-
vative processes  models! for
"getting out in front" of potential
crises and doing so in a

At the 1993 meeting of the
Ocean Governance Study Group,
Charles Lestel stated that one
challenge in managing our oceans
is finding structures and processes
that allow diverse interests to be
articulated and heard and that
promote consensus building among
these interests, He further stated
that we need fora that do a better

job of: �! accoxnmodating the
participation of multiple authori-
ties, �! decreasing institutional
complexity and �! providing
incentives for consensus and

efficient governance.

Moving Ahead on Ocean Governance

Developing these processes or
fora can be difficult in an ocean
governance setting that appears to
be evolving along a path of single-
puxpose, single-jurisdictional crisis
xnanagement. Separate plans are
being developed at different levels
of goverxunent for fisheries xnan-
agement, coastal water quality
enhancement and coastal land-use

anagement, all without much
thought to how they might fit
together A bxief look at the plan-
ning and management efforts in
and adjacent to North Carolina's
coastal and marine waters provides
several examples. At the local
 county! level, state mandated
planning is attempting to control
land-use patterns around coastal
wetlands, rivers and sounds. At the
state level, river basin management
planning is attempting to address
coastal water quality issues. At the
interstate level, the Atlantic States
Marine Fisheries Commission
continues to develop coastal fishery
xnanagernent plans  CFMP! - an
endeavor that has recently taken on
greater importance with the pas-
sage of the Atlantic Coastal Fisher-
ies Cooperative Management Act,
That act gives the comxnission new
power to force states to implement
CFMPs. And, at the federal level,
the South Atlantic Fishery Manage-
ment Council continues developing
fishery managexnent plans. Even
though efforts at coordinatng these
processes have been rninixnal, they
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can provide examples of how  or
how not to! proceed with holistic
multijuxisdictional manageznent.

One of these efforts is found in
the N.C. Coastal Area Management
Act  CAMA!, The MAL'4 requires
local and state governznents to
jointly plan for and manage the
state's coastal lands and waters.
This zequirement was the impetus
for the subject of this paper -a 1990
project entitled "A Pilot Study for
h Ianafpng Multiple Use in North
Caxolina's Public Trust Waters."
The project, funded through the
Albemarle-Pamlico Estuarine
Study, focuses on applying old
strategies  land-use planning and
zoning! to a new arena  coastal and
ocean waters!.

Because of its legal requirement
for interjurisdictional cooperation,
the act provides some hope for
building a planning process or
model that can accommodate some
of the multiple authorities in the
state's coastal and marine waters.
The act's "bottoxn-up" strategy that
requires local planning and its "top-
down" strategy that insists local
plans be consistent with state
guidelines create a meeting ground
where diverse interests can be
axticulated and heard and where
consensus building can be pro-
moted.

A Pilot Stxufy for Managing
Multiple Use in North
Carolina's Coastal Public Trust
Waters

The goal of the study was to
use the MQviA requixexxumt of local
and state cooperation to develop a
model water-use plan  with accom-
panying use polices! for a portion
of the state's coastal pubhc trust
waters. Below are the specific tasks
used in develop mg the plan. Most
were traditional land-use planning
strategies. They included:

+ selecting a geographical area
that reflected a diversity of uses
and user conflicts;

establishing a water-use
plarming board that repre-
sented users and managers of
the area's waters and adjacent
Lands;

holding a public hearing to
elicit input regarding resources,
uses and conflicts;

idenbfying emstmg legal
authorities  local, state, inter-
state and federal!;

conducting a variety of invento-
ries and mapping the results
with a Geographic Infozxnation
System  GIS!. These induded:
�! an inventory of aquatic

resources  subznerged
vegetation beds, primary
nursery areas, productive
shellfish beds, etc,!;

�! an inventory of aquatic
resouxce uses  navigation
channels, marina sites,
military restricted areas,
crab pot areas, etc.!;

�! a water quality inventory
 point source discharges,
areas traditionaHy closed to
harvesting sheHfish, water
quality dasaifications, etc.!;
and

�! an inventory of land uses
adjacent to the coastal
waters of the study area;

+ developing water-use classifica-
tions using a methodology,
produced in collaboration with
North Carolina's Center for
Geographic Information and
Analysis, that uses GIS technol-
ogy to overlay several data
layers, The data layers were
obtained from the inventories,
and the overlay process was
used to dassify the area's

waters as suitable for either
preservation, conservation or
development; and finaQy

writing policies to protect
resources in the area's public
trust waters. The water use
classifications are to be used as
a vehicle for policy implemen-
tation.

Currently, CAMA planning
stops at the water's ed.ge. It is
unlikely that planning efforts will
be extended into adjacent public
waters until funds are made
available to local goverrunents to
cover additional expenses. Despite
this, there is a growing interest in
the process outlined above.

State planners and managers
see an opportunity to bring to-
gether the multiple authorities
governing coastal and marine
waters. At the state level, these
authorities include several commis-
sions, agencies and local govezn-
ments. In North Carolina the
boundaries of local government
indude all the coastal rivers,
sounds and, to a lixnited degree, the
Atlantic Ocean. Interstate and
federal authorities also need to be
considered - particularly in the
arena of fisheries management.
Many see this process as a meeting
ground where state  and pexhaps
federal! authority can merge with
the desires of local government

Local planners and managers
see an opportunity to become
involved in a familiar process
 planxiing and zoning! that involves
a geographical area tradibonally
reserved for state and/or federal
managexnent,
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from those of point sources so that
a command and control approach is
unlikely to be successful.

nonpoint sources as a social prob-
lem and exaxnine pathways to
solutions m that context. Social
problems require behavioral change
which is more effectively generated
from the bottom-up. Third, I
consider the extent to which

implementation strategies ixnplic-
itly adopt elements of these two
approaches,

Introduction

Nonpoint Soxxrce Pollrxtion as a
Social Problem

Nonpoint Source Pollxxtion as a
Technical Problem

The purpose of this analysis is
to contrast technical and social
problem definitions and the solu-
tions that flow from them, First, I
define nonpoint source pollution as
a technical problem similar to point
source pollution, Ultixnate reguLa-
tory control of point sources has
been top-down imposition of
treatment technologies to fix the
problem. Second, I consider

Ixnplernentation Strategies

Various irutiatives have been
attempted over the last two decades
and another is anticipated. To date
the nonpoint source problem has
been legislatively "solved" several

Coastal water quality enhance-
ment has traditionally focused on
control of point sources ox pipe
discharges. Recently, however,
nonpoint sources that include farm
fields, septic systems, lawns, and
other sources of nutxients, toxins,
and sediments have gained prorni-
nence in the water quality debate.
The diffuse land-use activities that

are responsible for the flows of
contaminants have been presumed
to generate, in some estimates,
nearly half of the impairment of
United States estuaries, Conse-
quently, a variety of initiatives are
underway or being contemplated to
address this problexn. Axnong the
complexities associated with
nonpoint source pollution controls
is the need to integrate land man-
agement into considerations of
coastal water quality management.
The former was predoxnmantl.y a
local issue while the latter was
commonly a federal initiative.
Hecause the technical dixnensions of
the problem require a merger of the
two, they raise difficult intergov-
emmental problems.

A techrucal prob lexn statexnent
of nonpoint source pollution
emphasizes the inputs, fates, and
eHects of the diverse contaxninants
that are known or potential sources
of degraded water quality. The
behavior of contaminants in water-

sheds and coastal receiving waters
is used to design technical solu-
tions. They may be targeted at
sources, such as redesign of septic
systems, or they may exnphasize
storage or conversion prior to
release. In the latter case the
technical solution would include
settling basins or vegetated buffers.
TopMown teduucal solutions for
point source control problems have
been readily and successfully
adopted in regulations as a means
of addressing that problem. A
technical approach to nonpoint
source pollution ixnplies that
problem diagnosis, solution design,
and top-down regulatory irnposi-
tion of the corrective technology
would result in diminishing the
problexn. In fact the technical
dimensions of the nonpoint source
problexns are sufficiently different

Conversely, describing
nonpoint source pollution as a
social problexn emphasizes different
attributes of the issue and leads to
alternate solutions. In particular
nonpoint source pollution as a
social prob lexn emphasizes socie tal
knowledge, mutually acceptable
goals, and consensual approaches
to reaching them, among other
factors. The objective is to seek
individual and hence collective
behavioraI change to ameliorate the
problem. The absence of easily
viable regulatory and enforcement
strategies for nonpoint pollution
control forces consideration of
alternatives sensitive to the inter-
goverrunental nature of the prob-
lem, Obviously such change must
be informed by the technical
dixnensions of the problem, but
solutions are not controlled through
technical avenues alone. These
solutions are characterized as
bottom-up, These idealized con-
trasts between technical/top-down
and social/ bottom-up solutions
form a background to considering
federal legislative strategies.
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es In the 1972 Federal Water
PoHution Contro] Act A ~d
section 208 launched ~ ambit;ous
phuuung acbvrtv yet few of the
state plans were approved by the
Envrronmental protection Age�<
The Rural Clean Water program
provisions of 1977 were created to
address agriculturally caused
problems. In the 1987 revision of
the Clean Water Act section 319
mandated additional state action

supported with federal matchmg
funds. Most recently in 1990
section 6217 of the Coastal Zone
Management Act Reauthorization
requires program implementation
to protect coastal waters or loss of
federal support for other aspects of
coastal management. The 1994
revision of the Clean Water Act will

also address nonpoint source
pollution controls

Cortchrsiott

Top-down control of nonpoint
source pollution faces a number of
significant technical and intergov-
ernmental obstacles. Regulations
and enforcement of dispersed land
use activities characteristic of
nonpoint sources is neither politi-
cally attractive nor bureaucratically
tractable as point source controL
Therefore, to be successful, federal
legislation will have to build upon a
technical understanding but move
to strategies that encourage indi-
vidual and local decisions to
further the federal goaL

M<»~g A,heacg on gcean Governance
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COASTAL AMERICA: A PARTNERSHIP FOR ACTION

Virsinxa K. Txppte
Director, Coastal America

Norman T. Edwards
Deputy Director, Coastal America

National - Policy Forrnxxlation identified by the Regional Teams
and elevated to the national level
for resolution. For example, a
policy preventing the beneficial use
of dredged material for wetland
restoration was noted by a Regional
Ixnplementation Team and quickly
resolved by the National Imple-
mentation Team and PrinccpalS..
The resolution of this issue not only
enabled the project to move for-
ward but encouraged the develop-
ment of a legLslative solution for the
broader national problem.

Introduction

Coastal America is a collabora-
tive partnership initiative to restore,
preserve, and protect the nation's
coastal ecosystems. The Partner-
ship includes the federal agencies
with coastal stewardship responsi-
bilities, the defense agencies, and
the infrastructure agencies: Agricul-
ture, Air Force, Army, Coxxunerce,
Environmental Protection Agency,
Housing and Urban Developxnent,
Interior, Navy, and Transportation.
ln addition, state and local agencies
and non-goverrunental organiza-
tions are partners in speci6c
projects,

Regiona/ � Planning Process

For exaxnple, the Northeast
strategy focuses on restoration of

This innovative, action-oriented
xnulti-agency effort was initiated in
response to a growing realization
that our piece-meal approach to
addressing the coastal crisis has
been inadequate. Although media
and activity-specific laws and
prograxns have helped protect
selected resources, coastal ecosys-
tems continue to be degraded. The
Coastal Axnerica Partnership
approach combines the resources,
authorities and expertise of the
federal agencies to provide a
comprehensive response to our
coastal problexns. By building
coahtions among federal agencies,
~tate and local governxnents, the
private sector and concerned
citizens, the Partnership can
accomplish big tasks which no
agency or program could do alone.

14th Street and Corxstitution Avenue, N.W
Washirtgton, D.C. 20230
Phone: �02! 482-5483

Fax: �02! 482-0714

Coastal America is governed by
a multi-agency Mexxiorandum of
Understanding which provides a
national operational framework for
the initiative, The management
structure for this national initiative

cuts horizontally across the agen-
cies and extends vertically from the
policy !evel to the field level  Figure
I on the following page!. National
policy guidance is provided by the
Principals Group which is com-
prised of Assistant Secretaries from
the partner agencies. The Under
Secretary of Comxnerce currently
Chairs the Principals Group. A
national interagency teaxn of senior
level national prograxn xnanagexs
provides program guidance. Nine
regional interagency teaxns of
senior level regional xnanagers
coordinate activities, develop
regional strategies and implement
projects. The national partnership
is facilitated by a Coastal America
office which is staffed by employees
from the Partnership agencies. The
organizational structure enables
early identification of policy issues
and conflicts a.t the local, regional
and national level and encourages
tixnely resolution of these issues by
senior level policy-rxiakers,

Since the purpose of the
Partnership is to encourage collabo-
rative action to restore and protect
coastal eni~onments, policy and
program directives that prevent or
inhibit collaborative projects are

Planning occurs at the regional
level, where interagency Regional
Implementation Teaxns  RITs!
develop strategies to address
specific regional problexns. These
strategies provide a region specific
framework for program ixnplemen-
tation and project selection. This
collaborative planning approach
encourages the incorporation of
environmental objectives in xnaj or
developxnent plans such as the
reuse of military bases targeted for
closure, water resources projects
and transportation systexn improve-
xnents. The process of co~paring
and evaluating specific agency
plans also encourages the early
identification of coUaborative
opportunities to restore the ern~-
roxunent while moi~g forward
with vital economic development
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Samxrxagy

coastal habitat affected by infr
structure development and spe ~i
cally identifies opportunities for
restoration of coastal marshes
constricted by rail and road sys-
tems. Sources of funding for ~is
restoration strategy include the
Interxnodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act of 1991. Resolutions
to comxnit resources to accoxnplish
the restoration efforts have already
been signed among the Coastai
Axnerica federal partners and the
states of Connecticut and Rhode
Island and an agreement is pending
with Massachusetts.

Local - Project Implerrxerxtatxorx

Project ixnplementation occurs
at the local level. Within each
region sit~pecific coastal proh-
lexns are identified and a working
list of priority projects which
include federal, state, local, private,
and public participants is main-
tained, True interagency coUabora-
tion by the partners has encouraged
the pooling of resources and
fostered numerous adxriinlstrative
efficiencies that allow th e expedi-
tious implementation of projects.
The teaxns have often been able to
identify an agency which can
provide federal resources most
efficiently where they are needed.
In addition, the pexnut process is
expedited because the active
participation by all aff ected federal
and nonfederal stake-holders in
project design encourages tive early
resolution of potential issues

Although the Partnership is still
in its "ixdancy" it has already
proven to be a very cost-effecti«
way of assuring action at the local
level In its first year, 1992. it
generated 24 partnership pi olects in
IS states valued at over $12 xrulli
with over half of the funds ccm~
uted by non-federal partners-
1993, the Partnership ixu
additional 46 projects in 17 states,

valued at over $17 million, Over 20
federal agencies and over 150 non-
federal organizations participated
in project efforts which wiH result
in the restoration of thousands of
acres of wetlands, the re-establish-
ment of hundreds of nules of
spawning stream, and the protec-
tion of critical habitat for endan-
gered ~ birds, anadromous
fish and manne znamunals.

Comma A e~apmmdesa
nationally coordinated multi
a~ partnership with a regional
colhborahve apped and a 1~8

action-oriented project focus. lt
represents a new approach to
addressing complex enviroruxumtal
problems in a time of linuted
resources - a new way of doing
business that goes beyond conven-
tional roles and demonstrates
innovative aggressive action at aR
levels, The value of the process is
that it provides;

a collaborative approach that
encourages innovative and
cost-e8ective solutions to

specific problems

4 a partnership network that
enables development of a broad
consensus for action
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+ a management structure that
facilitates communication and
coordination

The Partnership encourages
collaboration versus confrontation

by bringing agencies to the table as
equal partners empowered to
contribute to a collective creative

effort, Because Coastal America is a

network and not a program, it has
also been able to minimize bureau-
cracy while streamlining the
solution-irnplernentation process.
Individual partner agencies main-
tain total control of their programs
and resources, but they recognize
that they can better accomplish
their agency objectives by support-
ing and expediting partnership
efforts. Lastly, the committee/team
management structure of the
Partnership builds trust among the
partners, facilitates working
relationships and encourages
conflict-resolution, Since the
Partnership includes the infrastruc-
ture, defense, and resource agen-
cies, it also provides an invaluable
forum to discuss sustainable

development issues and an effective
mecum to implement related
goals and objectives.

ln summary, Coastal America
provides an action-oriented forum
for coHaborative problem-solving
which better serves the public and
environment by leveraging govern-
mental and non-goverrunental
resources to produce results
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Sntrodsecti on Our examination of the @217
program focuses on the conceptual
approaches to nonpoint pollution
control and the requirements
associated with developing state
CNP&s. After examining the
program's key elements, we
introduce a theoretical framework
for evaluating the implementation
of' intergoverrunental programs.
This framework consists of several
components. In particular, it
focuses on: 1! the defmition of
problems; 2! the policy formation
process; 3! the implementation

process; and, 4! the characterizes
which influence the nature of the
outputs and outcomes of the
implementation process. The paper
then exaxnines challenges ~ted
with evaluating the outputs and
outcomes of such a program,

This paper explores the concep-
tual and practical challenges
associated with managing nonpoint
sources of pollution, In particular,
it focuses on assessing federal and
state efforts to develop and imple-
ment Coastal Nonpoint pollution
Control programs  CNPCPs!
pursuant to Section 6217 of the
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization
Amendments  CLQ44! of 1990,
Section 621 7 requires each coastal
state with a federally approved
coastal management program to
develop a Coastal Nonpoint
Pollution Control Program
 CNPCP! to be approved jointly by
the Environmental Protection
Agency  EPA! and the National
Ocearuc and Atmospheric A~
tration  NOAA! by July 1995.
Failure to do so results in fiscal
penalties for the Clean Water Act
Section 319 nonpoint program and
the state coastal zone management
 CZM! program. The program-
matic requirements associated with
~17 arguably represent the mast
comprehensive, and perhaps most
chanenging, national effort at
mtegrated coastal watershed
management ever undertaken in
the United States.

Assessing the $6227 Prograns

Problem Definition

The first component of the
evaluative framework exaxnhm the
problem definition phase of the
policy  or program! development
process. This is arguably the most
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The second component of
evaluative framework examines the
nature of the policies developed.
Based on the literature, it appears
that addressing the nonpoint source
probIem requires a set of integrated
policies. It appears that the @217
program satisfies many of the
requirexnents of an integrated
policy. For example, many of the
issues the prograxn addresses are
interrelated and the relevant
agencies are involved. However,
there are notable exceptions. The
geographic scope of the program is
defined in terxns of the coastal
watershed boundary when perhaps
it should be de6ned by jurisdic-
tional boundaries. There is also
reason to question the causal
relationships upon which some
policies are based. For example,
many of the xnanagement measures
are not directly related to ixnprove-
xnents in coastal water quality but
rather surface water quality in
generaL Thus, the technology

The third component of the
evaluative fraxnework examines the
implementation process used,
Based on the characteristics of
nonpoint source pollution, the
nature of the $6217 program, and
the implementation setting it is
argued that an "adaptive approach"
to program implementation is most
appropriate. However, a "pro-
grammed approach" is being
utilized to implement the $6217
requirements. This could cause
problems during the development
of state ~PCPs due to the high
level of uncertainty in the overall
implementation envirorunent. It is
argued that an adaptive approach
would likely be more successful
since it stresses experimentation
and creates a greater organizational
learning capacity.

important stage of the policy
process since a poorly defined
problem may lead to ixnplexnenta-
tion problems and not xesult in the
desired outputs or outcomes.
Accordingly, the paper examines
the nature of the problem as well as
the extent to which coastal water

quality is ixnpacted from nonpoint
pollution  Tables 1 and 2! based on
the h!ational Water Qualify Inventory:
2990 Report to Congress prepared by
the EPA. It is clear from this report
that nonpoint source pollution is a
major water quality concern in
some localized areas. It is less clear
whether nonpoint source pollution
is a national problem since the vast
majority of surface water support
their uses and meet the fishable and

swixnable goals, It is also unclear as
to why $6217 focuses on coastal
waters since rivers and lakes are
unpacted to a greater extent.

Policy Formation

based approach works equally weU
within and outside the coastal
watershed.

Nature of the Implementatio»
Process: Programmed vs.
Adaptive

Factors Injluencixxg Program
Outputs and Outcomes

Finally, the evaluative frame-
work identifies three sets of factors
which influence the outputs and
outcomes of a program's ixnple-
xnentation: Consistency; Organiza-
tional Capacity; and Ecologic
Capacity. Consistency refers to: 1!
the degree of horizontal and
vertical consistency in policy and
program objectives; 2! the degree to
which institutional mechanisms
ensure policy ixnplexnentation; 3!
the adequacy of decision rules; 4!
the accountability of agencies
responsible for implementabon;
and, 5! the accuracy with which
policies are comxnunicated. Based
on the examination of these factors,
it appears that there may be some
problems with the ixnplementation
of @217. Pxunarily these problems
relate to the duplication and
overlap of federal and state pro-
grams to control nonpoint sources
of pollution.

Organizational capacitv is
characterized in terxns of: 1! the
staff's expertise; 2! the disposition
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Corrcfasrorrs

The paper draws several
conclusions related to the $6217
program and the integration of
existing nonpoint source pollution
control programs, It also questions
why the approach taken to imple-
ment the f6217 requirements
contradicts the approach used to
develop and unplement state CZM
prograxns. Finally, the paper raises
questions regaxding the evaluation
of f6217 program outputs and
outcomes. In a sense, $6217 is an

of implernentors; 3! the consistency
of the policy with the organizations
goals; 4! the adequacy of fmancial
resources; and, 5! the transaction j
transformation costs associated
with program ixnplementation and
administration. These criteria also
raise questions about the imple-
mentation of $6217. Perhaps the
biggest uncertainties are the high
transaction and transformation
costs which may be associated with
program development and imple-
mentation and the corresponding
lack of any substantive federal
funds for prograxn development.

Ecologic capacity is character-
ized in terms of the political,
economic, and socio-cultural
constraints of the implementation
envirorunent as well as the state' s
situational capacity and the equity
of the policies being ixnplemented.
These criteria also raise questions
about the implementation of $6217.
There may be serious economic and
political constraints associated with
implementing some of the pro-
grammatic requirements. In
addition, some states lack the
capacity to implement aD of the
measures within the prescribed
time period due to a variety of
constraints. FrnaHy, aspects of the
f6217 requirements raise serious
questions regarding the equity of
the policies being ixnplemented.

opportunity to conduct a large scale
experimentation in coastal water-
shed rnanagemen.t, The 56 rnanage-
inent measures each represent an
independent variable for testing
selected hypotheses concerning
nonpoint pollution control strate-
gies. Unfortunately, programxnatic
output and outcome measures are
not clearly specified and the present
water quahty monitormg data is
insufficient. In addition, consider-
ing that only 50-75 '/o of the rivers,
lakes and estuaries are presently
assessed, it is unlikely that states
will have the financial resouxces
necessary to accurately monitor the
effectiveness of a management
measure's irnplernentation. This
paper suggests that selected states
use the EPA's Environmental
Monitoring and Assessment
Program  EMAP! to identify and
measure dependent variables and
the ixnpact of the  g! measures
ixnplementation, Using the EMAP's
sets of interrelated indicators, it
may be possible to link rnanage-
ment measure implementation to
speci6c outcomes This may
provide a measure of cost-effective-
ness and provide an accurate basis
for developing future management
measures to control nonpoint
sources of pollution. It would also
provide the information necessary
for managers to learn and adjust
during the implementation process.
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Irztrodzcction decentralized face-trace pxoblern-
solving, and a belief that common
citizens can rise above self-interest
to discover the public interest are
hallxnarks of republicanism.

Civic Environnrentalisrn

Discovering The Prxblic Interest

Defining "the Public Interest" is
difficult and controversial. None-
theless, this section considers five
fraxneworks for discussing the
public interest in relation to themes
of governance and environmental
management.

This paper fraxnes the OCS
developxnent dilexnma as a problem
of "rediscovering the public interest
in the OCS lands." Section Two
considers five fraxnewoxks for
thindcing about the public interest:
republicanism, civic environmental-
ism, bioregionalisxn, ecosystem
management, and reinventing
government. Five principles of
policy reform for achieving the
public interest are then distilled
from these frameworks. Section

Three applies these principles to the
stnxcture and past unplementation
of the existing OCS program and
argues for four OCS policy changes:
�! decentralization of development
decisions to the four OCS regions;
�! establishment of regional
decision-making bodies consisting
of all of the major stakeholders in

Reprxblicanisrn and Public
Discorrrse

In contrast to Madisonian

democracy, which emphasizes
controlling the negative effects of
factions, Republican or Jeffersonian
theories of dexnocracy exnphasize
strong public participation and
engagement in the policy-making
process in order to reach common
definitions and solutions to public
problems. Whexeas the checks and
balances approach of the
Madisonian vision promotes "veto-
politics", xepubhcanisxn promotes
pubhc discourse and processes for
consearsus-building. Citizenship,

Bio region alisrn

The 1978 amendments to the
Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
were designed to promote the
expeditious yet environmentally-
sourrd development of frontier OCS
oil resources, The amended OCS
program has failed to achieve its
goal, however, and envixonxnental,
development, and govexnxnent
interests have reached a stalemate.
There is now widespread agree-
ment that the OCS pxogram re-
quires fundamental change in order
to move beyond the contentious
and debilitating conflict of the past
15 years.

OCS decisions; �! allocation of the
costs and benefits of OCS develop-
ment to the regional decision-
making bodies; and �! institution-
ahzation of a public rnechanisrn for
OCS exploration, These reforzns are
intended to establish and affir the
public character of OCS resource
decision-making by enhancing
public discourse and by placing
control of key resource allocations
within regional political and
coznmunity settings,

In his book Civic Environmental-

ism, DeWitt John proposes an
alterTrative to the federal command
arrd contro! "gorilla in the closet"
model of environmental znarrage-
ment.' Some of the primary charac-
teristics of "civic environmental-
isxn" are bottom-up public partici-
pation and formulation of em~on-
mental policy; integration of
existing fragmented governmenta!
authorities; and experimentatiorr
and adjustment of policies in
response to scientific uncertainty. It
stzesses the importance of the
"civic" dimension of public policy
in order to more effectively balance
envirorunental and economic
vahxes.

Bioregionalism is concerned
with integrating the ecological
aspects of a region with its
econoxny, culture, education, and
govexnance. It postulates the
importance of regional ecologies
and cultures, as well as the devel-
oprnent of sustainable regional
econorxues, material flows, etc. Like
Civic Enviroxunentalisxn, it believes
bottom-up, decentralized structures
of governance are critical to devel-
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oping the public interest. It aIso
believes that a sense of "place" is
essential to our understarrdin
the public interest.

Ecosystem Management

Ecosystem management is
quickly emerging as the preferred
method for protectmg ecosystexrrs
and/or more effectively balarrcing
multrple interests within ecosys
terns, Although there are marry
different approaches to ecosystem
management, the Chnton
Admirustr ation's policy articrxiates
some of its general principles. �! to
manage along ecological rather
than political or administrative
boundaries; �! to ensure coordina-
tion among Federal agencies, and
increased collaboration with State,
lOCal, and txibal goverruxlentS, the
public, and Congress; �! to use
monitoring, asr~ent, and the
best science available; and �! to
consider all natural and Ixuxnan
components and their Interactioas.'
The recent Departxnent of Interior
initiative for promoting decentral-
ized ecosystexn management of
public grazing lands provides a
potential institutional fraxnework
for translation to the OCS develop-
ment arena.

Reinuenting Government

In Reirrrenfing Government.
Osborne and Gaebler set orxt ten'
prinCipleS fOr transfOrmilr g the
public sector and in particular for
responding to problexns ~ated
with centralized, bureauc-r»c
organizations.' The CIirrton/~~
adxninistration has embraced
several of these in its owrr ' r
venting government" initiative.
Some that are most relevant to
discovering the public irr
decentralization and participaion'
ernpowering commuxuties
driven as opposed to rules~v~
goverrummt, and anticipato y ~
opposed to reactive goverru-'rr~-

Conclusion

Together, the five perspectives
on governance suggest five prin-
ciples for better discovering the
public interest: �! establishment of
decentrahzed, bottom-up decision-
making; �! promotion of public
dialogue and consensus-building;
�! pursuit of flexible problem-
solving at the regional and local
level; �! integration of fragmented
federal, state, and local interests; �!
integration of regional political,
econoauc, and envirorunental
dimensions of social interaction.

The Public Interest and the OCS
Program

Over the last 15 years, the
federal OCS program has not been
ixnplemented consistent with the
principles developed above. In
particular, implementation of the
OCS leasing program has been �!
highly centralized �! lacking in
mearungful public participation; �!
bureaucratic at the federal and

regional level; �! undermined by
institutional fragmentation and the
incentives for conflict; �! haunted
by the asymmetric allocation of the
costs and benefits; and �! unable to
deal with uncertainty effectively,4
Rather than promoting problem-
solving and consmsus-building, the
program has been characterized by
veto-pohtics and deadlock. What
concrete reforms aught follow from
the principles developed in Section
D'7

First, authority for OCS devel-
opment decisions should be de-
volved to regional and/or subre-
gional decision-makmg bodies. The
proper scope of these bodies should
flow from an ecological under-
standing of the coastal and marine
environment. As discussed by the
OCS Policy Committee's Subcom-
auttee on Legislation, regional
decisions should be binding on the
federal Department of Interior. In

addition, regional bodies should
comprise all of the significant
stakeholders within the region or
subregion, Finally, scientific
studies and problem-solving shouid
be well integrated into the planning
and development decisions of the
these regional bodies, The rxua ion
of reaching consensus and well-
conceived strategies of decision, not
rigid, pre-defined timetables,
should establish tirnelines for
implementation,

Second, efforts should be made
to regionally integrate the costs and
benefits of OCS development. At a
minimum this would entail radical
revenu~haring on the benefits
side. It is already widely perceived
that the costs  envirorunental and
social! of OCS development are
borne by regions. Nonetheless,
there must be a legitimate effort to
integrate all potential values of OCS
development. This would entail
answering such questions as: to
what extend does each region
participate in generating its own
sustainable supply of energy? To
what extent are environxnental
benefits enjoyed by extra-regional
interests? etc Eventually, such an
approach would entail both the
decentralization of all relevant
decisions related to the develop-
ment of a bioregional, ecologicaIIy-
managed system of governance and
the integration of these decisions
across bioregional or ecosysterns.

Finally, the leasing and explora-
tion phases of OCS developxnent
should be integrated to maintain
the public character of the OCS
development decision regime. TIre
outer continental shelf lands are

public lands, not private, As
identified by the NRC and others,
once federal OCS lands are leased
to and subsequently explored by
private oil development intexests,
there is a certain momentum in
favor of development if oil is



discovered. The fear of such
eventuality has played a significant
role in pushing opposition to OCS
development back to the leasing
stage. To address this, public
mechanisms of OCS exploratiori
should be considered, such as the
"federal oil and gas company"
 FOGCO! idea that circulated
during the 1970s OSCLA amend-
ment process, Although controver-
sial, the publicization of the explo-
ration phase would promote true
public decision-making concerning
OCS development and promote the
regional integration of OCS devel-
opment costs and benefits.

Notes

1, Dewitt, John. Civic Environ-
mentalism: Alternatives to
Regulation in S tates and Cornrnu-
ni ties  Washington, D.C.,
Congressional Quarterly Press,
1994!.

2. Clinton Administration's
Proposed FY 1994 Budget.

3. Osborne, David, and Ted
Gaebler. Reinventing Govern-
ment: Horv the Entrepreneurial
Spirit is Transforming the Public
Sector  New York, Plume, 1993!.

Corr eh> sion

Current thinking on gover-
nance, the public interest, and the
environment suggests numerous
principles for developing more
effective structures of democratic
governance. Applying these to the
OCS developrnen.t diiiemma yields
some controversial proposals
including the radical decentraliza-
tion of decision-making authority,
the promotion of truly participatory
decision-making fora, integration of
regional costs and benefits of OCS
development, and the removal of
the private sector bias in explora-
tion and development decisions. It
is quite possible that such reforms

- would lead to just as much conflict,
litigation, and Congressional
interference as we have seen thus
far in the OCS program. Still, we
will be better for having pursued
new practices of governance
consistent with the ideals of repub-
licanism, civic and ecological
integrity, and reinventing govern-
ment, and certainly no worse off in
terms of outcomes.

Moving Ahead on Ocean Governance
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AN INTEGRATED PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING A WATER QUALITY PROTECTION PLAN
FOR THE MONTEREY BAY AREA

James W. Rote, Ph.D.
Scientijic Advisor

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Management

Monterey Bay National Marine Sanctuary
299 Foam Street, Suite D

Monterey, Calijvrxria 93940
Phone: �083 647-4256
Fax: �08! 647-4250

Irxfrodrxcfr'on

Background
The MOA states that aH signa-

toxy agencies agree to work to-
gether to develop a "comprehen-
sive" water quality protection
prograxn for the Sanctuary. The

In May of 1992, as an integral
part of the Finai Knvironxnental
Impact Statexnent/Management
Plan for the Monterey Bay National

Presently, over 135 million
people live in coastal areas of the
United States. Coastal populations
along the Gulf of Mexico and

One of the great challenges we
face for the remainder of this
millenruum, and certainly for as
lang as we will be around in the
next one, is protecting, restoring,
and enhancing the quality of our
coastal areas - - regions that are
under tremendous pressures of
projected population growth and
development. We are looking at a
xnanagement challenge as complex
as any we have ever faced --
scientificaily, econ omicaHy, socially,
and politically.

At the heart of the coastal
development and attendant poHu-
tion problem is simple dernograph-
ics. People crowded along the
water's edge are both the cause of
the decline in coastal environxnental
quality and one of the major
reasons why solving the problem is
so critical - - because the health and
quality of life for so many depend
on it Growing populations along
coastal corridors mean more
residential, commercial, and
industrial development; xnore roads
and infrastructure; and an increase
in every type of envirorunental
assault on the land, the air, and the
water of the coastal zone.

Pacific Coast have more than
doubled since 1960 While the
popular impression is that the
United States is a sparsely popu-
lated country, along its coasts, it is
axnong the more densely populated
regions in the world. Population
density in coastal counties is four
times the U.S. national average.

Today, manv of our xnost
important U.S, coastal water bodies
are paying the price of coastal
development in the form of de-
graded water and habitat quality,
real losses of habitat, declines in

fish and shellfish populations,
hmitations on commercial harvests
of ixnportant shellfish, and public
beach closures. Of the total pollu-
tion load entering the oceans
world wide, approxixnately
three-fourths comes from human
activities on land. A recent
Worldwatch Institute report reveals
that 44%  by weight! of marine
pollutants comes from run-off and
discharges from land; 33% are
airborne ernissions froxn land; 12%
from shipping and accidental spills;
10% from ocean duxnping; and only
1% from offshore mixung and oil
and gas drilling.

Marine Sanctuary, eight federal,
state, and regional agencies signed
a Memorandum of Agnsement
 MOA! to provide an
"ecosystexn-based" water quality
management process for the
Sanctuary. Axnong other things, the
MOA calls for the development of a
comprehensive water quality
protection program for the area.
This docuxnent became a key
element in the final negotiations
between the Governor of California,
NOAA, and the Congress, leading
up to Sanctuary designation in
September, 1992.

The stated puxpose of the MOA
is "to provide an ecosystem-based
water quality managexnent process
that integrates the mandates and
expertise of existing coastal and
ocean resource managers, and
protects the nationally significant
resources, qualities, and compatible
uses of the Sanctuary." Signatories
to the MOA include: NOAA, U.S.

EPA  Region IX!, CAL-EPA, State
Water Resources Control Board,
San Francisco and Central Coast
Regional Water Quality Control
Boards, California Coastal Commis-
sion, and the Association of

Monterey Bay Area Governxnents,
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purpose of such a water quality
program shaH be to:

 A! Recommend priority corrective
actions and compliance
schedules addressing point and
non-point sources of pollution
to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biologi-
cal integrity of the Sanctuary,
including restoration and
maintenance of the resources,
qualities, and compatible uses
of the Sanctuary; and

 B! Assign responsibilities for the
implementation of the prograzn
among the Governor, the
Secretary of Comznerce, and
the Administrator of U.S. EPA,
or their design.ees, in accor-
dance with applicable federal
and state laws,

Organization and Approach

Reversing the trends of envi-
ronmental degradation is very
complex, costly, and difficult, In
any geographic area, society must
formulate a dear vision of the
region's future and identify the
tasks necessary to achieve that
vision. That is what "Integrated
Coastal Management" gCM! is aH
about. The term ICM has recently
come into vogue in recognition of
this increasing complexity and the
fragmentation of decision-making,
with respect to the u.tilization and
znanagement of coastal and marine
resources.

ICM is a process, whereby
scientists, resource managers, and
all groups affected by regulatory
decisions  the "stakeholders"! are
brought together to id.entify p~
ferns, suggest alternatives for
resolution of the problems, and
select the best strategies or solu-
tions for implementation. It is a
continuous process of logical steps
from issue identification to impie-
znenting action plans, which are

then foHowed by evaluation,
monitoring, and revision, where
necessary.

In the FaH of 1992, a small Core
Group of resource znanagers in the
Monterey Bay area began zneeting
in an attempt to coordinate activi-
ties, ln the Spring of 1993, this
Monterey Bay Policy Coordinating
Comznittee expanded to include
additionaL federal, state, and
regional agencies, and began a
series of meetings with NOAA
officials to discuss the initiation of
an Integrated Coastal Management
Process for the Monterey Bay area.

This past FaH, the "Core
Group" was expanded to 26
meznbezs to include aH of the MOA
signatory agencies, and aclditional
"stakeholders" from industry, user
groups, and non-governmentaL
organizations. Over the past six
months, the group decided to focus
efforts on water quality issues, as
mandated by the MOA, The
pl;uuung process encompasses the
concept of in tegrated coastal
management, and uses
"knowledge-based" consensus
techniques to gather, encode, and
synthesize information from
scientists, managers, and local
experts in a structured znanner.

It was felt that some aspect of
the consensus building process that
NCAA's Ofhce of Ocean Resources
Conservation and Assessment
 ORCA! used in the development of
the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary Management Plan, was a
reasonable starting point f or
developing a Water Quality Protec-
tion Plan for Monterey Bay. The
Monterey Bay project is an example
of NOAA's desire to enhance

management activities on a coastal
ecosystem scale, using multi-
disciplinazy teams representing
federal, state, and local agencies,
along with other organizations, to

work on a range of issues/prob-
lems that affect Sanctuary re-
sources.

Goals and Obj ectiees

'Ihe priznary objective of the
ICM process is to develop a
"knowledge-based" consensus on
those actions necessary to improve
and maintain water quality in the
Monterey Bay Sanctuary. The
actions selected should be practical,
affordable, and not duplicative of
existing efforts, and should serve as
the starting point for a continuous
management process.

A secondary objective in
bringing together a large group of
experts and interests in a systematic
and highly participatory process is
to evolve improved ways of inte-
grating expertise and participants
into more effective pLanrung and
management processes which could
ultunately be used to address other
regional probfems and concerns.

Wafer quality management in
the Monterey Bay Sanctuary
includes consideration of the

adjacent coastal watersheds. The
planning and developznent of the
water quality protection program
and management process can be
broken into four phases:

l. Issue Identification and Strat-

egy Devefopment.

2. Strategy Revision and Charac-
terization.

3. Analysis and Prioritization of
Strategies,

4. Program P!an Development.

As the first step in a two-year
process to develop the water
quality protection plan for the
Sanctuary, a thruway mterdiscipli-
nary workshop was held in Janu-
ary, 1994. The workshop was
attended by over 1SO experts
representing the z.anagement,
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scientific, and user conununities of
the Monterey Bay area. The
workshop was organized by the
Core Group, with support from
NOAA's Sanctuaries and Reserves

Division  SRD! and Strategic
Environmental Assessment  SEA!
Division. Participants at the work-
shop were grouped by discipline,
expertise, geogxaphic representa-
tion, and user-group affiliation into
a set of "working groups." 'Ihe
groups were part of a structured
process to direct discussion, acquire
and encode what is known about
the various aspects of water quality
problexns affecting the Bay and its
watexsheds, and to consider poten-
tial solutions.

CoxrcINsxoxr

Over the two year period of the
Water Quality Protection Plan
process, a stream of products will
be generated and disseminated to
keep aU participants and the
general pubhc inforxned of
progress, Products will indude:

I. A workbook containing the
results of the January work-
shop, maps, and suxnnmry
inforxnation.

2, A description of the Integrated
Coastal Management process
and its application to the Water
Quality Protection Program.

3. A Sanctuary Newsletter de-
scribing the project, with
continued updates.

4, The Water Quahty Protection
Prograxn Plan docuxnent.

This effort offers a unique
opportunity for establishing new
working relationships between
government agencies and other
organizations to solve regional as
weH as site-specific problems. If
this process works for a Water
Quality Protection Program, sixnilar
efforts could prove fruitful for other
regional problems and concerns.
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PROTECTED AREAS ON THE HIGH SEAS~ AND THE CASE FOR MARINE WILDERNESS

Maxine McCloskey
Member, Program Policy Cornrnittee, Defenders of Wildlife

Vice-Chair, National Marine Conrmittee, Sierra Club
5101 Westbard Avenue
Bethesda,MD 20816

Phone: �01! 229-4967
Fax: g01! 547-6009

Irrtro duction

Marine Features that Merit
Protection

Support for estabhishment of
protected areas on the high seas has
recently come from two intema-
tional sources. The first recom-
rnended establishment of such
areas in a resolution that was
a.dopted by the 5th World Wilder-
ness Congress held in Tromso,
Norway, September, 1993.

Marine Values

A strong case can be made for
protecting vast areas of the seabed
and water column for future
generations to decide on human
uses. Presuxnably their decisions
would be based on better under-
standing of the complexities in the
total marine envirorunent than we
have now.

Wilderness designation has an
appropriate place in a system of
xxxarine protected areas, just as it
has on land, where wilderness areas
help to maintain the geophysical
equilibrium, water and air quality.
They serve there as nurseries and
refuges for wildlife, maintain
biological diversity, and have

Routes of highly
migratory species;

As we consider marine environ-
ments as potential protected areas,
on the high seas and within Exdu-
sive Economic Zones  EEZs! of
coastal nations, we must be mindful
of the effects of harsh human hands
on the land, and take care in a
6mely fashion that those saxne
wastefuL and destructive practices
are not imposed on the oceans. It is
tixne to press for an international
program with authority to establish
a system of protected areas on the
high seas. We need to develop
criteria for selection and size, to
define activities to be prohibited or
restricted, and to establish a man-
agement and enforcement author-
ity, The program should include
wilderness.

scientific, moraL, historic, aesthetic,
spiritual, recre-ational, educational,
social, arid perscmal values. While
all of these values can apply to
xnarme envirorunents, those dealing
directly with the physical and
biological attributes are the most
compelling: scientific research,
maintenance of ecosystem integrity,
refugia for species, gene banks for
diversity, and as controls against
which to measure what is happen-
ing in nonwilderness areas. Those
values that are related to human

considerations  e.g., aesthetic,
spiritual, educational, recreational,
etc,! also apply to at least some of
the marine habitats,

The second occurred at the 19th
General Assembly of the World
Conservation Union  IUCN! held in
Buenos Aires, Argentina, January,
1994, The IUCN adopted a resolu-
tion that encourages protected areas
to be established in areas beyond
the limits of nadonal jurisdictions.
Both of these resolutions also
include a caH for wilderness
designation as appropriate.

Within the last five years, the
IUCN ComrnLsion on Parks and
Protected Areas paved the way for

these resolutions by ciardying that
its classification system of protected
areas includes the entire xnarine
environxnent, and by adding
wilderness in protected category 1.
The 4th World Wilderness Con-
gress, held in Estes Park, Colorado,
USA, Septexnber, 1987, advanced
the concept of marine wilderness by
defining it and recoxrunending it.

Except for birds and surface
dweljing marine mammals, sea
turtles, and fields of sargassum, the
exhilarating variety of life and
geographic forms is masked for the
wonders are below the surface of
the sea. It is special areas of the
seabed that must be delineated in

metes and bounds for protection,
with protection extending upward
through the overhead water
column and even into the sky
above.

Here are a few examples of the
kinds of marine features that merit

protected status:

Q~n~m Places of vast plank-
ton blooms or vast
swarms of kriH;

a~ngggl Rooted sargassum
beds and drifting
mats;
Cah~g and feeding
grounds of great
whales;
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Conclusion

Coral beds;

Seabed areas of
unusual scientific
interest, such as at
cuxrent convergence,
tectonrc Hfts, geother
mal vents, mounts and
canyons, and deep
tr~.  The
~s could be
considered the reverse
of mountain peaks
and ranges on land!;

Seamounts that

support rich
biological commuru-
ties;

Representative areas;

Essential habitats of
threatened or endan-

gered species;

Areas of exceptional
biological diversity.

Nursery areas of great
and sxnall whales,
other marine mam-
rnals and sea turtles;

Areas- of significant
endemic populations;

Nurseries for comrner-
cially valuable fish
stocks;

Axeas of exceptional
scenic values;

Areas of exceptional
recreational values;

Marine areas adjacent
to protected areas on
land; and

Submerged aquatic
vegetation  seagrass!
beds.

~gxlxgerrxsÃt Agt Jx01%t1J

The problem with establishing,
managmg, and enforcing protected
areas on the high seas is that no
nation can regulate the uses of the
high seas by others; it can only
regulate the activities of its citizens,
corporations, and flag vessels.

Two or more nations could,
however, agree by treaty to regulate
activities of their own nationals,
corporations, and flag vessels on
the high seas that they have agreed
to designate for some protective
status. The prohibitions on activi-
ties and enforcement would apply
only to their persons.

The International Maritime
Organization, which regulates
many aspects of shipping and
dumping from vessels, also has a
prog am of identifying special areas
and particularly sensitive sea axeas.
It can designate areas to be avoided
for safety and/or environmental
protection

Nations have established an
appropriate international body with
the required authority in the United
Nations Convention on the Law af
the Sea  UNCLOS!. This conven-
tion will come into effect at the end
of 1994 since the required sixty
nations have ratified it. UNCLOS
contains provisions that would
allow the Law of the Sea Intexna-
tional Seabed Authority to place
parts of the high seas floor off limits
for minerals extraction if exploita-
tion poses an environmental threat.
The presently lirruted provisions of
UNCLOS on protected areas could
be amended to provide for a
comprehensive program of marine
protected areas.

It is time to press for an interna-
tional prograxn with authority to
establish a system of protected
areas on the high seas and on the
continental shelves. At the same
time that mapping, research,
inventorying, and technological
developments for exploitation of
marine envirorunents go forward,
there should also be development
of criteria and planrung for designa-
tion and protective regulation of
significant ecosystems and critical
areas in the oceans. Such a scheme
should include wilderness on and
under the seabed, in the water
coluxnn, on the surface, and in the
air overhead.

People of the world cannot
allow the same dirrunution of the
viability of the world's oceans,
already underway, that contin.ues
to occur on land. We must rally
international energies to convince
nations and international agencies
that the mysteries of the seas are
worthy of protective status.
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THE FLORIDA KEYS NATIONAL MARINE SANCTUARY:
FEDERAL AND STATE INTERACTIONS
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Council is to assist NOAA in the
development and implernentahon
of the management plan. The Keys
Sanctuary Act suggests that mem-
bers of the Advisory Council
include Sanctuary managers,
members of government agencies
with management authority in the
Keys marine environment, and
representatives of conservation
groups, recreational and comrner-
cial user groups, and the scientific
community The 22 member
Advisory Council includes repre-
sentatives from the Florida
Governor's Office of Environmental
Affairs and the Monroe County
Cornrnission,

Comprehensive Management
Plan

The Keys Act requires that
NOAA prepare a comprehensive
managernen.t plan in consultation
with appropriate federal, state, and
local authorities and with the
Sanctuary Advisory CounciL [Keys
Sanctuary Act sec. 7 a! j One of the
mandates of the plan is to "ensure
coordination and cooperation
between Sanctuary managers and
other Federal, State, and local
authorities with jurisdiction within
or adjacent to the Sanctuary." [Keys
Sanctuary Act sec. 7 a!�!]

5anctuary Advisory Council

Wafer Qrcality Protection
Program for the EKE'MS

Congress directed the Environ-
mental Protection Agency  EPA!

Moving Ahead on Ocean G'overnance

The Florida Keys National
Marine Sanctuary  FIQCVIS! was
created by H.R. 5909  PL 101-605-
Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary and Protection Act!
[Ixereafter "Keys Sanctuary Act"] on
November 16, 1990. This National
Marine Sanctuary encompasses
approximately 2800 run' from just
south of Miami to the Dry Tortugas,
mating it the second largest
Sanctuary in the nation. The
Comprehensive Management Plan
arrd Environmental Impact State-
ment for the FKNMS will be
available for public comment in the
Fall 1994, and regulations could be

plernented by early 1995,

The statutory mandate includes
xrramerous provisions for federal-
state interaction and coordination.
Sanctuary managers appear to have
demonstrated a great willingness to
w ark with the numerous federal,
state, and local agencies that
exercise overlapping authority over
the land and water resources of the
Florida Keys and the larger South
Florida ecosystem.

The Keys Sanctuary Act  sec, 9!
recluires that the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Admirus-
tration {NOAA! establish a Sanctu-
ary Advisory Council in consulta-
ticrrr with the Governor of the State
of Florida and the Board of County
~omrnissioners of Monroe County.
The function of the Advisory

and the State of Florida, through
the Department of Envirorunental
Regulation  DER! [In 1993, DER's
existing legal authorities and
actions were transferred to the

Department of Environmental
Protection  DEP!.], to develop a
Water Quality Protection Program
[hereafter "Program "] for the
Sanctuary. [Keys Sanctuary Act sec.
2 9!, sec. 8] This is the first time
that a National Marine Sanctuary
has embarked on a water quality
protechon program. The recorn-
mendations for the Program will be
included in the comprehensive
rnanagernent plan that NOAA is
preparing for the FKNMS.

The mandate of the Program is
to "recommend priority corrective
actions and compliance schedules
addressing point and nonp oint
sources of pollution to restore and
maintain the chemical, physical,
and biological integrity of the
Sanctuary, including the restoration
and maintenance of a balanced,
indigenous population of corals,
shellfish and wildhfe, and recre-
ational activities in and on the

water". [Keys Sanctuary Act sec.
8 a! A!] The actions may indude
adoption and revision of applicable
federal and state water quality
standards, as well as the adoption
of federal and state pollution
control measures. The Program
also includes a water quality
monitoring component to deter-
mine pollution sources and evalua-
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tion of the effectiveness of pollution
control efforts. The origmaJ pro-
gram options were used to create a
NOAA strategy that also includes
specific implementation mecha-
nisms, such as responsible agencies,
schedules, and costs,

EPA and Florida DEP wiH
implement the recomznendations
for monitoring and research.
NOAA will implement the educa-
tional activities in the Sanctuary
with the assistance of EPA and the
DEP, Numerous federal, state, and
local agencies will ixnplement the
inibal recommendations for correc-
tive action, in areas such as Florida
Bay freshwater flow, domestic
wastewater, stoxmwater, marinas
and live-aboards, mosquito spray-
ing, and canals.

The National Marine Sanctuar-
ies program Amendments Act of
1992  H, R. 5617! established a
Steering Committee and a Technical
Advisory Committee for the
Program. The Governor of Florida
and the Regional EPA Administra-
tor select the Steering Comxnittee
from representatives from federal
and state agencies. Similarly,
scientists from both federal and
state agencies participate on the
Technical Advisory Comxnittee.
This Legislation also authorized
appropriation of $3 miHion to EPA
for FY 1994 and $4 miHian for FY
1995 for implementation of the
Program.

Even though the Water Quality
Protection Prograxn, as part of the
FII24MS Comprehensive Manage-
ment Plan, has yet to be approved,
it has ~ted momentum in this
area, especially regarding land-
based activities. The multi-year
development of the &REAMS
comprehensive management plan
has aided the recognition that water
quality protection cannot stop at the
border of the Fft~W but must take
a larger ecosystezn perspechve,

Recently, federal, regional, and
state authorities have revisited the
drainage system of the Central/
South Horida Flood Control Project.
By the FaH 1994, the Army Corps of
Engineers will present a plan to
restructuxe the South Florida

drainage systexn, Interior Secxetary
Babbitt's Task Force is developing
an action plan f' or restoratiorx of the
Everglades and the Rorida Bay
ecosysterxL 'Ihe Florida Bay Inter-
agency Work Grou.p, led by the
National Park ~, is coznment-
ing an the NPS research program
for restoration of Florida Bay,
Undoubtedly, the Steering Commit-
tee for the Water Quality Protection.
Program wiH take a leading role in
working to restore historical
freshwater flow to Florida Bay.

Many of the Prograxn's strate-
gies involve modifications of
existing programs of one of the
agencies with authority in the
Florida Keys. Monroe County, the
State of Florida, and EPA are
already implementing corrective
actions that do not requixe promul-
gation of regulations. For example,
the County is cooperating with the
Florida Department of Health and
Rehabilitative Services  HRS! on a
Cesspool Elimination Plan. Monroe
County and the State have taken
the lead regarding the live-aboards
and have begun to site 16 puxnpout
sites in the Florida Keys. The HRS
is heading a Sewage Treatment
Pilot Program that will experiment
with three or four sewage treatment
alternatives  On-Site Disposal
System Demonstration Project!.

Although the Water Quality
~on Prograzn does appear to
have generated momentum,
mterest, and opened interagency
~js of coordination that were
previously ~xistent, major
obstacles may surface. Funding
remains a serious obstacle to the
implementation of the Program,

Although proposed legislation
 H.R. 5617! would have targeted $3
miHion for the Program in FY 94
and $4 zniHion in FY 95, Congress
only gave EPA a $195,000 add-an
for FY 94. EPA officials are opti-
mistic that they wiLL be able to
obtain additional funds of up to $1
rniflion for the monitoring and
research, but this is stiH xnuch less
than the skeleton FY 94 budget of
$2/50,000. EPA plans to address
the budget short-faH by ~
back aH program components,
rather than elizninating certain
components.

Difficulties wiH appear m
addition to funding lixnitations
Despite the forxnation of the
Steering Coxnxnittee, coordination
of the agendas of eight federal
agencies, six State of Florida
agencies and two regional authori-
ties, in addition to the Monroe

County government and munici-
palities, wiH be a monumental task
The Prograxn's interest in Florida
Bay and South Florida water
management as "upstream"
ixnpacts that affect FKNMS water
quality, at best, may play a critical
role in the successful resolution of
this complex political issue. On the
other hand, perhaps liznited re-
sources would be better spent an
amelioration of water quality
problexns that have a Monroe
County source.

Fishing Regulations

The purpose of the FIPQvtS is
to protect the xnarine resources of
the Sanctuary,  Keys Act sec 3 h!!
The ~ Protection, Resexuch,
and Sanctuarxes Act  h fPRSA!
defines "sanctuary resouxce" to be
any Living or nonhving resourceij-
.. that contributes to the conserva-
tion, recreational, ecologicaL . or
aesthetic value of the sanctuary", Lb
U-S.C, sec, 1432 8!. This includes
fishery resources of the FKMMS,
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although NOAA lacks authority to
establish fishery regulations in the
&2ZvlS,

Florida state waters comprise
65% of the waters of the FIPJ1VIS,
and the reznaining 35 /o are federal
EEZ waters. The Florida Marine
Fisheries Co~on  FMFC!
exercises authority over marine
resources in state waters, while the
South Atlantic Fisheries Manage-
ment Council and the Gulf of

Mexico Fisheries Management
Council share the management of
federal waters in the FKNMS,

In 1992, these three fisheries
councils developed a Protocol foz
Cooperative Fishery Manageznent

the F1~4S that attempts to
eliminate inconsistent regulations
that may lead to public confusion,
overfishmg, and ineffective inarine
resource management. The objec-
tives of the Protocol include devel-
opment of a single set of regula-
tions for the entire FKNMS that will
facilitate flexible and unified
response to new scientific infozxna-
tion regarding resource abundance
and encourage public compliance.
IdeaHy, the most strict regulations
of one management council will
bind the other two councils.

The Protocol designates the
FMFC as the lead agency for
initiating, developing, and imple-
znenting marine fishery regulations
for the HCN1VIS. The federal
councils may also initiate xegula-
tory action through cooperation
with the FMFC. The FMFC devel-
ops a record of supporting mforma-
tioxi and analyses with cooperation
from the federal councils, The
proposed fishery rule then under-
goes state and federal public
review, The federal parties and the
Florida governor and cabinet must
approve the final regulations,

The agreement stipulates that
regulations that are developed
under the Protocol be consistent
with the Sanctuary comprehensive
management plan, the MPRSA, and
other applicable federal law. lt is
possible that the councils' interpre-
tations of the Magnuson Act and
Florida enabling legislation could
confhct with the Sanctuary compre-
hensive management plan. For
example, NOAA's internal working
comprehensive inanagement plan
did not include the Protocol,
specific concurrent fishing regula-
tions, nor regulations regarding the
replenishment reserves, The
federal councils and the National

Fisheries Service hold that
the plan should include these items
before the plan is made public.
This internal NOAA dispute has
delayed public availability of the
draft management plan from March
to August 1994. There is no assur-
ance that the three fisheries znan-
agement councils will actuaHy
approve concurrent regulations or
that they will not face future
irreconcilable differences.

Although still in its infancy, the
BRIMS offers an unique example
of coordination among federal,
state, and local agencies in the
manageznent of marine and terres-
trial ecosystems in South Florida.
The Sanctuary Advisory Council
znet for over 18 months with active
participation of authorities of aII
three levels of goverrunent and
representatives of local user groups.
The znost ambitious proposals
callmg for dose coordination
among federal, state, and local
agencies are the Water Quality
Protection Program and the devel-
opment of a single set of fishing
regulations. Although it is still too
early to evaluate the outcome of
these efforts, the planning process

in these two areas is encouraging.
Funding limitations present the
most significant obstacle to effective
iznplementation,
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of xnarine life. Threats to habitat
include various sources of pollu-
tion, coastal development, and
other activities leading to physical
alteration. Many of these threats
are interrelated and have cuxnula-
tive impacts, Unless ixnproved
mechanisms are developed for a
coxnprehensive response to these
threats, znarine biodiversity is likely
to be irretrievably lost.

Ocean governance in general
and marine protected areas in
particular are key to such a compre-
hensive response. Marine protected
areas can clearly play a powerful
role in protecting marine ecosys-
tezns, testing innovative new
approaches, increasing public
awareness an.d support, and
providing sites for research and
monitoring. Through changing
public attitudes, iznproving scien-
tific understanding, developmg
effective models that can be applied
elsewhere, and by acting as cata-
lysts for improved marine manage-
ment, protected areas can extend
their benefits beyond their geo-
graphic boundaries,

Marine protected areas them-
selves are diverse. Defined

broadly, MPAs run the gaxnut froxn
sznall highly protected reserves to
large, multiple-use areas and
biosphere reserves, An effective
ocean governance system will
require both smaller, higMy pro-
tected znarine reserves and larger,
xnultiple-use management regimes
in order to maintain znarine

Most threats to marine biologi-
cal diversity faH into two general
classes, those that involve
overexploitation of living resources
and those that destroy or degrade
marine habitats, Over-exploitation
includes both directed or inten-
tional harvest and incidental taking

Simply defined, biological
diversity is the diversity of life, but
there are znore coznplex definitions
that recognize different levels of
diversity, A better definition
encompasses species diversity
 variety among species!, genetic
diversity  variety among genes
within species!, and ecosystexn
diversity  variety axnong specific
environments and the biological
coxxununities they contain!.

Marine biodiversity, the
diversity of life in the oceans is
spectacular, invaluable to mankind,
and likely essential to the mainte-
nance of life on Earth. Contributing
to the Earth's biodiversity are
brilliantly hued coral reefs, dense
mangrove communities, luxuriant
sea-grass beds, lush kelp forests,
thriving estuaries, rich upwelling
areas, productive high-latitude
waters, and the myriad of life they
all support,

Oceans cover 71 percent of the
Earth's surface. Moreover, consid-
ering that organiszns occupy three
dixnensions xather than two, the
oceania provide over 99 percent of
Earth's living space. Terrestrial
species diversity may be greater
than marine species diversity
 though there is still much to learn
about marine species!, but marme
diversity is greater at higher
taxonoxnic levels. Yet, znarine
management regixnes designed to
protect biodiversity lag far behind
their tezrestrial counterparts.

The United States is blessed
with especially productive and
diverse marine areas. Scientists
believe that off the coasts of the
United States, from the frigid ice-
scoured waters of the Arctic Ocean
to the tropical reefs of the Horida
Keys, the West Indies, and the
Pacific Islands, there are more kinds
of marine plants and anixnals in
more kinds of marine habitats than
are found off any other country in
the world, Custody of the world' s
most biologically diverse marine
waters bears with it a special
responsibihty to protect them.

Conservation of znaxine
biodiversity must be paraznount in
developing ocean governance
regimes, if they are to maximize
public benefits and protect future
interests and choices. Maxine
protected areas  MPAs! can provide
crucial tools in an overall strategy
for saving, studying, and
sustainably using znarine biological
diversity and therefore should be
critical coznponents of ocean
governance. However, MPAs
should not be the whole strategy
and wiII be most effective when
properly integrated with other
marine and terrestrial tools.
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biodiversity, The two approaches
are not inutually exclusive, but
xather complementary.

The multiple-use approach
enables management on a larger
spatial scale by allowing most uses
within aII or parts of the protected
area, Only those activities inher-
ently incompatible with the area's
sustainability are banned through-
out. Other activities may be lixnited
to portions of the protected area or
otherwise restricted to ensure
compatibility.

The xnajor advantage to work-
ing on a larger geographic scale is
that it enables managers to effec-
tively protect mobile organisms and
address threats such as pollution
which do not respect arbitrary lines
drawn on maps.

Smaller, highly protected
reserves designed to maintain areas
in a more natural state xequire
stronger regulations including
prohibitions on the harvesting of
xnarine life. The prixnary advantage
of such "no-take" or "non.-con-

sumptive" reserves is that they
dixectly address issues related to
harvest or exploitation of marine
resources and related iinpacts.
Axnong the benefits of this ap-
proach is the maintenance of
natural areas replete with
unexploited population and
community structure, nahxral
equilibrium, ecosystem balance,
and a nearly full range of intact
biodiversity. Such areas provide
outstanding research, recreational,
conservation, and educational
opportunities and, if properly
designed, can substantially benefit
fish and fisheries,

Ideally, sinaller, highly pro-
tected reserves should be nested as
zones within multiple-use manage-
xnent regixnm. The effectiveness of
MPAs is greatly enhanced when
boundaries are based on natural

ecological units and when an
integrated xnanagement approach
permits xnanagers to address aII
activities affecting the area, includ-
ing adjacent land-based activities,
Furthermore, MPA programs must
be adaptive rather than static.
MPAs can be effective in address-
ing ixnpacts directly, focusing other
resources on a problem, and by
acting as a catalyst for other compe-
tent entities. In any case, the MPA
must have credible authority,
support, and resources to succeed,

Australia's Great Barrier Reef

Marine Park Authority  GBRMPA!
approaches the idealized model
suxxunaxized in the prior paragraph
and has enjoyed considerable
success. Even so, GBRMPA contin-
ues to struggle with ticklish prob-
lems such as overfishing, tourism
and land-based impacts. This
indicates that although maxine
protected areas can be of great
value, they do not provide easy
answers and should not be consid-
ered a panacea.

Although no U.S. MFA has yet
approached the ideal, the large new
sanctuaries currently under devel-
opment in the Florida Keys and off
Central California offer oppoxtuni-
ties and show proxxuse. The
Monterey Bay and adjacent Califor-
nia sanctuaries are ideal for devel-
oping a model for protectmg
healthy marine ecosystexns. In
contrast, the Florida Keys sanctuary
affords a challenge to demonstrate
that a sanctuary can address serious
problems, avert fuxthex ecosystem
deterioration, and restore a de-

pleted system

We Florida Keys and California
sanctuaries provide logical testing
grounds for the development of
comprehensive inarine manage-
xnent regixnes and excellent oppor-
tunities for demonstrating ocean
governance principles. Primary

responsibility for these sanctuaries
rests with the National Marine
Sanctuary Program  NMSP!, a
small but growing program exnbed-
ded deep within the hierarchy of its
parent agency, the National Oce-
anic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion  NOAA!. NOAA's strategic
plan has identified stewardship of
marine resources as a principal part
of its mission and is currently
developing a "coastal ecosystems
initiative", Furthermore, the
Clinton Adxninistxation has identi-
fied the Monterey Bay and South
Florida ecosystems axnong the
targets of a broader interagency
"ecosystem initiative".

Each of these sanctuaries offers
a focus around which to integrate
resources scattered throughout
NOAA and among other govem-
mental and non-goverrunental
entities and apply them to manag-
ing two of the nation's most valu-
able marine areas. In the Florida

Keys, the development process for
the sanctuaxy management plan has
provided a good basis on which to
build. However, a draft plan has
not yet been released and imple-
mentation will be a challenge.
Initial sanctuaxy xnanagement plans
have been completed for the
Monterey Bay and adjacent sanctu-
aries, but issue related to water
quality and vessel traffic were left
largely unresolved. Interagency
processes have been initiated to
resolve those that show promise.

The NMSP has considerab]e
authority to protect the sanctuaries,
but it rexnams to be seen whether it
can acquire the support and re-
sources to do so. Though NMSP
appropriations have improved
somewhat in recent years, the
funding available to the program
has xiot kept pace with increased
responsibilities and its staff re-
sources remain extremely limited.
The Clinton Administration Fiscal
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Year 1995 Budget Request included
a significant increase for the NMSP
which is promising, but a tight
federal budget suggests funding
lixnitations will continue,

The NMSP is unlikely to have
the resources necessary to protect
sanctuary resources on its own nor
would this necessarily be desirable.
To be successful, it will need to act
as a catalyst, forge partnerships
with other entities, and bring
outside resources to bear on the
sanctuaries, The program's Iixruted
resources and its low status within
NOAA's hierarchy may continue to
make even this approach difficult.

Despite such obstacles, these
sanctuaries are among the most
proxnising avenues available for
developing comprehensive marine
management regimes in the U. S,
and are an important test of our
capacity to do so. If such marine
management models prove success-
ful for these special areas, they can
be modified for application else-
where. The Great Barrier Reef,

Horida Keys, and Monterey Bay
have all been recognized as pos-
sessing special values and being
worthy of comprehensive, inte-
grated management approaches
ernphasizmg long-term ecological
sustainability. While such priority
areas are logical test sites, similar
 though not identical! approaches
make sense for our entire Exclusive
Economic Zone  EEZ!. Integrated,
comprehensive management aimed
at long term sustainabihty should
be a goal for the entire EEZ, though
the degree of protection afforded
different areas may be dependent
on the values and sensitivity of
their resources and the degree to
which other areas are protected..
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Architects and Marine Engineers,
and a meinber and past director of
the Maxine Technology Society.

Charles A. Bookman is Director of
the Marine Hoard of the National
Research Council, National Acad-
emy of Sciences. He is responsible
for the Research Council's assess-
xnents of future uses of the oceans,
xnarine and maritixne safety, the
technology of ships and marine
systems, inarme environmental
protection, and ocean and coastal
engineering research and technol-
ogy, Mr. Bookman holds a master' s
degree in marine affairs from the
University of Rhode Island, and a
bachelor's degree from Columbia
University. He is an aviate
xnember of the Society of Naval

Richard H Burroughs is currently
Associate Professor, Department of
Marine Affairs, University of. Rhode
Island and Adjunct Professor,
School of Forestry and Environ-
mental Studies, Yale University. He

Brian Baird is the Ocean Program
Manager for the State of California,
As an employee of the California
Resources Agency, he is in charge

Robert J. Bailey is the Ocean
Frograxn Adxninistrator for the
State of Oregon. He holds a B.Sc. in
Earth Science from Portland State
University, 1968 and has worked as
a professional planner since 1971.
He was Assistant Planning Director
in Coos County, Oregon, where he
directed work on the first Coos Bay
Estuary Plan and ixutiated efforts to
establish the Nation's first National
Estuarine Research Reserve at
South Slough. From 1976 to 1978 he
served as a field representative for
the new state land use planning
prograxn where he assisted local
governments in five rural Eastern
Oregon counties to build land
use-planning prograxns. He
worked as Senior Planner for a
Portland, Oregon, architectural firm
1978-1981 where he specializiad in
planxung and development for
several college cainpuses. He
served as Oregon's Outer Continen-
tal Shelf Prograxn Coordinator from
1982 to 1987 and was involved in
creating the Gorda Ridge Technical
Task Force, the Pacific Northwest
OCS Task Force, and the Placer
Sands Technical Task Force, all with
the V,S. Department of the Interior
Minerals Management Service. In
1985 he co-authored the Qz~im
Qg~~i gk and, in 1987, was
prixnary author of Oregon's Ocean
Resources Manageinent Act, Since
then he has worked as Ocean
Program Administrator in the
Department of Land Conservation
and Development to guide prepara-
ticm of the Oregon Ocean Re-
sources Management Plan, 1990,
and the Territorial Sea Plan, 1994,

of developing an Ocean Resou.rces
Management Plan for the State
pursuant to Assembly Bill 205
 Farr!. Mr. Baird currently serves
as the chairxnan of the Resources
Agency Sea Grant Advisory Corn-
xnittee and he represents the
Agency on the Monterey Bay
National Marine Sanctuary Advi-
sory Council Before working at the
Resources Agency be was em-
ployed by the California Coastal
Commission as the Iegi Dative
liaison, and prior to that managed
the Conunission's envirorunental

review of xnajor coastal and off-
shore facility proposals including
liquified natural gas receiving
terminals, oil and gas facilities, and
coastal power plants. He also
managed two coinprehensive
analyses of oil spi0 cleanup capabil-
ity for the entire California coast-
hne, He has published artides on
hquified natural gas facility siting,
visual analysis, archaeological
resources, and oil spill contingency
planrung. Mr, Baird received a H.A.
in Environmental Studies at the
University of California at Santa
Barbara.

John K Bullard is Director of
NOAA's newly created Office of
Sustainable Development and
Intergovernmental Affairs. As such
he will assist Secretary Ronald H.
Brown and NOAA Administrator
D. James Baker with the President's
Council on Sustainable Develop-
ment, which advises the President
on policies to encourage economic
growth, job protection, and envi-
ronmental protection. Prior to
joining NOAA, Bullard directed the
New Bedford Seafood Co-Op's
newest division to organize and
unify the fishing industry and to
influence the development of
federal fishery management plans.
From 1986-1992, he was Mayor of
the City of New Bedford where his
comxnitment to the envirorunent
was reflected in the initiation of a
city-wide recyding program.
Hullard led New Bedford into
compliance with the Clean Water
Act by siting and fmancing a new
secondary wastewater treatment
plant. Before serving as Mayor, he
worked as Agent for the Waterfront
Historic Area League and other
nonprofit groups in a joint effort
with the City to revitalize the
waterfront and downtown historic
districts. Bullard has received
numerous awards for his achieve-

xnents, including honor and recog-
nition for his public service. He
received his Bachelor of Arts from
Harvard University in 1969 and a
Master of Architecture and a Master

of City Planning in 1974 froxn
Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy.
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is a graduate of Princeton Univer-
sity and the MIT-Woods Hole Joint
Program m Oceanography. Profes-
sor Burroughs has recently
authored studies on ocean dump-
ing, evaluation of marine pollution
control, comprehensive acean
management, organizational
change within the Corps of Engi-
neers, environmental monitoring at
the Cape Cad National Seashore,
and management approaches for
nonpoint source control. His
current work includes an ~
ment of the global environmental
impacts of shrimp mariculture and
ecosystem management approaches
to terrestrial and marine environ-

ents.

David Caron is a Professor of Law
and Director of International Legal
Studies at the Uruversity of Califor-
nia at Berkeley. Professor Caron
majored in Physics and Political
Science at the U.S. Coast Guard
Academy. While with the Coast
Guard, he among other things
served as Assistant Chief of that
Service's Marine Environmental

Protection Program for Northern
California. As a Fulbright Scholar
he received an M.Sc. from the
University of Wales in Marim Law
and Policy. He received his J.D.
from Boalt Hall in 1983 where he
was Editor-in-Chief of Ecology Law
Quarterly. He was a legal assistant
to Judges Richard h/lask and
Charles Brower at the Iran-United
States Claims Tribunal and prac-
ticed with the San Francisco firm of
Pillsbury, Madison 4c Sutra prior to
joining the law faculty in 1987. He
was an editor of and contributor to
Law of theSea: U,S, Policy Dilemma
�983!- Among his recent publica-
tions are "When Law Makes
Climate Change Worse: Re~g
the Law of Basehnes m Light of a
Rising Sea Level, Ecology faro
Quarterly �990, "The Arctic," 2
Yearbook of international Environrnen-

tal Law 195 �991!  with Christopher
Carr!, "The Frog That Wauldn't
Leap: The Internahonal Law
Commission and Its Work on
international Watercourses," 3
Colorado Journal of International
Environmental Law and Policy 269
�992!, and "Protection of the
Stratospheric Ozone Layer and the
Structure of International Environ-

mental Law-Making," 14 Hastings
International aed Comparative law
Quarterly 755 �991!.

Biliana Cicin-Sain is currently
Professor of Marine Studies in the
Graduate College of Marine Studies
at the University of Delaware
where she also holds joint appoint-
inent in the Department of Political
Science and in the College of Urban
Affairs and Public Policy. Professor
Cicin-Sain serves as Co-Director of
the Center for the Study of Marine
Policy at the University of Dela-
ware and as Editor-in-Chief of
Oceait and Coastal Management, an
international journal devoted to the
analysis of all aspects af ocean and
coastal management, Among her
other appointments, Dr. Cicm-Sain
was a professor of political science
at the University of Cabfarnia,
Santa Barbara froin 1974-1989;
Founder and Director of the Ocean
and Coastal Policy Center, Univer-
sity of California, Santa Barbara,
1988-1989; Senior Fellow at the
Marine Pohcy Center, Woods Hale
Oceanographic Institution �983-
1984!; Fellow, East-West Center,
Honolulu �988! Guest Scholar,
Rockefeller Foundation Study
Center, Bellagio, Italy �984!; Pohcy
Analyst, National Oceamc and
Atmospheric Administration,
Washington, DC, �978-79!; Faculty
Fellow, Department of Housing and
Urban Development, Washington,
DC, �978-79!; Post-Doctoral
Fellow, Haivard University �973-
74!. Professor Cicin-Sain is a
member of the Ocean Studies Hoard

of the U,S. National Academy of
Sciences and is currently serving on
a number of Academy panels. She
also serves as Co-Chair of the
Marine Affairs and Policy Associa-
tion. Dr. Cicin-Sain has written

extensively on a range of marine
policy issues, including fisheries
management, marine inammal
management, offshore oil develop-
ment, inultiple use conflicts, and
international marine policy. In the
past several years, her work has
emphasized issues related to the
achievement of integrated ocean
and coastal management policies.
Professor Cicin-Sain's international
experience includes work on
marine resources management in
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico and the
South Pacific, and research an
international negotiations related to
the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development.
Professor Cicin-Sain is fluent in
Spanish, French, and Serbo-
Croatian, and has some knowledge
of! talian and Russian.

Walter F. Clark is an attorney with
the N.C. Sea Grant College Pro-
grarn. In that position, he conducts
research, teaches and assists local,
state and federal policy-makers and
citizens with coastal and ocean
issues. Most recently, Mr. Clark's
research has fused on developing
an ocean policy plan for North
Carohna, assessing issues underly-
ing the private use of state public
trust waters and developing model
strategies for dealing with the
growing number of user cceiflicts in
~ore waters and an adjacent
lands. In addition to research,
teaclung and extension�Mr. Clark is
the editor of Legal Tides - a news-
letter that f~ on current events
in North Carolina coastal law,
Before coming to Sea Grant, Mr.
Clark was employed by the N.C.
Division of Coastal Management,
where he was responsible for
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drafting regulations, coordinating
permit reviews, mating consistency
determinations and conducting
appeal hearings. He has a master' s
in regional planning from the
University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill and a juris doctor from
Wake Forest University.

Norman T. Edwards is currently
Deputy Director for Coastal
Ainerica, Prior to joining Coastal
America he was the Regional
Planning Manager for the South-
western Division Office of the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers. A
biologist by training and a water
resources planner by profession, he
was involved with the planning
and evaluation of xnajor public
works projects on the east, west
and gulf coasts of the United States
from 1973-91. He was a biological
oceanographer with the U.S. Navy
Oceanographic Office from 1967-73
where he was engaged in activities
in support of the global ocean fleet.

Tim Eichenberg is Program
Counsel for the Center for Marine
Conservation in Washington, D.C.
He has also served as Staff Counsel
and Energy Counsel at the Califor-
nia Coastal Coxxunission, Staff
Counsel at the Environmental
Defense Center, Marine Policy
Fellow at the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution, Research
Associate at the Marine Law
Institute, Lecturer in Coastal Law
and the Environmental Law Clinic
at the University of Maine School of
Law, and Co-Editor of the Temto-

rial Sea journal. He has written
extensively on ocean and coastal
xnatters including; coastal zone
management and intergoverxunen-
tal regulation, offshore oil and. gas,
the Clem Water Act, marine
sanctuaries, the National Estuary
Program, and marine aquaculture.
He holds a J.D, degree *om Wash-
ington University, and a B.A. froin
Earlham College. He is a member

of the Bar in the State of California
and the District of Coluxn.bia

Timothy Hennessey is professor,
Department of Political Sciexice,
University of Rhode Island and
director, Rhode Island Public

Administration Program. Professor
Hennessey graduated from Brown
University and received his Ph.D.
from the University of North
Carolina. He has taught at the
University of North Carolina�
Indiana University, and Michigan
State University. He has been the
recipient of research grants from
the National Science Foundation,
the Social Science Research CounciL,
the Ford Foundation, U.S Agency
for International Development, and
the national Sea Grant Program.
He is the author of two books and
xnore than twenty referred articles.
Professor Hennessey has been a
senior research fellow at the

Dalhousie Ocean Studies Prograxn,
the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution and Westwater Research
Centre at the University of British
Columbia. He has been a consult-
ant to the Office of Technology
Assmment, the U.S. Agency for
International Developinent, the
United States Information Agency,
the National Oceanographic
Adxnixustration, the Enviroxunental
Protection Agency, and the State of
Rhode Island Department of
Envirorunental Management,
Professor Hennessey is an associate
of the international Center for
Maxine Resources Development
and the Coastal Resources Center at
the Graduate School of Oceanogra-
phy. He is currently coinpleting a
six year study of 'The Governance
of U.S. Estuaries."

Mare J. Hexshman is Professor of
Marine Studies, adjunct Professor
of Law, and Director of the School
of Marine Affairs at the University
of Washington. He is author and
editor of books on coastaI zone

management urban ports and
maritime history. He has written
over 40 papers and publications
dealing with Iaw and policy affect-
ing coastal and marine resources.
He has been Editor-in-Chief of the
Coastal Management journal for
fifteen years, past president of the
Coastal Society, and founder of
Waterfiont Awareness and the

Maritixne Center, nonprofit public
education organizations. He
graduated from Temple University
School of Law in 1967.

Richard Hildreth is co-djrector of
the Uxuversity of Oregon Ocean
and Coastal Law Center. He co-
authored the first law school text
devoted to ocean and coastaf
resources managexnent, Ocean and
Coastal Iaw  Prentice-Half 1983!
 second edition is now in prepara-
tion!. Hildreth serves on the
editorial boards of two interna-

tional jonah, Ocean Developnen t
and International Laxu, and Coastal

Management. On sabbatical leaves
to Australia and New Zealand in

1984 and 1991 he completed a major
comparative study of ocean re-
sources xnanagement in those two
countries and the United States and
Canada which has just been pub-
lished as a three-article series by the
international Journal of Estuarine and
Coastal Iaxo. As a Fulbright scholar
at the University of Stockholxn in
1972-73, he researched and wrote
"Coastal Land Use Control in
Sweden," Coastal Zone Management
Journal �975!.

Mark T. Imperial graduated froxn
the University of Miaxru  FL! in
1989 with a Bachelor of Arts m
Marme Science. He graduated from
the University of Rhode Island in
1993 with a Master of Arts in
Marine Affairs, Whi1e a graduate
student, he co-authored several
articles, two of which were pub-
lished in the journals Coastal
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Management and Ocean and Coastal
Management.

Mark has been working as a Marine
Resource Specialist with the Rhode
Island Coastal Resources Manage-
ment Council  CRMC! since 1991,
His responsibihties include; coordi-
nating the development of Rhode
Mand's Section 6217 Coastal
Nonpoint Pollution Control Pro-
gram; coordinating the CRMC's
Section 309 Enhancement Grants;
developing new regulatory initia-
tives; performing federal consis-
tency reviews; and editing the
CRMC's quarterly newsletter.

Jon L Jacobson is Professor of Law
and Co-Director, Ocean and Coastal
Law Center at the University of
Oregon School of Law. He received
his J.D. from the University of Iowa
College of Law in 1963. Among his
various appointments, he served as
Fulbright Scholar, University of
Oslo, Scandinavian Institute of
Mazitixne Law, 1975-76 and 1984,
and as Stockton Professor of
International Law, U.S. Naval War
CoHege, 198243. He is currently
Editor-in-Chief, Ocrrrn Developtnent
and International faro: The Journal of
Marine Affairs, 1990-present. Recent
pubHcations include "At-Sea
Interception of Alien Migrants:
International Law Issues," 28
Willamette I.. Reo. �992!; "The Law
of Submarine Warfare Today," in
The Iaw of 1Vcroal Operations. 205-240
 Horace B. Robertson, Jr., ed�1991!;
"Govexnance of the U,S. Exclusive
Economic Zone: A Challenge to the
American Federation," in The
International Implications of Ertended
Maritime Jurisdiction in the Pacific,
329-352  J. Craven, J, Schneider and
C. Stimson, eds., 1989!.

M. Casey jarman is an ~te
professor of Iaw at the WiHiarn S.
Richardson School of Law in
Honolulu, Hawaii. She received a
LLM degree in Law and Marine

Affairs �985! at the University of
Washington, and a J.D. �981! at the
University of Mississippi Ms,
jarman was the Director of the
Marine and Coastal Law Program
�984-1987! at the University of
Mississippi Law Center. She was
also the founder of SeaNet  Sea
Grant Legal and Policy Network!
�983!. Her major areas of work
include public trust doctrine, state
ocean law and policy, and ocean
poHution. In a forthcorrung article
 Ocean and Coastal Management,
1993!, she exaxnines the application
of the federal consistency provfsion
under the Coastal Zone Manage-
ment Act

Lauriston IL King is a Visiting
Assc~te Professor in the Depart-
men.t of Political Science at Texas
ASrM University where he teaches
in American PoHtics and pubhc
policy, with an emphasis on natural
resources, energy and environmen-
tal policy. He was forxnerly Direc-
tor of the Center for Energy and
Mineral Resources; Deputy Director
of the Office of University Research;
and Deputy Director of the Sea
Grant Program, aH at Texas A4rM
University. Prior to joining Texas
AkM he served as a program
manager in the National Science
Foundation's Office for the Interna-
tional Decade of Ocean Exploration.
Professional activities have in-
cluded consultation with the White
House Office of Science and Tech-
nology Pohcy and Congress' Office
of Technology Assessment; Past-
President of The Coastal Society,
and charter member of the Ocean
Governance Study Group, Marine
Affairs and Policy Association, the
Occam Governance Study Group,
and the Environmental and Natural

Resource Policy Group. He has
written a number of journal articles
and chapters for books in the
general area of marine policy,

Robert W. Knecht is Professor of
Marine Studies in the Graduate
College of Marine Studies of the
University of Delaware. He is also
Co-Director of the Center for the
Study of Marine Policy and holds
joint appointrn.ents in the College of
Urban Affair and Public Policy
and in the Department of Political
Science. Prior to his Delaware
appointxnent, Professor Knecht was
a senior lecturer in political science
and envirorunental studies at the
University of Califonua, Santa
Barbara. Between 1981 and 1984,
Mr. Knecht was a Senior FeHow in

the Marine Policy Prograxn of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. Earber in his career,
Knecht served in a number of posts
with the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA!. From 1972 to 1980, he
directed the initial implementation
of the federal Coastal Zone Man-
agement Program. He also served
as the Director of NOAA's Office of
Ocean Minerals and Energy and as-
a special representative of the
Secretary of Commerce to the
United Nations Law of the Sea
negotiations. His civic posts have
included Mayor of the city of
Boulder, Colorado from 1965 to
1971, Chairman of the Denver
Regional Council of Governments
1969-1970, and CIa&man of &e
Comxnittee on Environmental
Quality for the National League of
Cities, Among his current appoint-
ments, he serves on the Executive
Committee of the Marine Board and
as Vice-President of the Interna-
tional Coastal and Ocean Organiza-
tion.

Charles Lester is an assistant
professor of pohtical science at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.
He received his B.A. froxn Colum-
bia CoHege and his J.D. degree from
Boalt HaH School of Law of the
University of California, Berkeley in
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1989. Charles received his Ph,D,
from the Jurisprudence and Social
Policy Program at Berkeley in 1991.
His general area of expertise is
Envirorunental Politics, Policy, and
Law, and his primary research to
date has focused on offshore oil
development and coastal zone
management. More recently, he has
been studying the problem of
cumulative envirorunental impacts
in the coastal zone and has been
working in San Francisco and Santa
Cruz with the California Coastal
Cornrxuss1 on.

Maxine McCloskey is a member of
the Program Policy Committee of
Defenders of Wildlife, and is Vice-
Chair of the Marine Committee of

the Sierra Club. She has been
worlang on wilderness and wild-
hfe, especially whales, for many
years, She founded the Whale
Center, a whale conservation
organization in Oakland, California,
and served seven times as a mem-
ber of the US delegation to the
annual meetings of the Interna-
tional Whaling Commission. She
was chair of the Citizen Nongame
Advisory Conunittee to the Califor-
nia Department of Fish and Game,
and for nine years was a member of
the Board of Directors of Defenders
of Wildlife. Besides numerous
articles on whale conservation,
xnarine sanctuaries, and nongame
wildhfe, she edited two books
published by the Sierra Club that
were proceedings of two of the
club's bienrual wilderness confer-
ences. In the last few years she has
been writing and speaking on the
xnarine environment: estabhshing a
system of protected areas in the
high seas, and extending the
concept of wilderness as know on
land. to marine areas, She was
instrumental in the World Conser-
vation Union's  IUCN! extending
the scope of rts work on protected
areas to include the high seas,

Richard J. McLrughlin is Associate
Professor of Law and Director of

the Mississippi-Alabama Sea Grant
Legal Program at the University of
Mississippi Law Center. He has
written widely on ocean and coastal
related topics and serves on the
Board of Editors of the ~~iy~

aj and on the Board of
Directors of the Marine Affairs and
Policy Association, In 1991-92, he
was named a Fulbright Scholar to
Japan.
Professor McLaughlin holds an A.B.
degree from Humboldt State
University �978!, a J.D. from
Tulane University School of Law
�985!, and an LL.M, from the
Urn versity of Washington School of
Law �987!, and is currently a J.S.D.
candidate at the University of
California at Berkeley School of
Law  Boalt Hall!,

Jerry B. Norxis has been Executive
Director of the Pacific Basin Devel-
opment Council  PBDC! in Hono-
lulu, Hawaii, since 1981. Formed to

create economic development and
growth in the Pacific Basin region,
PBDC is a non-profit, taxwxempt
educational organization directed
by a Board of Directors consisting
of the Governors of American

Samoa, Guam, the Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands
and the State of Hawaii. In the
period 1975-1981, Mr. Morris served
as Director, Western Office of the
Council of State Governments. He
is a member of nuxnerous advisory
comxnittees concerned with Pacific
Basin developxnent issues.

Molly Harris Olson was named
Executive Director of the
President's Council on Sustainable

Development in October 1993.
Prior to joining the Council, Ms.
Olson v as special assistant to the
Director of the Bureau of Land

Management, respor5ible for
ecosystem management, alternative

dispute resolution and Native
American affairs. She has also
worked for the Australian Environ-
ment Minister, where she con-
ducted a major national review of
goverxunent funding to the environ-
mental movement. More recently,
Ms, Olson was director of the Earth
Care Environmental Pohcy Insti-
tute, a pohcy group based in
Australia and the US. She has

lectured extensively on marine and
wildlife conservation issues, and is
the author of numerous articIes and
publications on these subjects. Ms.
Olson earned joint bachelor of arts
degrees in environmental studies
and natural resource economics
from the University of California at
Santa Cruz, and a master of envi-

rorunental policy degree from Yale
University, where she was a Bates
Resident Scholar.

Michael K. Orbach is Professor of

Anthropology in the Department of
Sociology and Anthropology and
Senior Scientist with the Institute
for Coastal and Marine Resources at
East Carolina University. From
1976 to 1979 he served as social
anthropologist and social science
advisor to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Adxninistration in
Washington, DC. From 1979 to
1982 he was the Associate Director
of the Center for Coastal and
Marine Studies at the University of
California at Santa Cruz, during
which time he also served as a

member of the scientific and
statistical committee of the Pacific

Fishery Management Council.
Professor Orbach has worked with
coastal and marine pohcy issues on
all coasts of the U.S., and in Alaska,
the Pacific and Central Amenca.

He has published widely on marine
social science topics including
fisheries limited entry and effort
rnanagernent, Indoctunese fisher-
men adaptation, marine mamrnal-
fishery interactions, and state,
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regional and federal fisheries and
Inarine pOlicy inCluding Hunters,
Seamen and Entrepreneurs, an
ethnography of the San Diego tuna
fishermen. Professor Orbach
currently Serves as a mexnber Of the
North Carolina Marine Fisheries
Coxnmission; Chair of the North
Carolina Governor's Marine Science
Council; a meInber of the National
Academy of Sciences Committee on
tuna-porpoise mortality; and as a
member of the Congressionally-
mandated Environmental Science
Review Panel appointed by the
Governor of North Carolina and the
Secretary of Interior to review
Mobil Oil's Application to drill for
oil and gas off North Carolina.

James W. Rote holds a PILD. in
Biological Sciences  Marine Ecol-
ogy! from Stanford University. His
dissertation was titled, "Analysis of
Chlorinated Hydrocarbon PoQut-
ants in the Marine Ecosystem". He
also holds a B.A, in Econoxnics from
Boston University; and he is a
Masters Candidate in Oceanogra-
phy at the U.S. Naval Postgraduate
School, Monterey, CA.
Dr. Rote is currently Principal
Consultant with the Assembly
Office of Research, California State
Legislature, and serves as NOAA/
OCRM Scientific Advisor in
Monterey Bay Area, and Adjunct
Professor at the Moss Landing
Marine Laboratories,

He is former Lhm~r of the Office
of Habitat Protection in the ¹
tional Marine Fisheries Service/
NOAA  Mexnber of the Federal
Senior Executive Service!, former
Assistant ~ry for Resources in
California State Government and a
Member of the California Coastal
Coxxurlission.

Legislation drafted by Dr. Rote
includes; the California Biotechnol-
ogy Regulatory Act; the Cahfortua
Aquaculture Development Act;

Califoxnia Fisheries Restoration Act;
and the California Ocean Resources
Management Act  CORMA!,
He has held acadenuc Positions at
the University of California, Santa
Cruz; Moss Landing Marine
Laboratories; and Hopkins Marine
Station of Stanford University.

Harxy N. Scheiber is the Stefan
Riesenfeld Professor of Law and
History in the Boalt Hall School of
Law, University of California,
Berkeley, He holds the A.B. from
Columbia and M.A, and Ph.D.
degrees *om Cornell, and did
postdoctoral work in law as a
Fellow of the Center for Advanced
Study in the Behavioral Sciences,
His writing on history of ocean
resources indude works on the
relationship of scientific develop-
Inenta tO management, on fiSheries,
and On the poliCy proceSS in dornes-
tic management in Pacific Rim
cooperation and rivalries, He is
author of several books, and his

writings on resouxce use history
have appeared in Ecology law
Quarterly, JourrMI of Economic
History, Poh'tical Science Quarterly,
CalifOrnia Laxo ReVieW, and numer-
ous other journals of law, social
science, and history, He is also
Marine Affaixs Coordinator for
California Sea Grant, and director
of the Ocean Law and Policy
Program at the Center for the Study
of Law and Society, UC Berkeley,

Jack A. Sobel, Habitat Program
Director for the Center for Marine
Conservation, leads the Center's
efforts to develop and strengthen
marine protected areas, especially
U.S, national maxine sanctuaries,
He holds a B.A. in Biological
Sciences from Cornell University
and an M.S, in Marine Environmen-
tal Science from the Ivlarine Sci-
ences Research Center at the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook. His thesis research can-

cerned population genetics of
queen conch in Belize. From 1985
to 1987, Mr, Sobel directed a USAID
Belize Conch Aquaculture and
Genetics Project and was involved
in the establishment of the Hol
Chan Marine Reserve in Belize. He
has focused on marine policy smce
serving as a Sea Grant Fellow with
the Senate COInmerce COrnmittee in

1988.

Daniel Suman is Assistant Profes-
sor in the Division of Marine
Affairs & Policy at the Rosenstiel
School of Marine and Atmospheric
Science of the University of Miami.
He is also Adjunct Professor in the
School of Law, University of MIamL
where he teaches Coastal Law. He

earned a Ph.D in oceanography
from the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography, University of
California, San Diego, in 1983 and a
J.D. from the Boalt Hall School of
Law of the University of California,
Berkeley, in 4991. Professor Suman
has been a research fellow at the
SInithsonian Tropical Research
Institute in Panama and the Board
on Science and Technology for
International Development of the
National Research Council. He has
been awarded a Fulbright Senior
Teaching Fellowship in 1994 at the
School of Law and Political Scierm
at the University of Panama where
he will teach Public International
Environmental Law. He is a
member of the Marine and Coastal
Ecosystems Directorate of the U5,
Man and the Biosphere PrograIn.
His IesearCh intereStS inClude legal
and administrative adaptations to
global clixnate change, legal rnecha-
nisms for coastal habitat protection,
marine protected areas, regulation
of marine pollution, and global
biomass burning, Professor Suman
is author of 20 publications in the
areas of chemical oceanography,
envIronmental law, and coastal
zone managexnent.
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Boyce Thome-Miller is Co-Director
of Ocean Advocates, a national non-
profit enviroxunental organization
which is dedicated to protection of
the global marine environxnent by
bringing science and law to bear
upon marine policy decisions at
local, national, and international
levels. Prior to founding Ocean
Advocates in 1992, she was on the
staff of the Oceanic Society and
then the Oceaxuc Society project of
Friends of the Earth. Ms, Ihoxne-
Miller works primarily on Marine
pollution issues, and represents
Friends of the Earth International
on matters regarding the 1972
Landon Convention. She also
works as a consultant to
Cxeenpeace International on land-
based sources of marine pollution
and the precautionary principle,
She has written. two books on
xnarine biodiversity: The Living
Ocean, which she co-authored with
John Catena, and Ocean. She is a
xnaxine ecologist with a M.S, in
Oceanography from the University
of Rhode Island, where she was a
xesearch associate.

Virginia K. Tippie is currently the
Director of the multi-agency
partnership initiative Coastal
America. Prior to joining Coastal
America she was the NOAA
Assistant Admixustrator for Ocean
Services and Coastal Zone Manage-
xnent and responsible for dire~g
aH activities of the National Ocean
Service �989-91!. She has first-hand
knowledge and insight of coastal
and marine issues having served as
Dixectox of NOAA's Estuarine
Frograms Office, Director of EPA's
Chesapeake Bay Program and
Director of the Center for Ocean
Management Studies and Coordi-
nator of the Marine Affairs Program
at the University of Rhode Mand.
Ms. Tippie has a Masters of Marine
Affairs and a Masters in Oceanogra-
phy froxn the University of Rhode
Island.
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